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EDITION

Dally hy Cnrricr or Mull. nt.

SETTLEMENT. IS

SPEND

GENERAL BELIEF

flILLlSilSTREETS

Exchanges Between Chinese

Former

Data Reveals.

and laps Over Former
German Leasehold to Be
Pressed Forward Rapidly

(By The Asnclted Trese.)
Washington, Jan. 15. Govern-

ment financial operations since the
country's entrance into tho war in
volved more than $200,000,000,000,1
NAVY NEGOTIATIONS
to figures compiled toGOOD AS COMPLETED according
day by the treasury on the basis of
dally statements from April 6, 1917,
to December 31, 1921.
Treaty Text Agreed to By This
stupendous sum consisted
both ordinary and pubthe "Big Five" Will Be of receipts, more
than $99,000,000,-00- 0
lic debt, of
balanced against disburseApproved By Committee
ments, of both classes, of a like
and the Plenary Session. total.
Starting on the eve of the
war. April 5 1917, with a net bal(By The Asanrtnlrd Prem.)
ance in tho general fund of
of
exclusive
Washington, Jan. 15 (by the
receipts,
ShanAssociated Tress.) If the
principal of public debt, from April
6, 1917. to
Jjecemner 31,
zi,
tung conversations make the prog- totaled
while pubress hoped for by conference lead- lic debt $24,018,000,000.
to
receipts amounted
ers during the next two or three
days, this week may see all isDisbursements, exclusive of pubsues raised in the Washington ne- lic debt, aggregated $45,785,000,- gotiations well toward solution. 000 while public debt disburseConfidence that tho Shantung ments totaled $53,481,000,000 and
problem is nearing a settlement last December 31 the net balance,
was apparent in most quarters in the- general fund was $488,000,-00tonight, delegates feeling that
with the other Far Eastern quesFor the war period the excess of
tions in abeyance, the separate disbursement, exclusive of princiexchanges between tho Chinese pal of the public debt, over receipts.
and Japanese over the former of the same class, was $24,000,000,-000Over the same period the
German leasehold would be press- gross debt increased by $22,000,-000.00- 0
forward rapidly.
from $1,000,000,000 on
Neither of the two groups di$23,000,000,000
rectly interested was prepared to April 5. 1917, to
say any agreement was in sight last December 31. Exclusive or-o
of
loans
$9,597,000,000.
a
foreign
that
but they evidenced
hope
the govfresh Instructions from Tokio und dinary disbursements 6, of
1917, to the
from April
Peking, expected hourly, might ernment
of
1921,
end
aggregated
help materially.
theso expenditures
Delegates Are Informed.
from
When Shantung is out of the amounting to $330,000,000
6, 1917, to June 30, 1917;
way, and perhaps sooner,, the April
of
fiscal
tho
for
year
$7,958,000,000
conference Far Eastern commit1918, $15,035,000,000 for the fiscal
tee will resume Its consideration vear
the
of 1919, $5,982,000,000 for
of other problems of the orient,
year of 1920, n.u4z,uuu,uuu
with all delegates in a position to fiscal
fiscal year 1921, and
for
the
present their views quickly. On
from July 1 to Decemmost of tho remaining Issues, the ber 31. 1921.
delegations have informed themselves thoroughly regarding the
views of other groups and the ENGLAND REGAINING
prospect for an agreement.
HER FOREIGN TRADE
The naval negotiations also appear to be as good as completed,
(By The Aneintfi rres.)
the treaty text agreed to by the
London, Jan. 15. Britain is re"Big Five" being regarded as
gaining her foreign coal markets
virtually certain to meet the ap- and
her foreign trade generally is
proval, successively, of the full
naval committee and of the plen- showing notable signs of recovery,
the November bulletin of the
ary session. Both of these meet- says
chamber of commerce in
ings probably will be "held this American
week. Leaders planned to set the London.
A
striking feature Is the reversal
conference machinery in motion
of tho positions of tho United
for final approval ot the treaty States
and Great Britain In coal
when Tokio sends approval of the
exports. In September, 1920, Amerwith Pacific
article ,dealinK
'
ican exports were 4,336.058 tons
and British 1,475,623 tons. In SepWaiting Instructions.
this year American exports
of
the Shantung tember
Settlement
to 1,498,878
tons,
had
question still rests largely in the while dropped
the
exports increased
hands of Arthur J. Balfour and to 3,406,579British
tons.
Secretary Hughes, in the opinion
of Chineso spokesmen. Both the
Chinese and Japanese delegations
tonight were waiting instructions BOND
FOR
from home as to the attituder
they must take on the Hughes-Balfousuggestions
compromise
designed to afford a basis for
of
tho phases
on
both
agreement
of the problem which up to now,
These
have seemed lnsolvable.
of
phases touch on the method
payment for the Tslngtao-Tslnanf- u of the
PLAN OF BOARD
railroad and the nationality
men who will hold the positions
ot traffic manager and chief accountant for the railroad after Its
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President Declares

Anew His Confidence in
the "Vitality of the League
of Nations,"

his wifes"hares
OF

PLAUDITS
Led By

Sena

,

Raymond Poincare,
ed
Press.)
who succeeds Aristlde Briand as
his
premier of France, 'completed
ministry today and presented their
names to President Mlllerand. The
president accepted the designations.
The cabinet follows:
Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs Raymond Poincare.
Vice Premier, Minister ot Juse
tice and for
Louis Bartjou.
Minister of War and Pensions
Andre Maginot.
Minister of Marine M. Raibertl.
Minister of Finance Charles Do
Lnstevrle.
M.
Minister oi mo Interior
Maunory.
Leon
Minister of Education
Berard.
M.
Works
Minister of Public
Le Troequer.
Minister of Agriculture Henry
Cheron.
Albert
Minister of Colonies

'feyNG
Is

Walsh,

5

ii

LIST MATCH TO

ctssatis
SliiGS mo

TO

Captain

and

Seven

Mem-

bers of Water Legged
Craft Buffeted About for
Two Days By Fury of Seas
LASH THEMSELVES TO
SHIP'S CABIN HATCH

Flame Is Seen By a Passing
Vessel, Which Rescues
the Men, Suffering From
Cold and Hunger.

(By The Axmm ilcd rrem.)
New York, Jan, 15. Without
food and water for four days and
during that time lashed to the cabin
hatch of their water logged craft
M
(By The Ar
to prevent them
being washed
a.
Declaring
Washington,
overboard, Captain V. M. Colo aivl
anew his con'
in tho "vitalseven members of the crew of the
ft nations," fority of the leagi.
American schooner James M. W.
warnmer President Wilson today
Hall, arrived today on the steamed an impromptu gathering at his
ship West Canon, which rejrued
home that those who opposed the
them 2,"i0 miles southeast of Capo
for
"look
out
leaguo would have to
May, N. J.
'
themselves."
Virtually abandoning hope of beCHANGE
A motion made by a man in the
ing picked up alive, the
audience at a meeting of tho Wood-rocrew used its remaining
Wilson foundation that those
dry match Fiidny night to set fire
present pay ttielr respects to the
to a dlshpan of gasoline in a last
t! r,
lit
former president, led to a pilgrim
MAKE
desperate effort, to make known
age of several thousand admirers President Arthur Griffith of the Dail Eireann and his cabinet. Left to
(M, Maginot will take up tho
its plight. Tho flame was seen
i.
oai
unui
office
minister
of
of
and friends of Mr. Wilson through
Kichurd
this
Gavin
duties
above:
defense;
Mulcahy,
from tho West Canon, which resDuffy,
right,
hn is in Washington, is
two miles ot slushy streets to his
President Arthur Griffith, and Michael Collins, ..;,
the men, who were suffering
cued
foreign
minister;
Incrowd
residence. There the
heard from.)
from cold nnd hunger.
minister of finance. Below: William Cosnrove, local government;
BOARD
Lucicn
Commerce
of
creased and resolved itself into an
Minister
left
which
Tho
Eamon J. Duggan, home minister, and Bryan O'Higgins, minister
schooner,
enthusiastic demonstration.
Dior.
Charleston. K. C, for Boston, Janof economics.
in
Mr. Wilson's remarks were
Minister ot Liberated Regions
5 with a cargo of lumber, was
uary
Itelbel.
reply to Samuel Gompers, who,
She registered 40 1
Arthur Griffith, new'y elected portfolios of finance and local gov- M. Minister
Bloc abandoned.
of Labor M. Peyronnet Senate
tonst. When
Agricultural
acting as spokesman, had declared
conditions
became
Ga-vand
dail
eireann
of
ernment,
the
George
respectively.
Health M. Strauss.
of
Minister
that the crowd's presence offered president
on
bad
the
endangered
ship
Has Two Alternatives De- the
the cabinet he has chosen are the
Duffy and E. J. Duggan were
following
Tho
to lash
men
proof that tho league of nations men tho
ordered
all
captain
people of the Irish Free members of tho slnn feln delegaof state also are announced:
was not dead.
to
tho
of
themselves
to
hatch
the
Remove
Objecto
to
on
M.
the
tion
London
and
of
the
are
signed
State
signers
lay
counting
to the Premier
Attached
"t need hardly tell you how
cabin. Except for brief Intervals
foundation of the new government peace treaty. O'Higgins, as minis- Colrat.
Held
such
a demonstration of
tions
By
man
would
when
a
the
ritk
Harding.
fury
and place it on a harmonious ter of economies, succeeds Robert
Merchant Marine M. Rio.
friendship makes me feel,"
of the seas to send up distress sigworking basis. Of tho men chosen C. Barton, one of the signers of th'
Posts und Telegraphs M. Laf- Mr. Wilson replied.
Til AuMirluled Pre.)
"There
fBy
for
remained
that
way
nals,
they
hi3
new
dail
declared
who
for tho
by Griffith
poaco treaty, but
can be no doubt of the vitality
font.
Jan. l'v. Agree- two days and nights without food
Washington,
eireann cabinet two were mem- signature was given under duress. Technical Education M. Mdal.
of the league of nations.
It
reached
ment
been
leaders
has
or
drink.
by
bers of tho De Valera cabinet. Mulcahy won popularity as one of
Aeronautics M. Kynac.
will take caro of itself and
senate agricultural bloc on
of
These are Michael Collins and
the chief officers of the Irish renow tirernlcr achieved a twothoalternatives
Th
those who feu not regard it
to redesigned
T.
who
retain their publican army.
in limiting the! move
Cosgrove,
will have to look out for
held by President WICHITA, KANS., MAN
objections
three
to
days,
ministerial crisis
themselves. I have no anxiety
Harding to legislation proponing a HAS A POULTRY FARM
but failed to accomplish the desire
for It. My only anxiety is to
farmer representative on the fedwith which he was credited of eral reservo board. Theso are exsee our great people turn their
VALUEDAT $30,000
faces in the right direction
forming a cabinet of wide nationHAND TAKEN
pected to bo presented to tin
al union on the lines of tho cabi- White House so that the president
and move with all their force.
(By The AsKoclutert TreBS.)
nets formed in 1914 and 1915 may indicate his preference,
I thank you for all thia.
I
Wichita, Kans., Jan. 15. As nn
while he was president. Not that
don't deserve it, but I enjoy
to
first
Tho
said
have
suggestion
for tho many visitors
attraction
include
he could be expected to
it. nevertheless."
con- - and fanciers here
attending the
ISLAND
ROW B
in lists
press has been adoptrd after informal
for their
The former president was assist"
l"
"I1"'1'" annual Kansas S.ato Poultry show.
i
lila fnttirn to OOWCr to,
ed to the door by Mrs. Wilton,
memto
statute
be
Vrsonallv
give
changed
new
Weiss'
Otto
$30,000 poultry'
h ,
IUV1VB
who shared with him the plaudits
.inuf,ii
bership on the board to represcnta farm, said to tho mo:it extensive
wan responsible for tho war.
of the crowd.
fives of the several phases of na- chicken farm in KniiFas, is claimas
explained
His partial failure,
I
Mr. Wilson's voice, while lacktional Industrial and commercial ing considerable attention.
atby tho Petit Parisian, may be
ing in volume of his more vigorous
effort; the second would wipe out
The farm pcoupieg a twenty-sito
that
the
.fact,
in
tributed
part
was
days,
strong enough to carry
designation as to the make-uThe
acre tract south of tho
the situation, although grave, can- - any
to most of those who jammed the
of the board, which now must in- main buildings nre two city.
ben housstreet. At ono point, when
(By The Amwictatrd Trcse.)
exthe
two
ot
members
clude
feet.
banking
es, sixteen by two hundred
Geolonist Says
cheers became especially vociferLisbon, Jan. 15. Many residents
is divided into ten apartmajority Perience and
til; F.ach
ous, Mr. Wilson made a motion of the Cape Verde Islands ara advothe Interests
Subordinated
a
each
section
with
capaments,
as though he intended to walk
for 100 hens, making tho prescating air nppeal to foreign coun
of Science to His Person- down tho steps and shako hands tries
to have been city
ent population 2,000. Theso units
for relief from the finincj '
with those nearest, but he was re- conditions
he
largest'?
among,
to
are
be built until a maximum of
understanding
al
AdVantSae.
.finite
wbi;h havo prevailed
'
strained by Mrs. Wilson.
'
leaders as to whether they 15,000 or 20.000 is reached,
bloc
ac.Toa-- I
rmn in the would
for manv months,
u"u
Tho march to the house was led there do
press their original demand cording to Mr. Weiss.
Macedo an evrin o who
nhfi mtipv
qtlim
(By The Amortntrd TrcM.)
inhy Senators Walsh of Montana. has
tlittt
be
board
the
In the spring the new poultry
membership
from the Islands.
M. Herrlot, leader of the social- creased
Montrca. Jan. 15- .- Professor J.
Fletcher ot Florida, and Harris of The Just returned
by one to take caro of the plant will engage extensively in opCape erdes are controlled by
ist radical group, in the chamber, farmer members.
McGill
of
Georgia.
OJc.lll,
dnclaieiJgeologist
of
the
The Whlto
leader
tho
hut
erating incubators.
pe.ir.lo
and M. IJoumergue,
Portugal
Further conference on the prop- Leghorn
is to bo raised exclusivethat the mother country appeavi to university, tonight took up arms corresponding group in tno sen- - ositions
tomorrow
appeared likely
have forgotten its colony "nd to In tho controvcrry
COMPLETE MEMORIAL
ly this year. Modern improvements
begun last 'ate, refused office, but assured M.
have left thousands of Portuguese wcck whcn v R M Anderson of 1'olneare he could count on their in order to get as nearly to a rock are installed, including the autoTO PRINCETON
to die of famine.
.
MEN,
on foreign policy. M. bottom basis as possible before the- matic watering fountains which
Immimrt
.., ., v, V.IJ h imrtrnlln of senate convenes when the nro- maintain the water at a certain levormrll. Ottawa, SCCOOd in Command Of
CIVILWAR HEROES tlons in the islands noorUin.,
as horrihV Ho the Ktefansson Arctic expedition colonies under Briand, and who is Posed legislation is to bo taken up. el and have small heaters to presaid that 200 persons had died each of 1913, accused tho explorer of in Washington, belongs to thisLeaders declared they had their vent freezing; automatic feeders
(By The Amocliited Tress.)
day in tho town of Praia in the: having subordinated the Interests .group but it is taken for granted views "0 well in mind that they and automatic electric lights. Tho
A
N.
15.
Princeton.
J., Jan.
summer months when the famine of science to his personal advant- - he will retain his office. M. Laf-- 1 ould put a their Ideass in legislative- feeders are so equipped that when
memorial to sixty-tw- o
Princeton was at its worst and that the bodies 'age.
font tho new under secretary of j shape at moment notico if nec- the hens have cleaned up their
men killed during tho civil war has were ion unnuriea to ne devnureu
rrorossor c eill, who was a posts and teiegrapns, niso is
scratch food, they will pick at a
been completed by the university
'
suspended bait no connected wi'h
dogs, ravens and hyenas. The member of theouthern branch of member of the sociuMst radical)
authorities with no distinction be- -, by
like
tho grain store that a new kui ply
skeletons, stag-- , the expedition,
commanded
by group.
tween the men who served in the people, about living
of grain Is thrown to the floor.
the streets until thoy:rjr. Anderson, said an unsatisfac-- !
At a meeting today this party
confederate 'and union armies. ,gered
one
of
M.
The
Tho
fell dying.
automatic lights are controlled
torv basis of onranlMtlnn
Sarraut, having
population
hn,l decided that
from each (island,
Highway Commission Will .There are thirty-on- a
and
delicate
a
with
he paid, had been reduced ra used friction from tho fii-- t
been
by a clock which will turn the
charged
side.
d
and the silent,
lights on and off at the proper
Ask the Governor for$1,-000,00by
friction he declared reach- - complex mission In the national in
The names have been Inscribed serted
streets "resembled a gigantic ed a crisis after Stefnnsson had tcrests, should carry it out to tho
periods to keep the leng:h of the
in the war memorial room in Nashis
consult
to
Comprehensive sau hall, on the west marble panel. ncerepolis." .
day uniform throughout the year.
ANGER
lost his
the Karluk, and end. with power
The chief cause of the famine eloven of vessel,
friends on his return regarding
According to Mr. Weiss, maintainand
her
crew,
rejoined
Out.
On
of
side
are
the
room
south
the
Program Mapped
was
for tho last three tha southern party, describing its his remaining In tha cabinet.
ing this uniform "daylight" plan
tho names of the 144 Princeton years.drought
Senor Macedo said the Cape refusal to hand over its
Of the fourteen ministers, four
results in an increased egg proto Th Journnl.) men killed in the world i.ar, and .Verdlans had
remaining
(Speci.il
to Portugal
duction of 20 to 20 per cent.
Poincare, Peyhonnct,
to him as "insubordin- - ' are senators
Santa Fe, Jan. 15. The most on the east side is a panel for the for nid but hadappealed
E
ten are
and
received only corn provisions
and
The chicken houses are cleaned
Strauss
Cheron,
not
if
actual
of
names
who
atlon,
the
in
died
mutiny.
for
tho
comprehensive
going
plans
which could not be eaten by the
and disinfected each week.
members of the chamber of depuCrux
of
Difficulty.
ahead with the state's highway revolution. So far eleven Prince-tonia- .weak and
n
people
'
The crux of the difficulty be- who died in the struggle land that many of them were unAH -- rnnn
building system, in
forming
tween members of tho expedition th0 ,eft gido o(
with the federal government, under for freedom have been found.
to
bt- i- It.
able
pariinmcnt are Collections to Pay Cost of INDIANS WILL .APPEAL
Forty-si- x
was
of the men
whose
and
he
their
that
the new highway act. were laid
said,
leader,
Senor Macedo and others are
the socialists and the
U. S. OFFICIALS TO
out at the meeting which tho state names appear on the civil war lists trying to Induce the Portuguese they were all in the pay of the repreHented;
Funerals, Births, Even TO
rightists are not.
highway commission has Just con- were officers, fifteen were privates government to arrange a method Canadian government while Stef- belief
that
the
RIGHT
ALLEGED WRONG
After
expressing
as
Marriages, Have Become
cluded here.
would not fail him,
Perhaps most im- and one was a surgeon.
garraut
by which the islanders can raise anssnn, although set over them
j,,
commission
is
tho
of
to
his Premier Poincare said:
all,
portant
sufficient funds from tho use of chief, ltioked for income
Common in Berlin.
(B? The Aoelnteil Vretn.)
asking Governor Mechcm to cause BELIEVES U. S. WILL
"I shall not advance the convotheir cable to pay for an irrigation writings.
San Francisco Calif. Jan. 15.
to issue a bond issue of $1,000,000
ridicuwas
apis
"This
which
has
been
of
this
and
cation
the
arrangement
chamber,
plan
(By The AsMielntetl Trem.)
Eight Indians, representatives of
for road purposes, under authority HAVE REPRESENTATIVE system
as there are
presi- lous, for he worked with a view set for Thursday,
proved' by the Portuguese
Jan. 15. Collections to more than 20,000 of their race in
of the constitution as amended by
instead ot in many things to do between now payBerlin,
dent. This gives promise that the to
cost
of
the
funerals, births, California, started last night for
tho people at the special election
AT GENOAjMNFERENCE situation in the islands will be im- the government's
interest," he and then.
and even marriages have become Washington to appeal to the fedaclast September. Authority was
Is
It
said.
generally
Although
proved.
common in Berlin, where the cost eral authorities to risht a wrong
granted under that constitutional
he asserted, had cepted that M. Poincare told Mr. of
(Il.v The Amoelnttd Trent.)
Stefansson,
has stood
dying as well as living has In- - which they contend
amendment to make an Issue of
15 (by the AssoJan.
ueeu
"
Brussels,
THE
"
'
TELLING
ARE
512
creased enormously since tho be against their kindred for eeventy
$2,000,000 In bonds for road pur- ciated Press.) Premier
Theunys
years.
of winter.
poses, without a further direct vote today confirmed tho signature of
WORLD WHAT GOES ON expedition, although it was under-- I conference at Genoa her partici ginning
seek
Indiana
Specifically the
When there is a death among
of the people.
an
a
for
indeto
protocol
was
stood
provisional
of tho court of claims bill,
each
operate
The proceeds from this bond IsAT ARMS CONFERENCE
nrfithe employe In an office build passage
o
L, .1,0
convention
In
senate
last
the
military
.i,umi
the
by
pendently.
a list Is mado out of tho oc passed
sue of $1,000,000 will go to form
tho Belgium defenAt Nome, Alaska, the starting inevitable. Several newspapers ar- ing
congress, under which they hope to
ot
the
the
and
- r.f The Aiwncl! fi rre.)
the largest road building purse that guaranteeing
cupants
bul'ding
British
sive support by all the
7.500.000
point, Professor O'Neill said, a gue that as the Cannes conference paper quietly passed around, and obtain compensation for
t,
the state has ever had, L. A.
forces in case of
Washington. Jan. 15. Journalagainst
acres of land which they said was
old whaler awaited us." was not completed, it was underono contributes. When a la taken from
state highway engineer, said. Belgium by any aggression
ists of more or less note, authors 'terrible
power.
foreign
them improperly and
"Stefansson had made the pur- stood, itnot formally recognized, every
and
There will be ready for letting of
of
his
or
a
less
borer
or
dies
member
of
standing
send
would
He added that
greater
to obtain payment of $1,500,000 In
ho
taken great that, to quote tho Intransigeant,
Is
contract some twelve projects In out invitations to Italy
is stricken,
list
the
reporters, all to chase, tobutmake had
the Genoa con- plain, every-da- y
family
declared to have been promtho Karluk, tho the first votes on tho first quosthe apartment goods
February, and eight or twelve more ference on Monday, and expressed tho total nt 512. have been or still pains
ised them, but never paid, for
northcrn party's vessel, tho finest tions were only given on condi-fitte- d passed through
in March, Glllett also said.
in which ho lives, or if other lands.
tho belief that tho TJnited States ore engaged in telling tho world
building
ever
for
should
left
that
tlon that an agreement
'
Tho commission also laid out the would be represented.
what goes on In the armament con- Polar out ship Professor
in tho suburbs through the whole
The claims are based on a group
O'Neill bo reached on all."
seas,"
state's 7 per cent road system,
to the facilities for the ference.
of eighteen treaties which tho Incommunity.
Referring
.
.
said.
new
Is
"accreditwhich
An official list of the
required under the
cause
for
a
is
of war debts granted by
Illness
in
payment
dians
family
always had contended existed
"The Alaska, as ours was called,
federal highway act. The act pro- Great Britain on fifteen million ed correspondent" ns issued by (he
the same procedure and a mar- but the actual drafts of which were
vides for the construction of roads pounds loaned to Belgium, ho ex- committee having charge of press was in such a dilapidated state of MRS. RYAN REPORTED
riage is not often passed with- found only a short time ago by the
equivalent to 7 per cent of the pressed the hope that the United arrangement shows that practi- preservation that the Inhabitants
TO BE LOSING GROUND out a cash contribution.
Rev. F. G. Collett, executive repreof Nome were making wagers as
total mileage of roads, and this 7 States
would follow Britain's ex- cally every country of slzi noted
mem- sentative of the Indian board of
Workmen and
more
to
remain
before
how
would
or
It
cent
must
be
one
has
a
long
on
modorn
completed
per
map
Theso purport to
ample, as the Belgian debt amountbers of the "white collar" pro(By The Auoelntrd TreM.)
the afloat.
any allowance Is made by the gov- ed to $160,000,000.
press
representatives on
Paris, Jan. 15. Mrs. Thomas S. fessions earn barely enough to have been executed by a federal
"Then came tho question of re
ernment for further road construcfirst place
taking
ground,
Japan
a
ot
and
member of the buy food and fuel to support them commission
by the heads of tho
Ryan, wife
share
tion. Included in this 7 per cent
among foreign nations with about
Paris staff of the Chicago Tribune, during the winter months. New Indian groups in California In 1S51
are Interstate and
intercounty TENSION IN GERMAN
forty correspondents.
u?!80"
is In a hospital at Neullly. Ill clothes are not to be thought of, and 1852.
pro who
and,t00.!ar.t,?.uihi
roads, all of the some standard of
list as published comprised of
practically
More than 300 bands and tribes
CIRCLES LESSENED Thothose
she Is particularly shoes,
from tho effects ot
a pair of
construction.
Gillett said the 7 per
writers who had been visions. He had purchased for ex- alleged to have taken,poison
only
of Indians all over California Joinlost
as
ground
as
costs
much
many
which
cent plan corresponds closely to the
the
with
to
the state department. ample,
government's
accredited
repShe has grown considera- heads of families
(By The Ananeluled Press.)
earn in a ed In the selection inof tho el;:ht their
five-yeplan which already was
It was estimated that at least half money, approximately seven tons today.
resentatives and
financing
Jan. 15. Tension as
bly weaker and It was Impossible month.
were active ot pemlcan, a prepared food. He to
more
under way by tho commission, so In Washington,
probably
many
to Washington.
confront her with her husband.
German financial and Industrial on the "side lines,' assisting those
Many workmen go about their trip
that no drastic change will be nec- circles
was said by her physicians that duties
has lessened somewhat, alIn suits so patched that
to the conference ?;
essary.
assigned
directly
economic
situation
lrr
the
able
though
Plans were made, too, to
Scottie Al-- !
very little of the original material CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
or Us subsidiary activities.
unremains. Their shoes are often
with tho forest service In that eounfry Is practically
len, the- Nome mUer. could find. m" e
to
a
REPORTED IN BENGAL
report
again
according
changed,
forhvewoman
section
of
excused himself by saying that
full of holes, carry numerous
building the second
we could easily get along without fllr- est aid highways, which are of im- from Commercial Attache Herring HOLD FORMER CORONER
or their feet are wrapped
!
patches,
in
the
at
made
Vn-police
public tonight by
i,
,,,m nn h Wo
about with rags.
London, Jan. 15. A dispatch to
portance to state, county and com- the Berlin,
FOR INVESTIGATION fhm
commerce department,
roads
us oft the
.tinent."
J
munity. The first section
Complaint is made In labor cir- the London Times from Calcutta,
to
would
be
that
he
bail
admitted
forIn
tho
AltnWfKll
are of Importance only
Ivlrnvnpiinee
cles that, while the" workmen are dated Thursday, says civil disoEast St. Louis, 111.. Jan. 15.
est service and their construction
As ns example of Stefansson's BOOnsuffering under these conditions, bedience In the form of
t
former
X.
Dr. It.
McCracken,
of taxes, has commenced In
is wholly by the forest service. The
Professor
alleged
extravagance.
totho profiteers and foreigners are
arre9ted
was
coroner,
8
county
sum of $450,000 will be available
CARRY AWAY COUCH.
sums daily some parts of Bengal, where It has
enormous
Inves- O'Neill stated that ho once rented, 4 BOYS SENTENCED TO
spending
an
with
In
connection
sec'
15
day
the
second
the first year for
Jcnti, Germany. Jan.
till
(by
iiu ruiui jitrui
IfUll
luxuries. This is causing caused rioting. If the movement
GO TO SUNDAY SCHOOL upon bitterness
tigation into the deaths of Mrs. at $1,000 a day,
tho Assorlntod Press.) Pour
tion roads. E. B. Sherman, assoof rent becomes
for
much
among the work- extensive
nnd
her
Clara Richwlne, 35,
men reprewntiiiK themselves
ciate forester, will be in Santa Fe
"After the loss of his Karluk,"
the government's land
ers.
74,
William
Richwlne,
,
on January 30 to confer with Engi-- t ns French officers, entered the
said Professor O'Neill, "Stefansson
(Br The Axtwlnted Trem.)
has di- revenue bill will be seriously afThe Central
who were found shot to death in Joined our party at Collision Point.
neer Gillett on the subject of secOttawa. Kans., Jan. 15. Attend rected that thegovernment
hotel known as "Tho Sign of
of
those fected.
names
Mc4 the Nightingale"
last night P their home here Monday. Dr. he As it was his intention to form a ance at Sunday school regularly for convicted of speculation and proond section roads.
told
police
A new concrete boulevard was
WKKSTUNC. MATCH.
Nome enterprise to explore Beau twenty-fiv- e
Cracken, Who
and demanded of the proprlo- weeks is the fientence
bo published prominentA middleserved as a physician for Mrs. fort sea, via the Ice route, ho dc imposed on four Ottawa vbutlis by fiteering
authorized for Bernalillo
tor the surrci.dcr of the his- county,
Chicago, Jan. 15.
in tho newspapers.
a
ly
13
gave
Richwlne
s.
on
for
when
will
K.
which
a
years,
and
was left of our 1,000 Jucige
torlo sofa
manded what
championship
provide
wrestling
completed
weight
Napoleon
Parker, The four boys,
last
his
whereabouts
Is
statement
of
ofschool
between
from
boulevard
were
to
rested
refusal
match
found
have
Our
high
Albuquerpounds
students,
straight
Johnny Meyers
supposed
pemican.
MAT CONTEST JAX. 20.
and Johnny Kilnois will he held
que south to the county line. An- $ during the ha tie of Jena. Tho
Monday which police are check- to allow ourselves to be crippled, I guilty of attending a "crap" game,
St. Louis,
15. Stanilaus hero Jan. 25, it was announced
believe he describes as 'Inaubordiother Was authorized for Dona Ana
fined $25 each and paroled on
Jun.
ing.
proprietor compiled and the
if not actual 'mutiny. Tho dition that they go to Sunday Zbyszko,
The questioning of a woman
world's
conch was carried away.
county, and when completed will
heavyweight today. The men will wrestle 15
rounds under the now
friend of Mrs. Richwlne by pulice government may now consider a school, keep up their school work champion wrestler, and Paul Mav
give Lr.i Cruces concrete conneci und not stay out lato of nights.
tion with the city of 11 Paso,
full inquiry Justified."
white rules,
tinson, will meet here January
preceded the doctor' arrest, .

Fl'tf,gia.

Montana;
ida; Harris,'

Flor-

Alsace-Lorrain-

0,

-

red

the Fourteen Ministers,
Four Are Senators, Ten
of
the
Members
Are
Chamber of Deputies,

M.mtli

H8E

(By Tile Associated Tress.)

Red Pank, N. J., Jan. 1".
A runaway airplane, starting
from the ice, crashed into a
of several
crowd
hundred
skaters on the Shrewsbury
river today, killed Mrs. Anna
C. E. Hounihan,
8Cered tho
right arm ot her brother. Lawrence Conley, and slightly injured many others. Thousands of persons gathered
along tho river bank to witness
tho ice boat and skating races,
saw the accident.
Tho airplane,
piloted hy
James Casey, former army
over tho
maneuvered
aviator,
heads of the skaters for several hours, then descended.
Tho crowd gathered around
the machine, and rlvermen,
fearing that the ice would give
way, suggested that Casey
leave.
He assented, turning the
propeller and Jumping for th"
cockpit. The machine swerved
and started toward the crowd.
Mrs. Hounihan, with her husband, brother and two children, stood in its path. Con'ey
attempted to drag her to safety, but both were caught In
the propeller blades.

(By The Afmoelntnl rreas.)
Paris, Jan. 15, (By tho Associat-
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transfer.
Whether the Japanese and Chinese delegates can get together
this week was said to depend on
the nature of tho instructions
from the Peking and Tokio governments.

Compromise Vrojiosnlg.
compromise
Tho Balfour-Hughe- s
on
suggestions are said to be based two
various combinations of these
perquestions in a form that might
mit either the Japanese or Chinese
to give in on one and retain tho
other, or might allow China, by
sacrificing the chief accountancy
position, to obtain a concession for
payment in cash or Installments
for the road, at the same time, as
suring Chinese control over the
road through a Chineso traffic
manager.
At the Chinese delegation headquarters there was said to be "hope
without optimism," that the Shantung question will bo settled
in on
through tho JapaneseIn giving
no other
tho railway phase.
settlecan
a
Chinese
say,
way, tho
ment satisfactory to the Chinese
people be reached.
In the meantime, tho Chinese
and Japanese delegations expect to
continue tomorrow their efforts to
clean the slate of tho collateral
questions Involved fn a complete
settlement.

N. M. MARKSMEN ARE IN
FOR TROPHY
CONTEST
(Bv The Aunrlnted

Pre.)

Colo., Jan.
Colorado Springs,
the Des
with
1 5
Contesting
team in
M
club
N.
gun
Moines,
Dud
the first shoot for the Uncle
trophy, Colorado Springs marksmen turned in tho following five
best scores today:
Otis Mclntyre, 4B; James HowHilton, A. W.
ard, 45; JamesM. M.
Robbins, 40.
Marshoffel and

WEATHER
FORECAST

Denver, Colo., Jan. IB. New
Mexico: Fair, Monday, warmer extreme east portion; Tuesday, fair.
Arizona:
Fair, Monday and
Tuesday; not much change in tem-

perature.

IXiCMi REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 8 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by tho university:
60
Highest temperature
Is
. i
Lowest
31
Range
34
Mean
i
G4
Humidity at 6 a. rn
20
Humidity at ( p. m
None
Precipitation
!
wind
Maximum
velocity
Soutli
Direction of wind
Character of day . . , .Partly cloudy
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Jnn. 15. The Jury
Les Ano-losin the esse f,f Arthur C. Burch,
chnrped with the murder of J.
IJctton Kennedy, tvna taken to
dinner nt 6 o'clock this evenlntr,
women
fifty hours after th ten it, first
and two men, composing
retired to the Jury room
ns rnado thnt
Announcement
tfie Jury would return for nn
7:30 p. ni.
about
evening session
The Jury had made no attempt
to communicate with the court
The
vcstcr-Jaafternoon.
sine
of Justice
hirers wont to the hall .Tudce
Sid"1today.
at 10:15
went to
ney X Teve, presiding,
a few minutes later
11ip, PulMimr
conversaa short
bat left after bailiff
In charge of
tion with the

lnr

Correiponiiriiee to The Journal

Vegas, N. M., Jan. 15 Fear
ing that hla brother, Xj. Ti. Leggett,
has met with foul play, W. B. Leg
gett is here from their homo in El
his
Paso, Tox., to Investigate
strange disappearance.
Iggett
that
something
sprlotis
certain
feels
must have occurred, else he would
have heard from his brother. Ho
- B. Leggett left EI Paso
K.1VS that
by rail early In .Tnnuary to secure
his touring car which had been In
the possession of an El raso man
turned Han Sullivan. Raggett, it
to
(o raid, had lent the mnchlne
Pnlllvan to take a trip to Silver
he
knew
next
ho
got
Citv. but the
word thnt the man was in northern
New Mexico, nnd Reggctt came by
rail on to Las Ves is, bringing With
htm enslntrs for Ills car,
eh"w that teggett
Inquiries
stopped at the Kl Dorado hotel on
the nlerht of January 4, and thnt
he went, to the express office and
got his casings, and a short time
lotnr onfluired if he could send
ihm bock to aF.l Paso asorbagiae
two to
message
Ho also sent
his brother In El Pnso and has not
been seen since.
No trace of Pnlllvan has been
found Here, lie is sain iu
his wife, and antraveling withPullivan
is a cattleother man.
man and Is reported to have been
lump hit the
wealthy until the Me
Is said to
livestock business.
In Dawson
one
tlmn
the lone range have resided at
md operated there a. popular gam-'n- g

Ias

-"

ii.

rjo Verdict Richer!: Ballot-- ,
Ma-- ,
ing is 9 to 3, With a
Dfefcnd-;
to
jority Adverse
is
Report.
ant,
Bjr

MISSIKG BROTHER IS
SOUGHT BY EL PASQAN:
FOUL PLAYJS FEARED

f11'v'

The lurors remained in then
room until 1:30 p. m. On several
occasion women's voices, raised
to a high pitch, could be heard
the
through theanddoor between
Jury room.
mnrt room
court
Reports current in the
room were to the effect that 9bal-to
loting had renerally resultedto the
3, with a majority adverse
defendant.
went to
At I SO p. m. the Jurors
3
o'clock.
lunch returning at were
heard
Practically no sounds
during the
from the Jury room
eiftht
They walked
afternoon.
Mocks to the hotel where dinner
tonlRht,
to
them
was to be served
instead of using the motor bus
employed on previous trips
deAwaiting the results of theroom.
in the court
liberations
Burch said he was "still hopeful
of an acquittal. His father, the
Rev. W. A. Burch, passed the day
in the court room. J. D. Kennedy,
father of the s ain man, also was
was
present. Another spectator
husband
Ralph Obenehain, former
,X Mrs. Madalynne Obenehain,
in the case.
The Jurors returned from dinner
ni 7:35 o'clock and immediately
resumed their deliberations. court
Juclse Reeve reached the
n. m. and Immediate
...rv, t
the bailiff to his
ly summoned
chambers and instructed him to
pend for Thomas Lee Woolwlne.
district attorney. Paul W. Schenek,
chief defense counsel, already was
in the court room. It was reported
the Judge planned to summon tne

Etan

Ji JtXxA i ?V'v

N. operating
movie camera.
resort.
W. H. Leggett Is at a loss to
A lonsr range motion picture camera is now being used by tha
of 1Khis
the dlsanpearance
...
it S. navy to photograph the landing . of shells on or near targets Our...
1. r
ii
iry
j
vjl
mi...
nmrnpr.
.j.
camera
uumunues
io
maneuvers,
vaiue
oj
ine
pruveu
navy
kicui.
no
workine her W Ith
ing
'
TT llbnrrl
during the bombing of the German war vessels in Chesapeake Hay. It
Ehpt-ifRamon
obtainctl clear Pictures or th bombing that could not have been
nt Pollen p. J. Mti rphy,
,.
taken by the ordinary movie camera without endangering the life of th
him every assist
The operator lights ance
operator. Its range is fr.m 200 to 800 yardB
i
cunnwi-su-'ju
is lisht complex-lone'- d
tlllOUL'h
telescoua busida
J camoir
1, V
and would be recognized
patch of gray
easily because' of a ear.
hair over his right
Chief photographer

FranciM, (J. S.
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ARTES1A TO VOTE ON
BONO ISSUE TO BUILD
A SEWERAGE SYSTEM
to Hie ,Tnurniit.)
Artesia, N. M., Jan. 15. The citizens of Artesia will bo given an
opportunity to vote for the issu
ance of bonds lor a new sewerage
system in a short time, according
to tho aclon of the city council
st their Inst meeting. City Health
Officer Chester Russet appeared
before th" Cornell and requested
that n sanitary sewerarre system he
Installed for the w'.'are of the
After careful eosldrratim-t
town
Tea motion was made by C.
"mitli thit the bond bo Issued !'
the citizens vote for same at the
..fMT.tig pty election.
Th's H B very Important Pten b"
the citv council for iho health and
welfare of th cltlrens.
The question of paving the
streets was nho d'seuised In full
All members
by the city b"a-favornh'e opinions con- crnlng tho project. A petition,
slrned bv the property owners,
seeking for paving, was presented to
several
the board of aldermen
week ago. The. motion for pa, :ntr
(Speel il

The following statement Is is- -' unity or by theft, contributions,
sued by Collector nf Internal Rev- - bad debts, etc.
ennc I!. C. Hernandez, District of
on pasro 2 are spaces for
Mexico:
ferine explanations of the various
revised and slm- - penis; i. e the totnl amoiin' of
Form 1 040-plified, for fillnfr individual re- - jnrrmie ftom business or profes-turn- s
of iiieomo for the calendar ;i0n, with description
(Bi oeerv,
clothine. dm? store, l.vj liyear 1921 of $5,000 and less will r,u
ne, available Wednesday,
January dry, doctor, lawyer, farmer) from
is, ai tne oinee oi (.oiiceioi oi ,ents i,d royalties, sale of prop- Internal Revenue, Albuquerque, city, etc.
will ho
New Mexico.
A copy
of every
Returns are rerpd'-pmailed to taxpayers who last year slnglo person and every manMed
filed a return, but failure to re- person not living with hus'.'and or
ceive tho form does not relic e wife, whose net income for 1021
a taxpayer of his obligation to file was
$1,000 or more, and of every
a return on time on or before married
living with husThe form has band or person
March 15. 1022.
wife whose net income
from six to four was $2,000 or more. If the corn- been reduced
, wo or
n u, p
cvolt u blned net income of husband,
,
.KiI"K'?'
jury.
.... lo insiruciions wnl
w iucii
iw wife and dependent minor chil
t JUnKe lteeve av o.tv
potium
JOry brought Into court. He asked carefully read by the taxpayer be- - dren equalled or exceeded $2,000,
ne
stood
ioreiii.ui
ore fllllnif In the lilanKs. A study or if tho combined gross income
j
Iiaw thev
lnoiuuiniB of these instructions will Rxeatly of husband, wife and
"ten to two witnout favored
dependent
conlessen nlfficultlea heretofore en minor children
whether the majority
or ex- equalled
countered in correctly making out rcf0(j
viction or acquittal.
5 000
all
Income
such
individual
asked
.
.v.
mnut r,A ,.f,iif,i'tnrt nn a lrt nl
iTho Judge then
mAnllnir
...mi i
ill'Oniviuiun. 1.
under the head of ,', ? or in' separate returns of t, w ai
members of tho Jury whether they
page
W
Ihl
of
chance
a
was
there
thought
A number the
items:
salaries,
following
inri,I(-in(not
reaching an agreement.
lncome
thftt
of
le
tn' av,nB a thd nCN
nrA
raid there was, "but it was taking wages, commissions, eta.; income rteppndont ,ninor9, ,f anv e,,uai,ed regularfnr
meeting
from
fiduciaries. or excecCe $1,00. or if the gross
considerable time."
partnerships,
,
ene
that
One woman replied
etc.; rents and royalties; profit incnmB
m.iicfl nr -- vee. de,l 5 .
i bought there was no chance.
mi
i......-.A
..u.i.a
must
f
lie
erl.
return
The Judge then ordered the Jury sion; profit (or loss) from sale minor, however, having a net in- - WORK ON IMMACUI ATE
locked up for the nlfjht with In oc real esiaie; p roiu lor loss, come of
2
SCHOOL
,,.,,f)00, or f 000r nc(,01.(1.
structions to resume aeiiDerauons from sale of stocks, bonds, etc., ,, .
tomorrow
9
o'clock
and other income,
nc'ienth are lnwme o $5,000, must filo a ,.JO
not later than
BEING HASTENED
re- IS
morninc.
spaces for entering deductions mm.
ne reeuuement to n:o a'
lock, Despite tho order that it be
such as interest and taxes paid return of gro:is
regardless (Siwlnl rerrespemi. nee to Tlie Jmirnnl. '
rethe year; louses by fire, of the nun ::nt Income,
ed up for the nlKht, the Jury
during
of net
income, - Ln.s Vegas, N. M.. Jan. 15
adjointurned apain to the room
storm, shipwreck, or other car.- - upon which th? tax is assessed
is Structural steei for use in the sec
announced
was
it
and
court
the
a new pici-ioing
ond floor of the new Immacula
of remaining
it had the 10privilege
"Net Inco; e" Is
Income Conception school hns arrived, anr"
o'clock if It chose.
ASK
THAT
MARTIAL
there until
LAW
'ess ret tain
'is which are work Is belrnt pushed rapidly. V
In accordance to law, Rurch
hns been decided to use whit
;n.
BE DECLARED IN COAL e.vn'aincd en t'n'
was brought into court when the
Under each f the nbov condl- - ' rlek, which will be brought
questioned tho Jury.
judge
a return n:i:rt bo fi'ed even Pueblo, for the outer wails, t',
CAMPS IN COLORADO
was rather wan, but
. Ills smile
though no lex is due. The ex- - trimmings will be of Indiana en'
lie nodded to a few acnualntances.
Atemptions are ?l,oo for single stone, which Is now on the groun
(Bv Thi. Asoeltrd rreM.
He glanced briefly at District
Work on the nw Hotel Meado
and married persons not
Colo., Jan. 15. Fatrick persons
torney "Voolwlne and hastily turned J. Denver,
Tha ceme
Hamrock, adjutant pencral of living- with husband or wife, 2.- - alio Is beinsr rushed.
liis head awa.
persons living- foundations nave ocen practice'
The Jury woman who said she Colorado, tonlffht was preparing to- "u,) for mnrried
ann
01a
Cen''
or
tne
witn
net
wife
whose
tiust)and
completed
believed there was no chance for leave for Routt ranntv. to investlfn- - illCOlTie
for 1921 W.1S US 000 or hotel. W'llch Will be remodeled
Ml. .r,nrtlllr,a It, Mnl
an agreement is a stenographer.
structlowlns a reauest received at tho ,oss an(1 52.000 for such persons fnrm a wing of the new
Oliver 11 whose' net income was more than nnl1 been removed and placed o
of office of Governor
"Mrs. Theresa
Trumbauer,
us lounuanon.
jno exemptions for
Waterloo, was Iowa's first woman Shoup that martial law be ri. n.i"iu,
rlared.
The request came from Pendents, a perron under eighteen
savings bank president.
or mentally or phy- Sheri ff C. W. Nymnn, who de- - J?"1"" of
Acrnrr ixvitation.
defective"
has been in
clared recent wage decreases
New York, Jan. 15. The
ceasea
I,
from
J200 to 400
stalled by con! companies had rehoard of dlreetors of th'
nrftm
A Head of a family a person
suited in conditions which the
Knhfhts of Columbus
ac
ono ccpted an Invitation to today
snerirr icarea m.gnt cause trou- join the
American
association
Olympic
to- - r ""p.'y "'"'T.JJ0 hlm
expect to leave
(;r h," b,ys They announced that council
morrow morning" said the adju- nJl- adoption,
the
throUBhout
would
C0Untry
.
is"-raiine numoer or"A""'",u"s '".develop athletic talent to
laiiKfio in u iiiitt-wiu oe ueier1,vi,.u,
on
the next Am
The normal tax rates are tin pete for places
mined by conditions reported bv
chancred, 4 per cent on tho first erican Olympic team.
Sheriff Nyman in the morninc."
Governor Shoup directed the 14,000 of net income above the
that Rrlt
empt ons and 8 per cent on the
l.lutant Reneral to make the trip
as smrt lv
flo' remaining net Income. The tnx
.
id investl-rnt,hnh,
CU""
V he paid in JrV
laratlon of martial law in Routt
Iat.
ln wuriu.
full at the time of filing ih.
;r in luur enuni ipsiaiiments.
j nn n,
Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 15. Mike LI- - 6xJe on or f"fore March 15, June!
voda, actln-- r dlsrlct president of " sPtember 15, and December
WESTERN E2?!aV,S
tho ITnlted Mine Workers of Amer- - 15
lea. tonlRht issued a statement 0e- -' ..II('nvy realties are provided hy
new
8
revcnue
act
for
'
failure to SCHOOL
nylm? a Btory printed In a Denver
Prf mlncnilr th most lueeMnfiil
newspaper Sunday morninfr which f."0 a return al"l Pay the tax on
buslnoBi trelntns school in th South.
quote Llvoda as saylntr ho badi1"1.6- wilt
Preparps for KnA nbtaim exAnnouncement
will
be made
A trip through the
consented to cuts in wages of coal'
cellent Becretarial pruuloni.
miners.
through the press of the date of
state
reveals
today
of Forni lft40 for fi!lnf
"Neither myself nor any oth er
officer of the fnlied Mine Work- - lnd'vllI"al rPt"rn of lncom
many a turned furrow.
of:
than
era of America has consented tojmor8
t5,000.
cut
O
'
in
any
wajres whatsoever,"
declared. "We have contracts with i IYTT.K5 'S HAS XFT.n FAIT.EI)
the coal companies that do not ex- January Is Dal month for
Which reminds us to
uer",a Ia grippe and bronchial
until April. Coal compan's
remind
you of our
unwise to neslect
that have slmed such contracts are ,''oun,e"- 11
tnqnlro
breaking them if wages are cut." mo ows"iri ruuitn or coia.
building which is de.1 O V R N A I
II
F I K
Honey and Tar Rives prompt relief,
voted to the display and
at
the
gets
rlpht
trouble, covers
TROOPERS
AND
SHOT
raw inflamed surfaces with a heal-insale of all kinds of
SERIOUSLY WOUNDED easescoatlnr, clears the air passages,
farm machinery adaptstuffy breathing and permits
able to use in the state.
i;
sound, refreshing
Charleston. W. Vn .Ten is
Mra. P. A. Gihson, 1147C01- sleep.
ri
I.
."O
'r., , ...
ti ni.
....
.
a
u
nr
a
nun.
ii.
i,
t,
,
uiii,
writes '
bp,,
the stats constabulary, wero ohnt iaa ivc,...zittiiiv,
,
We are headquarters
and
GLASS
wounded at Dry tamed.lt. relief" ana 'Tarn 'never
PAINT
branch jrlouPly
in this territory for P.
creek, today while without it." Sold everywhere
CEMENT
PLASTER
&
attempting to take into custody H.l
O. Plows, Tillage
u. Airord on a writ of capals from
Implements, as well as
Logan county. Issued in connection
with the armed march last August
the complete line of In
Col. Jackson Arnold,
superinternational Harvester
C.
tendent of public safety. In a statesaid
ment,
tho
that
troopers were
Company products.
SPECIALIST IN OCVLAB
fired on by two relatives of Alford,
RKFRACTIO.N
O
who, after the wounding of the of107 S. Pnnrth.
Phone 1057-423 North First Street
ficers, liberated the arrested men.
Now is a very good
All three escaped.
'
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POLES REQUIRE

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

VISES

PASSPORT

IN DANZIG ZONE
..r,..-,.- )
OVi Thf
Prm.)
Riga, Jan. 15. The Latvian government ha become Irritated bv
Poland's attempt to prevent free
transit of foreign passenger!)
corridor withthrough th Danzig
out Polish vlpes on their pasports.
The Latvians questioned Poland's
right to this partial closing of tb.3
corridor and declare Poland's acto
tion is in direct contradiction
the terms of the Versailles'
which set up tho famous corridor
rivlnv polard access to the sea
Poland s practice In demannlnp;
that foreigners crossing the corridor must have Polish vises on
their passports has canned
tho
by trnve'ers between
Paltlo states Lithuania, E'thonli
and Ijitvla and western Europe
for more than a year.
e
For many months Po'lsh
have boarded trains at th"
entrance and exit to ih rorrldir
that divides Germany into two
parts and In many Instances, have
elected passenirers who did not
have the Polish vises, even when
they were only In transit tbrnug''
he corridor between countries on
both sides of It. An American trnv
eler was required to pav the equivalent of 10 for his Pol'sh vls'v
Mrs. William H. Haskell, wife of
Colonel Haskell, head of th
American relief administration In
Russia, recently complained to the
American commission In Riga be
cause of experiences she Underwent nt the hands of PoP.h cus
toms examiners while, crossing th-corridor.
Now Polish authorities nBv
closed the corr'dor absolutely
to
Tntvlan citizens by refusing to vK,
their pnssports. Lntvlnns who desire to travel to western Eurooe
hove to take a roundabout way by
boat to Germany.
com-flxl-

nt

gmfl-rmerl-

CLUB

HAS

fswclM rnrreiwimlfnee
Rnmah N. M.

Virginia Rea

HOT Sl'RIXGS.
The Lard brothers are finishing
a big garage which cover an arci
'of seventy by eighty feet, al smoothly floored with concretiand having numerous devices to
safety and convenience of thei
filling sta
patrons. An
tion will be one of the added fea
tures for the convenience of th
public.
P. M. IrlClt Is installing a cement
brick plant on his property or
East Main street, wheie he is pre
varle
pared to make twenty-seve- n
ties of design and color of brie!
of fine quality and finish.
Robert Martin has been in Rant
Fe for several days attending n
meeting of the state board of high
way commissioners.
Mr. and Mrs. N. p. Sweeney hav
returned to Hot Springs from Dev
ter, where they spent a coup'e o
months in closing up their bus'
ness interests preparatory to making their future home here. Th"
spent several months here la
year, engajred in the mercsnti!'
business, and will engage again In
active business of some kind In the
near future.
The Plerra Free Pres
moved
Friday from the Pwa ncy bulldln'
on tho corner of McAdoo nnd Jon's
streets to Its commodious nev.
home on Petain street Just Completer! for Its reception.
P. T. Paea's mereantile biiBl"e';!
Is now instn,leii in his new concrete block building on East Main
street.

Only when you have actually heard this artist can
you realize how faithfully BRUNSWICK RECORDS
reproduce her charming voice and personality. And
only on BRUNSWICK RECORDS can you enjoy her
singing in your home.

Miss T'elen Cabell, of Cleveland,

Rea Records Exclusively for

Coloratura Soprano

TONIGHT 8:30 O'CLOCK

...,::Jrtfef

.

has the distinction of being the
first woman student to ho named
to a debating teem of Miami unihun
versity in the more than
tired years of Trttstpnce of that

ce

30001Barbiera di Siviglia

Una Voce Poco Fa
(A Little 'Voice I Hear) Act I, Scene 2.
in Italian
Rossini
10017 La Capinera (The Wren) in Italian
Sir Julius Benedict
10021 Les Filles de Cadix (The Maids of Cadiz)
in French
Delibes
10013 Old Folks at Home (Swanee River). Foster-VioliObligato (Dvorak's Humoresque)
Elias Breeskin
by
10047 Last Hose of Biimmcr, introduced
in
Flotow's "Martha"
Thomas Moors
Brunswick Records Can B Flayed on Any Phonograph

.....i

ELECTION
to The

Jan.

.tnnrn--

1,1

sion or good

i

15.

The
Pnmnh commercial club has elect
ed officers for the ensuing year, ns
fellows: ,T. D. Mowrer. president;
Tick Wilson, vice president: Clari
T. Pmlth, secretary:
Ramuel E.
Hnttev sssl'tant secretary; Athel-- n
Rond, tressurer.
The annual wnter meetnr wa
held last Tuesday. The foi'owlng
directors were elected: L, V, Hat-leF. G Keltson and C. Davis.
The coldest weather of the present winter was exner'eneed here
'iRt week, the mercury going to 10
terrees below sero. A light snow
fell.

coal

Effective Monday,. Jan.

16th Substantial Reduction in Gallup Coals.
Try our Fancy Ess

THE

CO.

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDE- R

Established 184S

Chicago

m Co.
L.

Phons 2S1
JCE MILLER, Pres.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
noilermnkpra

Wind Shield

nnd Weldprx.

2100 South Heroud St.
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H. CARNES

R&n&b-cu-

illicit (Starter, EsisiountatSe

""""

....$31! JS
Ofe$)f 414

Jl

..J21.03

Chassis (Slarfer, Beinsunt2!i!e Rims).$3S0.G9

(Starter,

Uosnousitafele

Rims).iS8iii

(Skrter, Becusttstle' FJnis)..Si3
Truck, Mon (Prsiinatb Tires)
41013
Sedan

Tracfer
(F. O.
Ciily

&

B. DETROIT)

UmM Ikmht of Cars is
Place Year Order Row.

Las Vetras. N. M.. .Inn. IK
Wo,- 600 pupils are enrolled In the pub-li- e
schools of the town of Ijis Vn.
gas, and the school board Is consld-erin- g

the opening of another room
to accommodate tho classes.
A
few weeks ago a new room was
opened in the North public echool
ana k was expected to relieve tho
pressure, but the enrollment nun.
tinues to increase. The East Las
vegas scnoois, which
have two
- ouuuings,mm - "li" .
uAvr
ituft
'
recently purcnased a
i7
I site for a new
fhoni 74
high school building.

mmtehk

(Standard)

Coifpe

PUBLIC SCHOOLS AT
LAS VEGAS CROWDED

16. 1922
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Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
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FARM

International Harvester
Company replacement
parts, sold at our store,
bent any parasite make
you can possibly get,
of price.

R

n

mnni......n.,

time to look over your
farm
machinery for
worn and broken parts.
When you replace parts
remember that genuine

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
I

WINTER TERM NOW IN SESSION

attend our DAY SCHOOt.
' yV
ING CLASSES. If you live out of the
Jl wrl,e fr information
COURSE.
't

enroll for our EVENcity and can't attend
our CORRESPOND-ENC- E

Albuquerque Business College.

KORBER BCILDIXG.
V,

OPPOSITE CITV HALL.

QuEokeS
PHCKE

750.

Auto

a

Supply

Sixth St. and Central Ave.

er

nAI.DKIDOR LCMHKR CO,
South llml Street.
Thona 40

C.
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ADMITS KILLING

II

OHIO

I

LIS!

Charge in Connection With

Catt's Death.

(By Thf Amkorttitrd

Pr.)

Hamilton. O., .Tan. 15. Loren
"Slim" Hartzell, of Anderson, Ind.,
was In the county Jail here tonight
charged with manslaughter In connection with the death of Leland
Carl Calt of Newark, O., whose
body was found on a country road
near Columbus Friday. Hartz-dl- ,
according to county officials, has
signed a statement that he shot
Catt near here late Thursday night
when Catt, climbing on the rnri- ning board of his automobile,
threatened him with a revolver,
apparently hoping to obtain liquor.

.

15. The
O., Jan.
Columbus,
body of Leland Carl Catt. In connection with whose death Ijorrn
Hartzell was charted with manslaughter In Hamilton today, was
found alonetrido a country
road
near here last Friday. At first It
was erroneously Identified ns that
of J. S. Richardson, formerly of
Los Anneles, Calif., by means of
a California chauffeur's license
found In the clothing. Subsequently, however, friends Identified It
as that of Catt, and Richardson, a
friend of the dead man, was found
to bo alive. Ho is held here as a
witness.

BUTLER CRITICISES
PLAN TO ESTABLISH
EDUCATIONAL BUREAU
(Hv The Associated TrpM.)

MARGARET BUNN

1

EXCELLENT IN

PI Aim RECITAL

0.

(B.

SILESIA

-

The Anoeiafed rrcwO

New York, Jan. 15. Upper Swhich are entering their final stage before the
league of nations council at Geneva, present a number of points new
to Kuropean settlement, according
to a statement by the league of
nations news bureau.
The Upper Silcswi problem has
been the first and only Important
diplomatic conflict of the peace
conference which has gone outside
the control of tho major allied
by
powers: the decision reached
tho league council Introduced Into
Kuropean settlement the new principle that economic and political
frontiers' need not necessarily coincide; the working out of those
economic agreehighly detailed
ments has been entrusted to the
combined
efforts of the German
and Polish governments working
together under the league of. nations and through representatives
of the Upper Silesian interests diInvolved.
rectly
Tn accordance
with the general
German
and Polish
principles,
delegations met at Geneva in No
vember.
Immediately agreement
was reached for tho appointment
of eleven
The
commissions were each to prepare
its special part of the final convention between Germany and Poland
concerning railways, distribution of
electricity, the currency regime,
postal and telegraphic services, the
customs regime, the distribution of
emcoal and mineral products,
associations,
ployers and miners'
social Insurance, system of frontier permits, private law and private rights, questions of nationality
and domicile and 'minorities.
The re.iort'of thes commissions
were to bo completed before January S.
While at. first the Germans were
very hostile to, and tho British
quite critical of the settlement,
opinion seems to be becoming more
favorable, the bureau says, especially as the German public more
fully understands the economic
provisions and takes part In working them out. It is expected that
the whole convention may be completed within a few weeks.
ilesia negotiations

edu-cati-

TTa urcres
the continuance of
"tho free and natural system of
education that has
grown
up

among ns." Hp snys it is univer
sally acknowledged that the
decline in German university freedom and effectiveness and
ihe equally unhappy subjection of
to the dicthe educated cl'is.-e-s
tates of the political and military
ruling groups were the direct result of the highly centralized and
efficient control from T'erlin of the
nation's schools and universities."
Since the civil war. he iya.
a tendency in this
ther has
country to look on tho college "as
the most Inviting and satisfactory
club with Inciform of country
dental facilities for rmdlnij and
study." He blames "shiftless and
ambitious parents" for the spread
of thiff notion which has been aided In Its growth by the rapid spread
of: the elective system of studies.
"un-bnpp- v

DISCUSS METHODS FOR
IN
SAFETY
TEACHING
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
rrmiO
(By Tho
Chicago, ,7an. 15. Unification
of the systems of safety education
rnd standardization and simplification of traffic accident report
forms were favored today at the
meeting of the officers of the
public snfely section of the National Safety Council and managers of local safety councils.
for
methods
Two
teaching
saiVty In the schools were discussed. One Involved the setting
aside of a certain period each
day or each week for safety education and the other involved injecting safety education Into all
favored
The delegates
studies.
the latter method as the most
practical.
Boy Scouts are being used In
safety campaigns In various cities
in drives against "day Walking,"
in the distribution of safety literature and in first aid demonstrations, delegates reported.
Asum-lalr-

ARE USED TO
SETTLE A QUARREL

SWORDS

(lis The AwiHnlrrt Prcsa.1

Havana, Jan. 15. Swords were
resorted to by I O. BallesteroB,
Jr., of Mexico City, employed here
as a journalist, and Leon Ossorio,
who was expelled some months
ago from Mexico, to settle a quarrel arising from published criticisms by Ballesteros of a book
issued by Ossorio on Mexico.
sustained a slight
Ossorio
wound, while Ballesteros received

'

.

a thrust through the shoulder
that sent him to a hospital. News
of tho encounter, which took
place a week ago, leaked out today.

DAMAGE BY
AT
FIRE
JVIEXIA, TEXAS

$250,000

Mexla,' Tex., Jan. IS. Fire
Marshal Maddox, today estimated
the damage caused by a fire here
last night at less than $250,000.
The estimate was based on the
replacement value of the buildings, ho said. Troops, called here
several days ago to rid the city
of alleged
gambling dens and
pabootlegging , establishments,
Seven
streets
the
trolled
today.
y
brick buildings were
destroyed.
two-stor-

r.

i2m

1

HROKF.V.
Jan. 15.
Cyril Walker, KiikIcwooJ, N. J.,
golf professimial, broke three, records today wli.ii lie played the
first nine holes of tin? championship course in 2'. completed the
round in fit., and in tit.- afternoon
scored a, ij7. giving him a
total of 1?,?,.
N.

yov

(',

1

1

Ol'POim

firfiip

MTY

Any size or kind of a home or

building you may require, built
tn any part of this city on
terms and payment plans tu
suit you.
.IOSF.PH ( OI.I.H.n.
115 S. Sccoml St. Phone 711
With C. M. Barber
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of the U. S. army listened attentively at recent
- of the senate investigating committee while some of the sol- v,
i, i,o,t .hot down
nearings
d ers who lougnt unaer mm in mo war uuukoi
soldiers who followed
Other
numher
without
explanation.
two of their
denies the
the accusers on the stand denied the charges. Major Opio
c' rges.
Col. Hierome Opie

1

:

.u"'a

MEMS

WUKN
ON BAPTIST CHUHUH
TO START APRIL
1

ARE AOGPTED BY

1

Construction of the new $100,000

Baptist church at Central
Broadway will start on April

and

1, ac-

-

of
cording to tho announcement
the Key. Thomas F. Harvey, pastor
of the First Baptist church.
The new edifice will have an
auditorium with a seating capacity
of 1.300 persons. It will probably '
be of brick, although this point has
not yet been definitely decided. In
the basement the church will have
a gymnasium, a men's club room,
and a ladles' rest room, the two
PRESS.
ASSOCIATED
TITE
In the
(BY
of whom has latter being open every day
each
500
Novel
15.
citizens,
Jan.
week.
Washington,
dwell-ou- s
of
a
means are being employed by varl- pledged the building
The church will also have special
cities and towns throughout ing to be rented at a reasonableto Sunday school accommodations,
work
employment
thus
giving
to
figure,
church to give spe- provide
tho United States
hous- - enabling the to
this work.
cial attention
for tho jobless, according to re- - many, and also helping the
norts collected by Colonel Arthur ilng situation
all
employBoston, has asked
Woof's, head of tho organization
TO
on work ers to increase tho number of FRAME AMENDMENTS
charged with carrying
one,
least
conat
recent
national
tho
by
CONTROL
their
TIGHTEN
UP
started by
employes
and as many more fis is possible.
ference on unemployment.
LIQUOR EXPORTS
New London, Conn., runs spec OF
Summaries of these reports show
ial entertainments in the tncateiSj
to be as follows:
STATE NEWS BRIEFS I means used has
PrpH.)
(IS.? Tin.
made a house to with local talent. The unemployed
Chicago
f
I house canvass under the direction wero allowed to r.ell tickets and
Tteglna. Kask., .Ian. 15. Amend-i- sfire retain a good percentage of the nients framed lo give tho provin- f
battalion
of twenty-thre- e
SOO
Las Cruces Between
and chiefs, to compel householders to proceeds. Civil service rules are cial government greater Jurisdicall suspended, in Cambridge, Mass.. tion and control over activities oyer
j.000 acres of cantaloupes will be remove from their premises
planted in the Mesilla valley the combustible material and refuse, so that many persons can rotate liquor exports, were introduced in
acas
the
of
result
coming season,
the
assembly yesteras a fire prevention measure. This in tho same jobs.
ceptance of commission houses of campaign' has created many short
a day by Premier Martin.
Houston, Texas, muiinain
tho growers'
terms, if reduced time jobs.
numwhich
bouses
in
prevail
Export,
gang of laborers ranging
freight rates can be secured.
Dallas. Tex., took a church cen- ber from 200 to 000 paying them moslly in small towns and villages
and each $1.25 a day and If they have de- of the extreme southern pnrt of
sus of it
T.ER
Cruc.es
This city has a householder population
was asked If rome pendents, supplemenL'ng this by Saskatchewan, from where there
chance to secure a cheese factory
to ho much smuggling
odd job, painting, carpencharity. Employers are urged to said
and creamery, accordins to George special
States,
into the United
gardening, or cleaning, could apply to tho city for labor, which
W. Frenger, chairman of the In- try, furnished
would be forced to locate only in
the unemployed, and is supplied from this gang.
dustrial committee of the chamber be
the
under
of
the
cities
province,
a record was kept of the replies
of commerce.
amendments.
with the result that
Mr. Krcnger reported that he is and addresses,
largo number of days of work $2,000,000 INSURANCE
in correspondence with an experi- a
FELT
were secured for the most needy.
APPREHENSION
TO BE CARRIED ON THE
enced professional., who guarantees
In Fort Wayne. Ind., advertise- '1
OF
SAFETY
THE
news
FOR
in
the
were
HAYS
I "y r
J"JZ (meats
published
V,.?
LIFE OF WILL H.
nnners .and the unemployed were
AERIAL PASSENGERS
sary funds, are subscribed, also that asked to fill out and fend In
(I!y The Assoehitrd
with a blanks. These were turned over tb
he is in correspondence
New Vork, Jan. 15. The life of
cheese maker in Wisconsin, who the
(ISjr Tlu Aaanrlalcd
and
emnloyment agency,
Postmaster General Hays will re-be
wishes to establish a small factory locallocal
Jan. 15. AppreMiami, Fla
industries secured tho help insured
for $2,000,000 when he
of (he three
here. "It may be," he said, "that:
for the
hension
needed.
they
to head the national moving passenger.') who left Friday on the
we can combine the two; also that
N. .T.. has an asent signs
anwas
Kearny,
it
of
the Ilioi
wo can interest officials
combination,
boat New York for Bimini
afternoon covering tho picture
nounced today, after a meeting of flying
n'in.lo VsiUpv T"nii-- association in! out everv
Increased tonight, when a rising
with several helpers, in au a subcommittee
of
motion
picture
less probable the lorendered
wind
un- men.
Tho industrial committee. Mr. tomobiles. They visit buildings
cation of the New York If, as has
'
made
be
will
payable,
in
"T
Tho
"'Ti".
policy
Frenger reported, is been suggested, she was floating
in event of his death, to the reorin the gulf. Sub chaser
spondence with a forme.- resident, "r1"plants and ra'lroad shops, offering ganized national association of the disabled
now located in New York, with
were out all day in
and
emairplanes
of
local
the
the
the
and
motion picture industry,
view to interesting him and his
an effort to locate the craft.
and
.ascertainin
be
bureau,
would
ployment
was
stated,
it
sanatorium
a
in
English friends
what kind of help is amount,
several comdi.itribuied among
and health resort in the Organ exactly
needed.
RELEASE PRIEST FROM
mountain district.
panies.
103
York
social
In
New
city.
Mr. Frenger reported that progISLE OF WIGHT PRISON
in reress was being made with the fruit agencies have
GRID
and vegetable cannery to be estab- lief work for the unemployed and 10TH CAVALRY
(Bv Tho AaMH'blril I'rriO
lished in I..a.s Graces by the Farm have established a central bureau
TEAM IS WINNER OF
Belfast, Jan. 15. (By the Assoof reg:rtration to act as a clearBureau
Marketing association.
Hoinini.-FatlK-Press.)
CORPS CHAMPIONSHIP ciated
Plans now In hand call for a can- ing house.
released from prison on the Isle
Pittsburgh contractors and emnery and a cold storage Plant, estisent this
of Wight Saturday,
'
mated to cost between $20,000 and ployers have been urged to keep
(lt.v The Asmciiltfd Trow
to the lord mayor of
telegram
The machinery recently one or two men in each family
$20,000.
Ariz., Jan, 15. The Cork
:
Nogales,
inspected at Kl Paso is in satisfac- on the payroll, and to hire to a Tenth cavalry football team of
"Though the victory for, which
tory condition and can be bought large extent those living in the Fort Hunchuca won the football Lord
Mayor MaoCurtain and his
at a good figure.
of the Eighth urniy comrades
cltv who have dependents.
championship
died has not yet been
Each ward In Pvockford, 111., has corps area here this afternoon by attained, still I congratulate ni
U. Dannelly a committee with the two alderW.
Clovls The
fifth
Infantry native city in its heroic struggle.
defeating the Twenty
ranch of 4.400 acres northwert of men na chairmen. These commit- team of Camp Stephen 1). Little, Clod
prosper our resurgent city."
Clovia has been sold to J. B. Nesbtt tees In turn have organized prebv a score of 6 to 0.
near
here,
Dominie was the spiritof Childress. Tex. The considera- cinct committees with, a member Tho two teams battled to a score- ualFather
of Lord Mayor
adviser
tion was about $30,000, according in charge of each city block. Per- less tie CJuistmas day and the loof Cork, who died on a
return
to reports.
a
resulted
for
has
this
like
cal players challenged
sonal contact
hunger strike tn prison in 11)20.
campaign to match. A crowd of 2,500 watched
has In a veryjobssuccessful
Portales An automobile Mexond relieve distress, the game.
provide
been purchased for the New
the report raid.
ico Baptist orphans' home here.
Schenectady, N. T., has taken ULTIMATUM SENT TO
The money was subscribed by local care
of its own problem by bond
citizens.
PEKING BY
Issues for public improvements.
city officials are enforcing
Portales Priddy & Hatch are and the such
snow
as
ordinances
ltf The Aumrlntrd PreM.)
rigidly
d
feeding 100 head of hogs and 100
is done und?r city
Teklng, Jan. 15 (by the
head of yearling steers here. In removal, which
on
tax
Governor
and
charged
ilimn
Press.)
the last thirty days the steers have supervision
bills of all derelict property own'IW
inspector general of Hunan mmmr, f
made an average
gain of lop ers.
who
is
troops
and
moving
Hupeh,
pounds each.
ulan
of
club
sens,
a
north from Hupeh, has
Atlanta, has, formed
timatum to Peking, giving tho
10TH OF INCOME FOR
Liang cabinet three days to resign.
He threatens to publish further
RELIGIOUS PURPOSES
stormy weather, exposure,
charges against the cabinet it it TYET,
Y Bnifflea, and the heavy cold is on.
PLAN
does not comply with his demands
METHODISTS'
IS
within five days and declares he Dr. King's New Discovery breaks it np
will fight if the cabinet declines to quickly and pleasantly. Head cleaned
(By The Ansoclatrd FreM.)
retire in seven days. Tho cabinet up, cough relieved and you feel better.
Mich.. Jan. 15. The
Detroit,
of
replied that It refused to resign, At your druggists, 60c
Christian stewardship program
the Methodist Episcopal church la
Intended to persuade one million
MAN'S CHARRED BODY
members' of the church to offer
reIS FOUNDJN RAVINE
h
of their Incomes for
MAN
OF
ligious purposes. Dr. L. E. Lovejoy,
'
steward(By Tim Amnrlntrd Pre.)
secretary of the church's
Leavenworth, Kans., Jan, 15.
ship movement, said in an address
The charred body of an unidenti(By The Aocltd TreM.)
tonight.
"The basic coin, for church and
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 15. L. N. fied man today was found by a vetDowels Begging for Help? Dr.
Dothe
is
still
of
owner
the
school
eran of the soldiers' home in a rapurposes,
Sunday
Style, principal
will bring you the
red cent," ho said. "Churchmen lores mine, at Santa Kulalia, Chi- vine near a railroad south of the King's Pills
received the news home. County authorities believe happiness of regular, normal bowels
today
today nre giving but a trifle more
huahua,
reMild but alA bank and liver functioning.
of the release of his brother, A. C. the man was murdered.
than their grandfathers did for rebe a
book bearing the name of Walter ways reliable. At all druggists, 25c
ligion. A man still mayfashionable
Style, from Mexican bandits.
A. C. Style, resident manager of Larsen and issued by the State
WONT GRIPE
spected member of a
$8,000 auto- the mine, was captured last ThursBank ot Omaha, was found on the
city church, ride In ancents
a week day by bandits who demanded body.
mobile and pay 25
for his religion
Style was
$10,000 for his release.
KILLEO IN PISTOL DUEL.
taken to a camp four miles away
Centerville, Tex., Jan. 15. Wiland a letter was written to his
REP0RTS0F RIOTING
ranliam
the
Freeman was killed nnd
brother here demanding
IN INDIA OVERDRAWN som. The latter at once wired to Deputy Sheriff Ed Nance of CenChihuahua officials requesting the terville slightly wounded Inst night The most economical. cloanMng and
when Sheriff Cobb and Deputies
has amount be fjald.
London, Jan. 15. There
germicidal of all antiseptics is
Meanwhile Governor Enrlquez of Nance and R. B. Bain engaged al-in
been great exaggeration concernof
band
with
a
Santa
of
a
and
the
in
mayor
pistol
killed
fight
Chihuahua
ing the number of persons
Eulalia had taken charge of the leged moonshiners In Leon county.
the rioting last week, at the time
of the reception of the Prince of situation and arranged a ruse' In-to
SKASOX OPENS APUIL 13.
who had
Wales, sayB a Reuter dispatch trick the bandits, men
To
15.
Tex.. Jan.
Houston.
In an autofrom Madras. Officially the num- structed that two
five. There was mobile were to receive the ransom avoid onenlng the season on Good
ber killed was
A soluble Antiseptic Powder
Friday, the Texas toleague club
much rtotin-r- , but It was desultory money. The car was to carry cer- owners
voted today
change the
to be dissolved in
tain lights as a signal.
and unorganized.
The car was sent as ordered, opening date of the Texas league
V
Water as Needed.
14.
to April 13 Instead of
London, Jan. 15. Additional re- carrying the lights, also two SolAs a medicinal
soldiers in auantiseptic fori
ports from Madras tend to mini- diers. Twenty other reinforced.,
douches in treating catarrh, inllnm- by
mize the extent of the disorders tomobiles followed,
matlon or ulceration of nose,
there and to emphasize the cordial a detachment of mounted men. As
throat, and that caused by feminine
ity with which the Prince of Wales the first car approached the renIt has no equal. For ten years
ills
was received. The dlspatcnes note dezvous the bandits caught sight
the Lydla E. Pinkhnm Medicin Co.
that in addition to the hartal of the supporting soldiers and
has recommended Paxtine in their
fled, leaving Style alone In the
declared by the
private correspondence with wom- Style said the , bandiu
Friday was the usual official holi camp.
which proves its superiority.!
en,
giving
day and, also the first holiday of treated himto courteously,
Women who have been cured say it
eat and drink and
the two great harvest festivals him plenty
is "worth Its weight in gold." At
known as the Pongal, as a result providing him with a comfortable Sop, Ointment, Talnim, 25e.
Swaplfts
mtiil.
of which the native population ap- bed. He w" in their .custody fate of Omticmr LfctwfttoriM, Dtp! X, Bftldca, Kmi. druggists, 60c, large box, or by Muss.
'
The
Taxton Toilet Co., Boston,
eighteen hours.
parently was out in the streets.
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Positively Sacrificing Suits,
Millinery, Coats, Furs,
Waists, Skirts, Dresses, Etc.

rn.1CTDnTnv

GUIDE
CITIES AND TOWHS T
WORK FOR THE JOBLESS

AT FRACTION OF FORMER PRICES AND VALUES!

j

Because the mitt?

are
'and sugar
blended
already
a smoother;

more delicious'
pudding can

J

:

LARGE HATS

EXTRA

1

;f

!

em-re-

-

FITTING
HATS

CLOSE

Banded Sailors,
Velvet, Duvctyn

LOT

"';

.

98c

1

DR

Choice of Our Entire
Stock of Ilijjrh Priced

ALL THE.
WANTED COLORS
Feather, Floral and
Ribbon Trimmed

WAISTS
Prices at $6.98 and up
NOW AT y2 PRICE

LOT

Sails

SI

sue!

the newest styles,
colors and sizes.

MISSES' AND

Latest Styles and Patterns
Values up to $20.00

g Selection to
Choose from in all
the Latest Shades

Yciir Giioiee $9,98

$13.98

tunas

MEN'S
SHOES

CHILDREN'S

SHOES

These Were $7.50, $8.50 to

SHOES
Values up to $1.00

$1.98

i

2.98

Mac-Swin-

WU-PEI-F- U

S

dwca!s

$35.00
In all

$1.98

LADIES'

B

Formerly Priced

hs

2

MEN'S CLOTHING

9

AT

''"i"

$12.00
There are High and Low
Shoes in this assortment. Every
pair a genuine bargain.

Big lot of Men's Tan
Shoes. Values up to
$9.00, at

$4.98

-

Asso-clte-

mi tii

.

ill

Bad Colds

TRICK BANDITS;

OBTI MUSE
MINI

one-tent-

Dr. King's
New Discovery

For Colds and Coughs

'

i

Men's

1

Underwear

.
Shirts and Drawers.
51.00 and $1.25 values.

garment

,

To

Tries Free Samples

7

69c

.

J
A
N

U

Women

No One Need Buy
Cuticura Before He

.

S
220 West Central
We Do As We Advertise

Men's

Union Suits
Real $2.00 and $2.50
values. Each . . $1.33
Or 3 for

$4.00

This Is National Thrift Week

De Kings Fills

.

EAGLE BRAND

CLOSING OUT ENTIRE STOCK OF

1

Special

Condensed Milk

ItHOItllS

J'iiK-liurs-

1

ITi-m-

r

UOIV

1

New York, Jan. IB. The plan to
establish a national bureau of
is characterized by Nicholas
Murray littler, president of Columbia university, in his annual
report made public today, as a proposal tn "bureaucratize and bring
into uniformity
the educational
system of the United States while
making the most solemn assurance
that nothing of tha kind is

"

V

l.lI.IIKINU WILL Itl'.SlG.V.
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 3. Fred W.
Lucliring, athletic director of the
I
Iniversity of Nebraska., has an
nounced Ins imcnllnn to resign Hint
accept the offer made to him last
week to become, athletic dlrectoranf
tnn University of Minnesota, (,'han- Avery of the. University of
Mi
Margaret I', inn. pupil ofiedlor
Miss Louise M.
appen red Nebraska announced tonight.
in piano
ycslci'd.iy after- noon in the Woman's club, assist-cd by Katliryn I'.ailev, soprano.
pupil or Mrs. Klizri belli Bradford.
Miss r!inn, allhougli
only 1'!
years old. played with very good
itaste and amazing skill. She went
through a rather difficult pro-- I
Her
gram with ease and grace.
presence, ns won as her playing.
was delightful.
In particular, her
execution of the presto agitato
of the ticethoven "Moonlight Son-- i 1
ata," the posthumous D flat Valse is
C h o p i n
of
and MacDowell's
"Shadow Dance" was excellent.
Other very fine numbers were a
group of fii'luimmin pieces, ex- and the
itrcnieiy well played,
Chopin "Nocturne in G minor."
Miss I'unn is truly at homo on the
at
and is nnalified,
keyboard,
present, to take a prominent place
Her
local
serious
among
pianists.
audience demanded two encores,
were Beethoven's "B flat
.which
k
Minuet" and a "Romance in F
.sharp," of .Schumann.
Mrs. Bailey sang "L'n Bel IM"
and
Madame
from
Butterfly
'Solvejg's Song" from Greig's Peer
conwas
She
Suite.
Cynt
Ma!. Hierome Opie. Indicated by arrow, listening to testimony presented sistently accompanied by Char-lottMoore.
before senate investigating committee.

he shot
hears charges that
'colonel
STORIES
DENIES
OWN
SOLDIERS:
DOWN

.

"Slim" Hartzell is Held in
Jail
on Manslaughter
C.

I

rlUDLL

ENCUUNtHLU

THURSDAY NIGHT UPPER

L
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NATIONAL FEATURE DAYS
17 Thrift Day Franklin's Birthday.
18 Budget Day.
19 Life Insurance Day.
20 Own Your Home Day.
21
Pay Your Bills Promptly Day.
22 Share With Others Day.
23 Make a Will Day.

PROSPERITY PLATFORM
1

2
3
4
5

Work and Earn.
Make a Budget.
Record Expenditures.
Have a Bank Account.
Carry Life Insurance.

6

7
8

9
10

Own Your Home.
Make a Will.
Pay Bills Promptly.
Invest in Safe Securities.
Share With Others.

1

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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400,000

FAMOUS UAKHOiN'K
DIRT FARMER TO
AND PRIZE BEAUTY
MEET AT MIAMI

MINERS

BOXERS WORKING

BE REPRESENTED

IN

INTERESTED

if

HERE WEDNESDAY

Agreement With the Operators Will Be Signed Before the End of March.
(By Th

f. imiiirv

tn TMttshnrsh

It

all-st-

.

Asmcliilcd TrcM.)

Indianapolis'. 1ml., Jan. in.
coal minproximately 400,000 soft
ers scattered throughout more
inthan twenty states, fire ofvitally
whether
terested In the question
the
with
a new wage agreement
signed
roft coal operators will be said
a
before the end of March,
the
statement Issued today from Mino
headquarters of the United
"Workers of America here.
"The present agreement uwiei
exwhich the miners are working
the statement
pires on March 31."
ndds "and unless a new agreement
effect
is negotiated In time to take miners
on April 1 these 400,000
any
without
will find themselves
Kind of wage rates and they will
not know what they are to receive
for their work in the next two
Pome of the members or
vears
WorkMine
United
of the
are doubtful
ers of America
an to whether a new agreement
but there nm
will be reached,
manv others who sny tliev beUeve
althat'the ooal operators will not arlow the first day of April to
rive without ft wane scale, having
been agreed upon."
The union officials arc still
he
hopeful that on agreement will
signed before that date, the statement adds.
"When John L. Lewis, president
of the miners" union, railed a
meeting of miners and operators

flls Old Tilllfl

Following the workouts yesterday for the
boxing card beat Washington Jan. 23; ing staged by the Veterans
of ForWars
at
the
eign
armory WednesCrop Insurance to Have day evening, the Benny Chavez-Youn- g
Sol bout still looked like the
Place on Program.
dessert on the menu. Those boys
are fast and they each have a
(By The AMorlntcrl rrrni.)
knock-ou- t
checked
up In their!
Washington, Jan. 15. Insurance hooks.
Young Sol Is one of the
of crops as a method of stabilizing four boys who have KOd Benny.
were Featherweight
prices of farm products Is expected The others
to be one of many suggestions put Champion Johnny Kilhane,
Eddie
forward at the national agricultural Cam pi and Battling Chico.
conference which opens January
Joe Kale is nursing a glightlv cut
23, for inclusion in a permanent
national farm policy. Discussion ear which got in the way of a flywithin the conference would be ex- ing gondola Saturday afternoon at
pected to develop whether pro- training
quarters. It is underponents would recommend that tho stood that Kale will ask tho city
insurance bo carried by the farmers boxing commission for the privicomlege of wearing a light protector
by private
panies, or through government aid. over the tender spot when he meets
Crop Insurance has been tested Kid Lee. colored lightweight chamto a certain extent, it was declared, pion, at the armory Wednesday
both by mutual farmers' companies evening in the
bout of the
and by private insurance comcard.
and agricultural experts
panies
Walter Caldwell Is now In Hono
declare it has proved sucoossCuI.
Balancing production with con- lulu with nn athletic show. Walter
is nnother
important claims he is having tho time of his
sumption
topic which leaders expect to come life In the land of the hula-hul- a
likely to come and that he has Ma KOd a couple
up. Suggestions
from conference delegates, It was of good Pacific birds during the
said, range from the old acreage past iew wocks.
limitation to a more careful study
of world production and consumpKid Lee still stacks up as the
tion. Alone with this would go rastest noy, regardless of weight,
who has been seen in Albuquerque.
crop surveys In America.
was Ho carries a wallop also. Boney
Valorization, or
said to bo on the minds o' several Gugliardl caught a part of it in the
delegates and while) economists de- middle of the first round of their
clared all such efforts invariably hout nt the armory the other evenit ing and it practically put the Pueblo
in the past failed, nevertheless
has failed to settle the demands. boy out of the running. He quit
Kills on this subject now before cold turkey, claiming a foul In tho
congress and suggestions from the third round. It wasn't the foul.
outside have come for minimum
There are rumors that Eddie
grounds for certain etaple commodities such as wheat, corn, cot- West, who Is mannglng Kid Lee
ton and the like.
and Frankle Dean, will try his hand
Extension of tho
at promoting and will ask the
movement also is expected to be boxing commission for a license city
for
February 2. Gossip has It that a
proposed.
Lenders predict that the labor bout between Kid Leo and Frank
question will arise, since tho pres- Herrera of Trinidad will be tho
executives and main course on the bill of fare.
ence of railway
Samuel Gompers and of many rep- Herrera boxed a fast bout hero
resentative
employers ns confer- several weeks ago to a draw with
ence members will bring the two Benny Cordova.
sides of the question together. The
o
The Young Jim
farmers, it was said, are vitally InDean
terested In the lahor question.
mill Wednesday
nature
The purely agricultural
i:i:;ht liKiks
like an even better
of the conference, agricultural de- ' out tl'.an they showed tho fans
partment officials s:ild, has been two weeks ago when Dean copped
kept In mind and the "dirt farmer" the decision of the city boxing comwill be fully represented.
mission by an eye lash. Jim has
been staying at home training
harder than, ever before and Dean
'ooks to be in bettor shape. Fans
!
in'imate that Jim claims ho learn-e- t
a lew tblnrrs from Dean the
other night and it is expected that-"IV Theater N'eal Hart Is at he will make use of the knowledge,
Frankle is the beet boy Flynn has
the "B" today for tho last time met
and he demonstrated his abilas tho star In "Tangled Trails."
to give a good account of him-wl- f
also repeating "A Bed Room Scan- ity outside
tho
brush league
dal, " a two-recomedy with Mon- It Is Understood sage
that he will not
ty Banks as tho star; and also cntweigh Dean Wednesday
by more
showing the reel of "Current than five pounds. De-- n gave
him
Events" pictures.
"The Ord"r!y," ten pounds the other ni;;ht.
Lyrle Theater
one of Guy de "Maupassant's clasMISS VcC.ARGO MARRIED.
sics, Is being repeated today for tho
NT
n
M
Jan 15 Mia
last time; ulso repeating a two-pa- v.'illinmVcrns
111,.
lrl whf.
f'lov Mfat-ucomedy.
on
of the
tho
caught
pilot
vis
"Eden
and
Theater
I'nsrmo
nn '
nn
auto
wrecked
that
Return," with Poiis May as the ' led Lloyd Cook and seriously
star. Is being repeated to.'.iy; n'sn
Laura Crawford, Novembe
the "Fox N'c.vs" and
rprating
is now Mrs. John Wesley Wont
"Tho Tip" comedy, with IIaiol- vs, having been
married to Mr.
Lloyd as tho star.
Wooters here.
GI'Y DF, MM'TMWTS
I
CLASSIC. "T'-OK"! Y,"
REPEATING AT tXKV

Agricultural Parley Will Open

a New

iTIKS

'

'

price-fixin-

wis

looking WRIT OF MANDAMUS IS
thought that negotiations
'
r r r i i r r mi m nr f r
io the working out of a new wa?e
he
well
soon
agreement would statement contin-on
their way," the
BANK AT LORDSBURG
ues. "This mooting was cal'ed for
daf (Spfrt.d Correspondence to Tho Joarnnl.)
the purpose of selecting a conand a place for a Joint wane n
Santa Fe, Jan. 15. The supreme
ference field, composed of west-rPennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana find court has denied the writ of man-

Illinois. But the entire plan was damus in tho original proceeding
crapped by the action of the op- brought in the supreme court by
erators of the Pittsburgh district James IS. Head, state bank examand two !arg groups of Ohio operators In refusing to meet with iner, to compel Judge K. It. Ryan,
of Silver City, to appoint the bank
the representatives of the miners.
The operators of Indiana and Illi- examiner receiver of the State
nois had tentatively agreed to the Bank of Lordsburg. Justice Parkmeeting, but when the Pittsburgh er dissents from the rule, of the
nnd Ohio operators refused Presi- court, which is laid down by Chief
dent Tewis regarded It as useless Justice Reynolds, concurred In by
Tho
opinion
to hold t"he Pittsburgh meeting Justice Davics.
and he called It off. This left the holds:
work-ins
which
laws
1921,
and
134,
of
"Chapter
wages
entire subject
conditions in the mines for the provides that the attorney general,
upon a report and opinion of the
next two years up in the air.
examiner
shall ins.ltute
"Surely the operators will yet bank
meet with the miners nnd nego- proper proceedings 'for the purtiate a wage agreement to take the pose of having the bank examiner
place of the one that expires on appointed receiver' of an Insolvent
March 81. The public, remembers bank, does not make it compulsory
only too well the chaos in Industry ' on the district judge to whom ap- and business that followed tin plication Is made to appoint said
stubborn refusal of the operators 'bank examiner as said receiver,
to meot with the miners In 11119. but tho judge has discretion in the
and it will not permit the opeiafrs matter and may appoint another
to force another situation l'ke the as receiver."
Justice Parker says In dissentone that developed in that year.
And the miners do not want such a ing:
"I dissent. The statute Is manto
happen again."
thing
datory us to the appointment of
For several years past a charit- the state bank examiner as receivable woman residing In New York er of Insolvent banks in all cases,
has posted five thousand Christ- and such requirement Is not an
mas cards to as many poor
the Judicial
upon
power."

WEI

THIS

Remember that every article is guaranteed to give satisfaction Exchanges will be allowed and money will be
refunded for the asking.

0578 and OVERCOATS

g,

VALUES UP TO $30.00,
Old Time Sale Price

You Can Afford to Buy for
Qi nI cxOr Future Needs at these
Prices

VALUES UP TO $40.00,
Old Time Sale Price

tPsZtQ,1

VALUES UP TO $45.00,
Old Time Sale Price

ipdVOi)

A

QOQ

A J?

Read Them Over

QOQ QP

VALUES UP TO $50.00,
Old Time Sale Price

(jQQ

A

Carefully

K

ipQO&O

VALUES UP TO $65.00,
Old Time Sale Price.

SHIRTS

QO QK

$QV00

Flynn-Frankl-

Every Men

In on tills 'Old Time

Sale"

$5.00 VALUES,
O. T. Sale Price

$10.00 VALUES,
O. T, Sale Trice..

'

ORCHESTRA LEADER

s

HOSIERY
All at the Old Time
Sale Prices

r&)3

Mr. Samuel Manus, leader

of the celebrated
Copley Square Orchestra of Boston, sells
Sonora Phonographs.
Because he knows music, because he Is conversant with tone vnlues, because he Is thoroughly sold on Sonora superiority, he has
no difficulty in placing Sonoras in tho homes
of his fellow musicians, replacing in almost
s.
every instance, one of the older Maie
chono-graph-

Sales hypnotism, certainly could not place a
Sonora in the homes of great singers, violinists and pianists unless Sonora Itself, and not
a clever salesman, turned the trick. Here is
a partial list of Mr, Manus' Sonora customers:
Mr. 'Walter Smith
America's foremost
trumpet player.
Mr. Robert Blake Copley-Plazorchestra.
Dr. Newman Cohen Touraine Hotel orchestra.
Mr. Abo Lepow Leader, Touraine Hotel
orchestra.
Mr. Louis Dalbeck
Boston Concert Trio.
Mr. Bert Tatrick
Majestic Theater orchestra.
Mr. Joseph Daly United States Navy Jazz
Band.
Ask abont
Mr. Phil. Roblsh Young Men's Symphony
the Sonora
orchestra.
Mr. Harry Levlne Concert Tlanist.
deferred
This is absolutely in line with the fact that
payment
Sonora won highest tone honors at the Pan
plan.
c
Exposition over more than 100
machines (Including all those now sold in
Albuquerque.)
a

ama-Pacifi-

'

'1

ir

''

1'--

5--

r

s,

1

C

sub-de-

New Mexico Phonograph Co.

C

402 W. Central.

GEORGE GEAKE

Phone

401.

elu-;si-

THE

STEPHENSON

717 Sixth Street,

HOME

Sliver City, X..M.
Is a private SANAt6r1UM for T. B. convalescents. Is steam
heated, supplied with hot and cold water in all dressing
rooms, baths upstairs and down, and Is surrounded with
screened-i- n
sleeping porches. Our rates, including good home
cooking, aro $50 upstulin, and $02 per mouth downstairs.
W. W. STEPHENSON, Manager.

a i

-

ctf

$1.89
$2.39
$3.49
$4.89

Best Underwear You
can Buy.

$2.85
$4.85

or
d?
DUaQt
&

-

$10.00 VALUES.
O. T. Sale Price.

$5.85

$12.50 VALUES,
O. T. Sale Price.

fljnr

$18.50 VALUES,
O. T. Sale Price

Or?

$13.85

KELEHER
m

r

ff 1 1

lis

OPWiNGCO

CGR&CCT CLOTHES FOR HEt

213 WEST CENTRAL

SOME PRICES

PHONE 335.

Her Husband

r

SELLS SONORAS TO
PROMINENT MUSICIANS

$6.00 Union Suits,
O. T. Sale Price..

Ti-

SHOES

HAYDEN

!?--

The short stories of Guy de
In drama ad:.pta-- ,
bio to the subtleties the photo-'ra-ma presents. Ono r,f the stories.
"The Orderly," has 'been produced
"For five years my husband BuIn France and, ns a Palhe feature.
Is being repented for the last time ffeted with his stonmih. The medicine he look only gave relief for
today at the J.yric theater.
It Is spicily naughty, to be sure, a while, nothing cured," writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker, of
but treated with rare delicacy
Mo.
and artistry in its transmutation
Nottinghlll,
Our
merchant
from the printed page to the
s
Cha m h e r I a In's
"Tho orderly of the title Is the
tLVsf
medicines last fall
personal servant of Colonel do Liand also received
mousin. Tho colonel's beautiful
If'
(
'
some free trial
young wife had never had an opf'
J
to
know
love.
samples of Cham
portunity
Orphaned
berlaln's Stomach
when still In tho school room,
His, and
Liver Tablets.
adopted and educated by the colHe gave us some
onel, she hnd led a sheltered, seof
life
them
In
lonesome
and I
his home
cluded,
wanted my husuntil out of gratitude she married
band to try them.
him the only man Bhe had ever
He said It would
known.
As the colonel's wife, with her
do no good. His
, stomach
had been
youth, beauty, charm and gracious-nesshe was the toast of the regih m
troubling
worse than ever.
ment and the envy of all the womi .
At !
en. Among the many officers who
were glad to attend her when duty
' I 1 ,0,d Mm " he
.
.
had first call on the colonel, was
wouia not take
a handsome and gallant captain
those tablets
1
who won her heart and taught her
was going to send
the reaj meaning of love.
for a doctor, and
Thep Into their secret paradise
ne saia ne wouia
came tho serpent. The orderly take
them.
By Monday he was
spied upon them. Ho offered her like nnother
man. The blues were
one way of preventing exposure to
no
more
trouble with his
gone,
the colonel, but his proposition was
unthinkable.
He held her fate In stomach, and the best part is that
the trouble has not returned.
I
the hollow of his hand whichever cannot
way she turned he could crush her. lets too praise Chamberlain's Tabhigh.
What was her fate? What was the
fate of all four? "The Orderly"
win leu yuu.
SEEK FRIENDS IN IIOLR OF
NEED.
"EDEX AND RETI RN" 155
"In the hour of need we quickly
NOW AT PASTIME THEATER,
our
seek
best
friends." writes Chas.
STARRING DORIS MAY Schridd
Ward de Wet, S57 73rd
A clever little vehicle is "Eden Ave., Oakland, Cab, "our little boy
and girl had a severe dry, rasping
and Return," the new R-Picwithout phlegm, a cough
ture starring dainty Doris May, is cough
that chokes and flushes the face of
being repeated today at the Pas- the
sufferers like unto convulsions.
time theater.
Doris has proven her ability to Foley's Honey and Tar was a wonderful
emergency remedy." Cases
b
portray the ingenue or the
because of her vivaclousness like this give Foley's Honey and
reputation as the best remand youth. Like "The Foolish Tar Its
for coughs and colds. Sold
Age," her first R-production, edy
the new picture is full of action everywhere.
and comedy situations.
In the story, Doris, as Betty
LEGAL NOTICE
Baylock, is ordered by her father
to marry one of three young men
NOTICE OF MIT.
whom
he has selected.
Doris In the District Court, Bernalillo
takes a look ot them and decides
County, New Mexico.
she will not have any of them.
No. 13171.
The efforts made by the would-- I Lennart Long, Plaintiff, vs. Manu-el- a
be husbands to capture the
N'uanea de Chavez, Abrana
Betty give rise to many funny
Chavez, a minor; the unknown
situations.
heirs of Maximlano Chavez, deBetty, in desperation,
urges a young man whom she
ceased: Antonio Sanchez. 2nd:
finds hiding in her automobile, to
Llbrada Lopez de Sanchez, Anita
marry her. The father is furious.
Trujillo de Garcia, if living; and
All ends well, however, when the
the unknown heirs of Anita Trunew husband proves his ability by
jillo de Garcia If Bhe be dead;
the
on
fatl.tr
beating
Jose Trujillo, If living and the
the stock
market snd relieving him of a
unknown
heirs of Jose Trusum or money.
jillo, If he be dead; the unknown
The picture Is directed by Wilheirs of Andres
Trujillo deliam A. Keller and the cast Inceased; Board of Trustees of the
cludes
Emmett King, Gerald
Atrisco Land Grant; the uns,
known heirs' of Francisco
Piing, Margaret Campbell, MarDoris
garet Livingston,
the unknown
May
deceased;
Buddy Post, Frank Klngsley and
of
heirs
Jesus Maria Aldcrete.
others.
deceased: the unknown heirs of
Franclsclta Sanchez de Alderete.
Mrs. Joseph Wodetzkl, of Lindeceased; Isaac Alderete; Lucia
coln, 111., who has Just celebrated
Alderete, a minor; Fcliclano
her 92nd birthday. Is one of the
Alderete, a minor; the unknown
two original
of the
heirs of Manuelita Alderete, deDaughters
American Revolution
ceased; Fllomena Jaramiin:
residing In
Illinois,
Kavedra; Augustln Vullc- -

$5.00 Union Suits,
O. T. Sale Price..

HATS

PAJAMAS

How Site Cured

$4.00 Union Suits
O. T. Sale Price..

Arrow

and
Brands.

SWEATERS
TROUSERS
NECKWEAR

i!

passant are rich

$3.00 Union Suits,
O. T. Sale Price..

Manhattan

Also Included

en-'':-

-

S2.35
S3.35
$4.35
S5.35

$7.50 VALUES,
O. T. Sale Price.

T

Ma-i-

Values to $3.50
O. T. Sale Price..

Values to $10.00,
O. T. Sale Price..

Albuquerque
Owes it to Himself to Get

Theaters Today

SL35

$2.00 Union Suits
O. T. Sale Price..

Values to $7.50
O. T. Sale Price..

k

UNDERWEAR

Values to $2.50
O. T. Sale Trice.

Values to $0.00
O. T. Sale Price..

You Know What "Society Brand" Clothes
Are Here Is Opportunity;

d

rt

!PliCfS

DOSiS

all-st-

Miss Mildred Ellctt and Relnald
Werrenrath Knapped on the beach.
Reinald Werrenrath, famous baritone, is one of the many noted
visitors at Miami, Fla., these days.
He is shown above cliattir.ff with
Miss Mildred Ellett, Miami's prize
beauty, who recently won a $1000
contest. They were introduced on
the peach.

Sife

Old Tini

Eii

HARD FOR BOUTS

AT CONFERENCE
"?e Wonderinq

January 16, 1922.,

San-che-

Ro-en-

Miguel Armljo; Ellas Alderete; Solomon Sanchez;
unknown
a:
Taililla;
claimants of Interests in the
to
the
plaintiff
premises adverse
Defendants.
Mexico:
New
of
The State
To the Ahove Named Defendants:
You and rnch of you are herehy
notified that suit has heen heRun
hy the above named plaintiff
against tho ahove named defendants and Is now pending In the
above named court, and thRt the
general objects of the aoilon are to
tiulet plaintiffs title to, and to bar
nnd forever estop the above named
defendants, and each of them,
from claiming or assertlnp; any
rlf?ht, title or Interest in that certain tract of land and real estate
in Bernalillo county. New Mexico,
more particularly described as folJos;

lows,

t:

Beginning at ft point' nt the
southeast corner of tho land hereby described, said point beins on
the west side of the public road,
and from which point the quarter
section corner on the west bound10
ary of Section3 31, Township
East, N. M. P. M.
North, Range
bears north 75 degrees 14 minutes
thence running
west 2498 feet;
north 56 degrees 50 minutes west
331.8 feet; thence south 27 degrees
west 89 feet; thence
50 minute
north 53 degrees 10 minutes west
133.4 feet; thence north 61 degrees
55 minutes west 102 feet; thence
north 25 degrees 30 minutes east
770 feet; thence BOuth 5 8 degrees 0
minutes east 161 feet; thence south
80 degrees 0 minutes east 313 feet;
thence south 6 degrees 0 minutes
west 75 feet; thence south 73 degrees 30 minutes enst 64.5 feet;
thence south 16 degrees 30 minutes
west 234 feet; thence south 10 degrees 20 minutes west 1S1 feet;
thence south 21 degrees 50 minutes
west 133 feet; thence south 32 degrees 0 minutes west 162 feet to
the point and place of beginning,
containing 10.1 acres; and sometimes described by a description of
the ix smaller tracts composing
the whole, as follows:
Tract No. 1. A certain piece or
Ranchos de
parcel of land In
Atrisco, county and state aforesaid,
as
east to
follows:
From
measuring
west, thirty-thre- e
(33) yards, from
north to south, two hundred and
fifty-on- e
(251) yarda. bounded on
the north by property of Jose
Lueero, on the) east by nrnp-ert- y
of Manuela Nuanes do Chavez
and property of Jesus M. Alderete,
on the south by the public rood;
Tract No. 2. Another piece of
land adjoining the above described
property, measuring from east to
west twenty-seve- n
(27) yards, nnd
north to south eighty-nin- e
(89)
yards; bounded on the north by
Jose
of
Ignaclo Lueero,
property
east by property of Andres Trujillo.
deceased, south
by property of
Jesus M. Alderete, and West by
property of Manuel Nuuncs de
Chavez;
Tract No. S. A certain piece or
parcel of land situated In Precinct
do Atrisco, nnd
No. 9, Ranchos
more partlcultrly described as follows: In length from north townith
two hundred and fifty-eig(258)

fis

lo

west' Mexico, on the 2nd day of January, Henry E. Jenkins, deceased. late of
yards, in width from east to
the day of proving of said the County of Bernalillo and State;
sixty-si- x
(66) yards, more or less;, 1922, andLast
Will and Testament of New Mexico, was produced and
hounded on the north bv nroperty; alleged
read In the Probate Court of the
of Jose
Ignacio Lueero, on thej was thereupon fixed for Thursday,
10th
day of February. A. D. j County of Bernalillo, State of New
south bv the public entrance of all the
10
o'clock
the
at
in
forenoon
1922,
Mexico, on the 22nd day cf Decern
or tne neignoornuou, uh m
said day.
ber, 1921, and the day of the prov
property of Manuelita Nuanes de of Given
ing of said alleged Last Will an
Chavez, on tho west by lands of seal of under my hand6thand the!
was thereupon fixed fofj
of
Testament
thia
this court,
day
Victorlano Fadilla;
D.
1922.
A.
the 26th day of January ,
of
Thursday,
4.
Another piece
January,
Tract N
A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock In thei
FRED CROLLOTT,
land adjoining the last described (Seal)
east
County Clerk, j forenoon of said day.
property measuring from thesixty-eigt
Given under my hand and thej
to west on the north side,
VCVTIf'F. OF APMIMSTRVTOII
seal of this Court, this 22nd day of
east to In the Matter of the Estate of
(68) yards and from
December, A. D. 1921.
west on the south side sixty-eigChavez, Deceased.
FRED CROLLOTT,
6S) yards, and being one hundred
Notice Is hereby given that (Seal)
the
County Clerk.
(100) yards in length; (except
Frank B. Chavez, Administrator of
also
house and corral and a placlta,
dethe
Preslllano
estate
of
NOTICE.
Chavez,
forever for an en- ceased, has filed in the Probate Last Will end Testament of Chris,
an easement
trance eight (8) feet wide running Court of Bernalillo
County, New
tina Kent. Deceased.
along the south side of the school Mexico, his final report as such To Margaret E. Medler. Albuquer;
house yard)
and
court
has
Administrator
the
que, New Mexico, and To All
Tract No. 5. Also all the follow- appointed Thursday, the 26th day
others Whom It May Concern,
ing described piece or portion of of January, 1922, as the day for
Greetings:
land situated' and being In Los hearing objections, if any there be,
You
are hereby notified that the
By to the approval of said final
Ranchos de Atrisco,
report alleged Last Will and Testament of
metes and bounds, on the north and the discharge of said AdminChristina Kent, deceased, late of
side from east to west, nlnety-sl- x
istrator.
tho County of Bernalillo and Stale
two (2) fbet, on the
(HO) yards
.he seal of of New Mexico, was produced and
and
Witness
hand
my
south side from east to west, one said Probate Court this 30th day of read in the Probate Court of the
hundred (100) yards, on the east December, 1921.
County of Bernalillo, State of New
side from north to south one hun- (Seal)
FRED CROLLOT A
Mexico, on the 29th day of Decemdred seventeen (117) yarda. two
Said
Court
the day of the provJ"robate
PJerkof
ber, 1921, and
to
east
north
from
on
the
(2) feet,
ing of sal-- ; alleged Last Will and
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICK.
south one hundred seventeen (117)
Court of Bernalillo Testament was thereupon fixed for
vards, two (2) feet. Bounded on In the Probate
Thursday, the 2nd day of February,
County, New Mexico,
the north r nd west by lands above
the Matter of the Estate ofi A. I. 1922, at 10 o'clock In the
described, on trie soutn Dy lanns or In James
forenoon of said day.
M.
Mattingly, Deceased.
Elias Alderete, oh the eas. by the
Given under my hand and the
Notice Is hereby given that the
public road leading from Albuquer-Wiii- n
this 30th day ot
undersigned was, on the 29th day sonl of this A.court,
In Vnlnrtto:
D. 1921.
December
Tract No, 6. A certain piece or
FRED CROLLOTT,
the estate of (Seal)
ottiiflipH In Precinct Administrator of
r,.Ai
County Clerk.
No. 9, Ranchos de Atrisco, being in James M. Mattingly. deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
length from east to wesi one Hundred and eleven (111) yards one County, and having qualified as In the Probate Court ot Bernalillo j
tit ntt on! in width from north such Administrator, all persons County, New Mexico.
to south' on the east side fourteen having claims against the estate of rn the Matter of the Estate of Jo- - ..
(14) yards, and on tne wesi siue eald decedent are hereby notified
seph F, Girard, Deceased.
ten (10) yards, one (1) foot; and required to present the same
Notice is hereby given that thef
bounded as follows: on the north to the undersigned In the manner undersigned was, on tht 22nd days
and
within
time
the
W.
by
prescribed
and
Fisher,
O,
of December. 1921, duly appointed J.,
by lands of Lulu
on the south by lands of Benito law.
Administratrix of the estate ot Jo- SAVSTATE TRUST AND
Lueero, on the east by the public
seph F. Girard, deceased, by the
INGS
Old
BANK,
road, and cm the west by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County, i
Administrator.
Contra acequla.
and having qualified as such Ad-- J
Dated December 30, 1921.
You and each of you are further
mlnlstratrtx, all persons having ,
notified that unless you enter your
claims against the estate of said"
EXECUTOR'S NOTICK.
on or be- In
appearance In said cause
the
Probate Court of Bernalillo decedent are hereby notified and"
or
February,
28th
fore the
day
required to present the same to the,';
New Mexico.
1922, Judgment will be rendered in In County,
the Matter of the Estate of J. H. undersigned in the manner and,
said cause against you and each of
within the time prescribed by law.'
Bower, Deceased.
you by default.
AUGUSTINE J. GIRARD,
t,
Notice is hereby given that the
The names and business address
Administratrix,
undersigned wan. on the 22nd day
of plaintiffs attorneys are Simms of
1921.
Dated December 23rd.
December, 1921, duly appointed
New Armljo
& Botts. Rooms
Executor of the estate of J. H.
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. I
Building, Albuquerque. Now Mex- Bower, deceased, by the Probate
ico.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillof
of
Court
Bernalillo
and
County,
f
New Mexico,
Wltneps the Honorably Mayo E.
having qualified as such-- Executor, In County,
the Matter of the Estate of.
Hiekey, Judge of said Court, this all
persons having claims against
Do
Beatrlz
C.
7th day of January, 1922.
de
Baca
Martinez,;
the estate of said decedent are Deceased.
FRED CROLLOTT,
hereby notified and required to
Notice is hereby given that the
County Clerk.
present the same to the under- undersigned was, on, the twelfth
Bv HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
signed In tho manner and within day of January, 1922, duly appoint
the time prescribed by law.
NOTICE.
ed Administrator ot the estate of
J. MARTIN HAYDEN.
Last Will and Testament of Alice
Beatriz C. De Baca de Martinez,'
Executor,
M. Fagan, Deceased.
deceased, by the Probate Court of
Dated December 23rd. 1921.
To Herbert F. Fazan. Albuquerque
Bernalillo county and having qual-- i
New Mexico, and to All Others
NOTICK.
ified as such Administrator, all
Whom It May Concern, Greet Last Will and Testament of Henry persons having claims against
E. Jenkins, Deceased.
estate of said decedent aro hereby
ings:
You are hereby notified that the To Alice W. Jenkins, Albuquerque, notified and required to preaent
New Mexico; Lizzie M. Hagan, the same to the undersigned it
alleged Lost Will and Testament of
Alice M. Fagan, deceased, late of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and the manner and within tho tlnw,
To All to Whom It May Concern, prescribed by law.
the County of Bernalillo and State
ot New Mexico was produced and
EUTEMIO MARBd.
Orcetings:
You nre hereby hotl'led that the
rend in the Probate Court of the
Administrator,
of
New
Last
of
Will
of
btate
and
Dated
Testament
County
alleged
Berjiullllo,
i
January 13th,
i
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UNION OF HOUSE

F1C3EKT HOUSEKEEPKi
MAKIXfJ

IN ELEGJR1GITY
Swedish Organization Adopts
Power and
Available
for
Tested Appliances
'
Housework.

YOm

OWN" COTTON

ItEI COMFORTS.

Several bride readers have writ
ten to ask me for directions for
making a cotton bed comfort. The
first step is to secure a quilting
Have a carpenter make
frame.
you two lengths 01 board mat
clothes poles will do) eight ree:
long, and two more lengths of
board which are each six and one- boards
half feet long. These
should be from two to three Inches
wide and flat.
The next step Is to tack a strip
of bed ticking on each of these four
boards, tlio entire length, letting
one edgo of the strip hang out one
inch beyond the edgo of trie noara
so that the comfort may be sewed
onto this ticking to hold It taut
when you are ready to tuft it.
Sllkoleen is of course the nicest
material to use for the covering,
but the better grades are about 40
cents a yard, so cotton challls Is
used by many housekeepers as this
costs around 15 cents a yard, The
comfort will be two and
so
yards long and two yards wide,
this will require ten yards of mated
rial for the covering; two
material
lengths of the yard-wld- o
doubwill be sewed together, then
led over on itself longwise, with
the cotton batting between the two
thicknesses.
A bat of cotton two and
yards long and two yards wide will
probably cost you around $1.60
but prices differ in various vicinities.
When you have sewed the two
d
lengths of material toon the
gether lengthwise, lay itcotton
on
floor, spread the bat of
ono half of it, fold the other half
(lengthwise) over the cotton and
baste the material together on tha
three open sides of the quilt, over
this cotton filling.

(By The Associated rrcss.)
Stockholm, Sweden, Jan. 15.
Engineers of Sweden are busily engaged in harnessing the water
cower of her northern provinces.
with the Intention of electrifying
the country's entire railroad system. A huje underground cable
system, second In length only to
that operating between Boston and
"Washington, is being Installed to
carry telephone wires throughout
the country.
While these activities are going
forward, the Swedish Housewives'
union, which has for several years
been a bright and shining example
to women the world over of the effectiveness of concerted demands.
Is preparing to extend the advantages of this abundant electric current to the homes. Being intensely
practical In its methods, this union
realized that though it got the
cheap supply of electric power for
ana
ironing
cooking
washing,
Bweenin'g. it would be still handi
obtained
similarly
capped unless it
easy prices in equipment.
Therefore a conference was call
ed. to which were Invited repre
sentatives of firms manufacturing
electric household devices. Those
firms agreed through their representatives to make appliances
which the union considered suitable In price for general use by
Then the union Bet
housewives.
up a testing bureau, or housecraft
school, where manufacturers submitted their offerings for practical
demonstration.
The awakened Interest In elecappliances
tricity and electric exhibition
of
crystallized into a big
electrical devices held recently In
accordance
in
this city. These,
Monday.
with the requirements of the
American legion auxiliary meetmuch
housewives
union, are
ing at armory at 2:30 p. m.
cheaper than any thnt have been
at
Y. V. C. A. board meeting
offered before the demands for 7:30 p. m.
economy were made,
Rea concert at 8 p. m.
one-ha-

lf

five-yar-

one-ha-

lf

five-yar-

BEN

Some stores sell cotton In small
rolls, but it is best to buy it in the
bat which has
regular quilt-siz- e
not a break in it, for otherwise the
cotton filling of a quilt is apt to
separate.
Now that you have basted your
covering material over the cotton,
the quilt is ready to put on the
frame. Baste the four sides of the
quilt onto the strips of ticking
which you previously tacked ont-- i
the four pieces of wood, using the
two longest boards for tha two
long sides of the quilt, of course.
Fut four Iron clamps (any hardware store will soil you these) on
the four corners to hold the four
corners of the. frame together two
ends of wood overlapping at each
corner and rest the entire frame
on chairbacks.
If yon can't get
the clamps, tie the wooden ends towith
string.
gether
In grandmothBegin quilting.
er's day worsted was used to quilt
with. But housekeepers of today
have found that silokleen is firmer
and washes better. You will need
two balls of silkatcen for one quilt.
d
Tuft it close, a a
quilt holds its shape. Three Inches
between tufts is not too close. To
d
get the tufts even, stick
pins at intervals along the
out
the
of
1
top
qui't, then pnll
pin every time you put In a tuft
The tufting process Is very sim- Thread a large-eye- d
needle
pie.
with do"ble silkateen, and push
the needlo down through the comfort, pulling It out on the under
side: then push it up frnm beneath, close to where it went dO"'n.
and tie It twice on the upper side,
ends of tie
'saving
thread.
"JVhn you hnv1 t''ftft,1 thrt riHf
frame and run
ouilt, rip It off the
the prices toet'-r- r
with Billtatcen
to finish them off.

Social, Ga

close-tufte-

black-heade-

SPRING COATS USK
NEW CAPE "VEKVES

FRAMLW

Are your puddings
tender and tasteful?

of
tomorrow
On the birthday
Benjamin Franklin, homago will
America's
paid to him not only as
patron saint of thrift, but as the
thlnkpr. Inventor and philosopher.
Those were the good old days
when he coaxed the lightning from
the sky.
Every school boy Is familiar with
tha famous experiment of the kite,
the key and the Leyden Jar during
a thunder storm, by means of
which Franklin satisfied himself
regarding the identity of lightning
and electricity.
How the application of electricity has grown since, both here In
America and abroad! First, the
discovery, then tho experiments,
then the practical use of the telegraph, the telephone, the Incandescent electric lamp, the dynamo,
the motor, the trolley ear electrical applications without number.
Improvements have followed In
tho natural course of events, until now we are In possession high
tension power plants, driven by hydro and steam, wireless telegraphy
and telephony, tho Mazda lamp,
n
powerful electric locomtlves,
trolley systems and a mul
titude, of wavs by which electricity has helped to carry on the
progress of civilization.

Try Crisco in this recipe
WALNUT
r

lnter-urba-

2

4
l
2

Little Benny's Note Book

I

1

1
1

Fundev morning pop wns shaving his face In the bath room and
all of a suddin ho slammed thu
razor down on the window sill say- Confownd sutch a mtzzir-nlil- e
ing.
blade, that blade wouldent
take the hair oft an esg. Its
the last one, too, ding blast it.
Benny run erround to the dnr
sinro and get me a packidge of
be fci! eivff
m'pi. an
"1'inlicr that my face Is full of
fi'her.
Morning not to wait env time,
nrd I quick started to run ei round to Witos drug store, mir
won I got half ways erround 1 saw
it. 1! plmMns wnwkiivT I ns If li
w'nwk rite, and
slope
running, sovinrr. !Van the ma jor,
Tnds, wats you wawklng like tho;
for?
These pnttoi leather shoes r.r
jtitn ns rrythjricr, yn-'- d -"- n-'t w- then-!enirt
tho.n this if you
Puds.
h" k""i (in
I
slow and funny end
kepp on
s'ow bi't not f
wnwki"
T f"'!
him. and nf'or n n'
Tfniov pinnn Vs mv f.'ihr' rot li'li-e- r
nil over hM fnc. An'
stnrtpd
t'i run B"on to beet tho
Puds veiled Wat
for? M"on!nc
wat did h"
the lathor al' f.vi r
his fnop for. wh'"li I j';t kepp
v.'.v.-lvi-v-

1,

4

As in

the full flavor of the ripe fruit, unspoiled by
any fatty taste, is to use a tasteless, odorless
shortening in the batter. Crisco keeps sweet
indefinitely; it always is tasteless and odorless.

eggj
cupful milk
teaspoonful vanilla extract
cupful chopped English walnut meatl

For Sauce

Mix flour, sugar, salt and baking powder together, add eggs, well beaten, vanilla extract,
milk, Crisco, and nuts. Mix well and divide
into nine greased individual molds, cover with
greased papers, and steam steadily for three-quarte- rs
of an hour. Tutn out and serve.

C

Coil sugar and water till syrup
spins a thread, pour over beaten yolks of ei'.gs,
and stir quickly. Set a:ide to cool, stir occasionally, add lemon extract and just before serv
ing, mix in whipped

For Sauce.

jot nine
nin'dlrv'!!..
r

:

.v.:
iiiuiiuui

--

for take Making

.
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vr Frying For Shortening
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33

365
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June Caprice.

'

1

e.

To the electric toaster and the
electric iron belong the credit in
the opinton of moRt electrical men.
of introducing the advantages of
the electrlo.il way of housekeeping
to housewives far and wide. In
many' respects they were the, pioneers of electrical household appliances, if not in respect to tho
time of their appearance in relation
to other appliances, at least as to
the ordr In which such appliances
made their appearance In numerous howehokls.
F.Iectri"fil traders of experience
hellpve that in a vast number of
families the electric toister was the
first electric device which aroused
Interest In the electric idea, aside
from electric lights. It Is one of
the lower priced articles, which
may have had something to do in
developing It into the great experiment fur many houskrepers.
On account of the convenience
which it Instantly supplies, and the
quickness with which it works, ns
well as the good quality of toast
which mny be secured by Its use,
the electric toaster has undoubtedly
spoken eloquently, though silently,
of what can be done in electrical
housekeeping.
Then another experiment has
'
been suggested by sirht or story of
the electric Iron. That has been
added next, In a prenonderance ot
After
Instances.
that has also
proved satisfactory, the big Idea is
well at work, and the family Is only
waiting to swlns the proposition
before acquiring other larger and
ren more delightful appliances, as
'far as labor saving Is concerned.
And today these housekeepers
would not think of toasting bread
or ironing clothes by the old
method.

PIANO LAMPS LIGHT
motion
Although
picture actresses are not furnishing us with
UP MUSIC PROPERLY
much news in the matter of newer
and better pictures, they are keepLights so devised that they throw
ing pretty busy furnishing reports
on the
Illumination
and rumors and facts about such the propermusic
of
occupying the rack
things as scandals, divorces and sheet
arat
been
a
of
have
last
piano
romantic marriages. June Caprice
is responsible for the latest bit of ranged, and are offered bv one of
news. She announces that she has the makers of pianos attached to
been married for sixteen month to their, instruments,
Strangely enough, need for per
Harry Mlllarde.
been liv- sonal lighting in pianos has been
, For months they have
slow in being recognized.
ing In their apartment In New somewhat
have been lights offered for
York, but their marriage was only There
the
midnight
reader, lights for the
known to half a dozen Intimate
mirror, writing desk, dark closet
friends.
News of a popular actress' mar- and for refrigerator lights, in
for almost every imaginary
riage Is never the most agreeable deed,
and purpose. But the musician who
news to picture enthusiasts,
much pleasure with his
for that reason the wedding of Ml- gives so
.his Schumann has been
llarde and June Caprice was not Grieg and
see
to
left
his music as best he
Tho
made public immediately.
could
aid of either an over- the
by
bridegroom was directing pictures read
light or of one standing be- Jn the Fox studios and tho bride
side the piano, its rays falling all
had a contract with Pathe.
A few months after the marriage too frequently on the keys or In his
Miss Caprice went to Spain with eyes instead of across the notes he
read.
her company to produce a Costil-ia- n must
these lights stand
romance, but none of the other onAs now offered
desk of the piano, one on
the
members of the cast knew she had
either side. Their wires are conbeen married.
within the case of the piano
It was Millarde who placed his cealed
do not interfere with its openfuture wife's feet on the road to and or
closing.
success. Ifa was her first director ing
and initiated her into the ways of
n
Girl's
in
studios
"Every
the
Dream," in which she made her
I
ELECTRIC COOKERY

debut.
I
A few years B30 Juno Caprice
:
was Betty Iawson, a Boston high
school pupil. Sho was one of hunSunday Night Supper.
Southern Ornnge Salad
dreds who competed In a contest
Boston
a
newspaper
Thin
Bread and Butter Sandwiches
in which
Oolong Tea
Cup Cakes
sought a double for Mary Plckford.a
Southern
Ehe won and immediately signed
orange salad: Five
S
.
contract.
oranges,
cup olive oil, 1
tableUntil recently Miss Caprice has tablespoons lemon Juice, 1
3
been appearing in Fatho pictures. spoons vinegar.
teaspoon salt,
She Is still under contract with U teaspoon paprika, few grains
that company, but not working at mustard. Arrange slices of orange
present because of tho lack of pic on bed of fresh romalne leaves,
maklnir a nrettv color combination
ture material.
Mlllarde Is a veteran of thejnftor marinatiner them in dressing
on
was
actor
Detoreimade
Ho
of above Ingredients,
studios,
the film Industry grew to its presCup cakes: Cream Vt o butter,
ent proportions and went from tho add 1 c sugar and mix well to-when the
ther. Add the yolk nf 1 egg and
stage to tho screen
movies were an experiment.
boat well. Mix and sift 2 c flour
and 2 level t baking powder. Add
Miss Ruby Lent, daughter of n to the cake alternately with t c
new
tho
milk. Mix and beat well and then
Chicago clergyman, heads
"P. K." college society. "IV K." fold in the stiffly beaten white of
stands for Preachers' Kids, and the 1 egg and 1 t vanilla. Bake In
hour in electric
purpose of tho new oiTani?atlon U muffin- rings
to disprove tho ancient libel thatra"ge oven on medium heat,
samovar.
lot.
are
a
bad
kids
In
Make
electric
tea
preachers'
-
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nirnl"g wthout wall'ng
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making pie, the way to enjoy in pudding

-

w.-t-

L

digestible.

3 yolks
cupful sugar
r;gj
2 cupfuls whipped cream
3
2 cupful water
lemon
extract
i teaspoonful

h--

)

PUDDING

cupful ugar
cupful? flour
teaspoonfuls bating powder
tablfspoonfulj melted Crisco
teaspoonful salt

1

j

Virginia

i
2

1'

i

in making cake, the way to make pud-JTj- L
ding batter light is to use a shortening that
enriches it without making it soggy. Crisco is
such a shortening. It is so rich that less is required, yet its vegetable origin makes it so delicate that the richest pudding remains light and
A S

j

JUNE CAPRICeIs"
ELECTRIC IRON AND
STAR PICKED FOR
TOASTER
PIONEERS
DOUBLE TO MARY
WITH HOUSEKEEPERS

J

ELECTRIC USE
STARTED WITH

Dl LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

KEEPERS DELVES

In I he Home

Jfa&e-fclectrici- iv

gives you a complete dinner menu for every day of the
year 365 in all anJ 61S original recipes. By Marion
Harris Neil, formerly cookery editor of the Laditi'
endar of Dinners."
U.ytr.t Journal.
Illustrated and cloth bound.
in stamps.
Eath copy costs 42c to print. You may
nave a copy oy sending coupon ana
10c in stamps.
Address

e"V

finsorlntr him, snd I ran in V l'er"
drug storn and P"ot thp MtI'i and
ran out ngn and I vox ha'f wnyn
homo still r"nnlnr "ti'l saw S't'nnv
lnoltlnr
JTai'lin avd T.ornv Phoo'-to"ton- down n roller window
matt'.ic
pod r"nnln!.r. sa'ln'r. Wn's
ter foljo'vs, wats loi"!;0
T''"vos 2 wit" rnbb'ts down th"i'o '
ervouP'l a"'l rati"'"
ji'tn'n"
nf rnlih'dTo. sed Rliinnv Mn'"in.
utt'ted to
VI"h there was, and
look dmrn too. mn'ting 3 look'nr,
and eftor I loolrod nhont 10 m'n- ntes I remembered somefin!? a'!
lin.
of n
Ipt, ood nite. my
favors cot lather nil over hU fnee.
Wat for. wat for? sod Skinny
and T erov Khoos'er.
I'll toll ynu inter, T sod. and T
s'nrt-f- l
to rt'n npen, and ran a'l
the rot of the wnvs home, md
there wnent
hard'y eny lnf'er
loft on po;'i faro on account of the
rent, t elnrr ail dried in, 0"'l won I
'old h'm I hod ran neerlv a'i the w.nv
both ways ho gave me 3 fears?
rraoks some place nnrl sod he
could tand anything hut lies.
rrovino; wen the truth sounds
impossible its useless.

ct'

different dinners in this book. Send for it

It

The Procter
it Gamble Co.,
Dept. of Home Eco
nomics, Cincinnati.Ohio.
Please send postpaid, "A Cal

I

enclose 10c
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BY EIOISE.
The cape effect Is the dominant
note in the new spring styles. It Is
to be seen in cloak and suit alike.
Often the straight cape Is used and
sometimes oven the sports suits
have jaunty capes instead of jackets. The capo sleeves and cape
back are variations of the cape
which are to be seen on nearly
the most
every coat except
strictly tailored rports models.
This coat shows only one of the
many ways that the cape effect
may be employed. It is made of
ochre colored eponge and lined
with tan crepe de chine. Tassels
at the points of the cape' -- sleeves
are the only trimming. A tuxedo
collar and narrow tie belt are well
tailored finishing touches.

THIS recipe and the Westinghouse Electric Waffle Iron

ml

is all you need to have hot, crispy waffles.

i

Waffles baked by electric heat are so light that each one
creates a desire for another.

1M

and "always tirerl" feeling. Mrs.
Geo. Morgan,
K. Fairfield, Vt.,
writes: "My head ached and my
whole body ached so I could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills gave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder and help them In their work of
filtering the blood and casting out
of tho system the impurities that
cause pain and disease. Prompt in
action. Sold everywhere.

.

Investigate the
Federal Electric
,
Washer. The
machine with no
regrets.
I CO
star n
MM .O.V

TALKS

NO. 16.

i.l down the
hanw.i:.

pi

Journal Want Ads hrng results

HEAP ACTfTTO
BODY
ACHED
There are various symptoms of
kidney trouble rheumatic
pains,
backache, sore muaelea stiff Joints,

INTIMATE

just

Oil

DELIVERY.

W

Our delivery service is the best in the city. You
can set your clocks by the appearance of our drivers. We can give you vhat you want when you
want it. Remember we guarantee absolute satisfaction on all our products in every respect.
Two milk deliveries made over every route each
day one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
Fresh Quality Butter is delivered to grocers daily.
Buttermilk, Cottage Cheese and our Incomparable
Ice Cream are delivered to any part of the city on
request.' If for some reason our products do not
reach you at the proper time, please let us know.
Let us prove to you the value of our guarantee for

2 Cups of flour (soft wheat flour preferred.)
2 Eggs (beat whites stiff and mix last.)
4 teaspoons cf melted shortening (butter
("tit

mm

Brlltllj

or bacon

drippings.)
Teaspoons of baking powder.
Teaspoon of salt.
lJ4 Cups of Sweet Milk enough more should be added
to make the batter of the right consistency.
After mixing thoroughly fold in the whites of the eggs,
beaten stiff.
4

Westinghouse Electric
Waffle Iron

perfect satisfaction.

e
821 North

w

Second,

ALBUQUERQUE GAS & ELECTRIC COMPAHY

1SSG0IA7EGIJ

"AT YOUR SERVICE."
I'honc 351.

PHONE 98

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Six.

Hi BUQUERQUE FORKING JOURNAL

are bad they should be repealed, but while they '(
are on the statute books they should bo enforced.

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes

!

--

There is no other safe course.
AN INDEPENDENT
of the present depression have
The
Published By
.lOl'RNAL riOLlSHlXG COMPANY'
been greatly decreased by prohibition. Much money
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAGKK.
which, in the old days passed over the bar, now
Secretary.
President.
Pauperism and dispasses into saving accounts.
. .Business
Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON.
The
minimized.
been
have
happiness of the ENOCH HUNTINGDON DRAW'S
tress
.Editor-in-Chi.
.
.
CART. C. MAGEE. ...
home has been vastly increased.
American
HIS INSPIRATION FROM IT.
average
REPRESENTATIVES
childhood is being reC J ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111 One of the great terrors of
'I'M? Enchanted
Canyon. By Honoro
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hasn't).
Congress
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The Journal is In favor of the law. We stand Canyon?
Did the enormity of its beauty and
March 17, 1879.
with the women and children, who were the worst grandeur make you shrink from
TKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
victims of liquor. We stand with the small business its brink, renounce all of your
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month, S5c; man who finds his bills more collectable. We stand pant evils of existence and revearlv. in advance, $0.00.
solve to live hereafter "a godly,
in general.
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other
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any
paper
rating than
Directory.
That's the way it effected Enoch
Newspaper
Mexico." The American
s
Huntingdon, the hero of Mrs.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
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however.
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The new board of directors of the Chamber of transmuted into gold; the Japanese
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An unfortunate mishas
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device
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memories.
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Mr. Putney is a very dynamic man. When ho
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various
understanding about his parentage
headed the committee to build the Y. M. C. A. with located underground deposits of
is happily straightened out in the
ores. The electrical apparatus is not the end.
building a few years ago, he put that difficult task of desirable
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director
Alan
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of
work
dreamer;
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The story strikes one as being
impractical
fair
across with a bang. The best
of Mines, after tests in Arizona, a bit unlikely, a factor however,
buquerque was held under his guidance. Whatever American Bureau
has a strong appeal for many
has applied for a patent on the Invention and It is that
he undertakes, he pushes with tremendous vigor.
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hidden readers.are the
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author
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Who can tell what of government affairs in Washing-- I
George Breece, president of the retiring board, and iron and gold has been assured.
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account of a geological survey trip
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with Mr. Putney to convince him that he owed It to
Willsie knows her west arid has
(he community to perform this task. When he
made an ambitious
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paint a lasting picture of the most
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indescribable thing in it. She has
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their first
giving many people
that he had no friends to h"lp unduly and no enemies
vivid suggestion of the grandeur
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the read
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feel
If you don't mind, I think I'll poem. I
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er adventuring with the hero.
on. It is entitled
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will serve the entire community and will help every
OH HAPPT DAY.
How dear to my heart are the scenes that were
worthy cause rcgardlers of personal relations.
flashing
Mr. Putney always has been on friendly terms
front of my vision just yesterday noon.
with organized labor and the man who works with The In
merchants across my horizon were dashing,
his hands. His election will do much to solidify the
Tho song of manana was far out of tune.
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latest novel,
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Mr. Putney is a big business man and business
Whenever our Sidney would
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given his administration.
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SIDNEY' M. WEIL.
And visions I dreamed of were all knocked to land who tolerated his benstlal'ty.
h .
deals with a bare half
Pryd
O O O
ifio-e- n
Without bothering to defend any of the percharacters and paints them
HOSPITALITY".
He
WESTERN
plves his renders the
vividly.
sonal idtosnycracles of Mr. Weil the Journal wishes
ALBUQUERQUE WELCOMES"I. YOU
feeling that thev know them at
to express its conviction that he is one of the greatA
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r,7 MILE
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ta-- t as well as he does.
The fact
est assets a city ever possessed. How he combs his
life in a
Sign on East Central.
l'''it he faithfully depicts
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most
Another
of M
little
that
village
hair or ties his neckerchief is inconsequential. ManFOR SALE FOR MONEYS.
readers will never visit, alone
nerisms do not matter. Each individual can apIn
On a chicken coop
Dogtown.
makes the book worth reading.
O
O
O
prove or disapprove these things in accordance with
Another reason for reading it is
A physical culturist In Chicago advertises that that it If
his taste.
a subtle preachment
thin to music."
against war. Tt carries the Kim"
The fact remains that he has marvelous Initia- he makes "men and women
wanted
we
idea
bad the
they
Somehow or other
message as "The Four TTorsempn
tive and superhuman perseverance.
His vision to be made thin to observation.
of the Apoealynse" but I oelthc
outruns the possibilities of immediate accomplishO O O
so well thought out nor so well
ment but he is in no sense a dreamer. In fact, he is
Strange things are thrown up by the wash. written.
Tt is carefully written, however,
Ours came home last week wrapped In an old Irre"pure action," as the j sychologists suy.
made no attack on either the Journal and the fact that It has gone Into
ducible
Weil believes in personal achievement through or Its that
Its third edition carries its own
publisher.
O
O
service. By helping all, he expects to get his share.
o
recommendation.
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L. de C. B.
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a
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When
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of distribution ot general benefits arrives.
of his names, it looks as if he is trying to lean
three
This Is the legitimate view of life. He is enti- on somebody's else reputation.
ANOTHER A. E. F. MAN
O O O
tled to profit thus. For him not to profit, would be
THINKS DOS PASS0S'
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altogether.
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a
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little
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In last Monday's Journal I read
It swallowed a ball of yarn,
While approving Well, we must disagree with
man's leta copy of an
And when the little kittles came,
on.
him and go on. The very things Weil has in mlm
ter to a girl of this city, comThey all had sweaters
Frank Tlnney in "Tickle Me."
as economic advancements,
menting favorably on Dos Passos'
will not come, until
O O o
book, "Three Soldiers."
politics unties men's hands... As long as men like
To
A less
My opinion greatly differs.
gentleman of our village, in
Weil must bow at the feet of the gang for the .priv- speaking of prominent
a more p. g. o. o. v., said, "I consider me the book is not fair but destructive, not Just "rough In spots,"
ileges of doing things, he will find himself thwarted, him without a peer in the state."
Somewhat on the order of the Parelas bridge. but a mass of vulgarity, and a
clubbed or robbed.
o o o
stain, if taken seriously, as it is
Freedom of action is what we must have. SO I NOTICED IV MY LAST PAY F.NVELOPE!
apt to be by those not "in the
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Sir: Were you aware that the $10,000 Federal know," on the A. E. F. and its
Reserve notes bear a picture of S. P. Chase? commander,
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against an TELL ED.
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O O O
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right.
speak
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appreciate him more.
half and was with five American
nal.
He was watching Dan'l with a chuckle in hb divisions as enlisted man,
DOCTORS ON BOOZE.
and officer, associated with
eye. Colliers.
Hunters are fined for shooting duck without all classes and creeds and all
Only a minority of the doctors in the United license. Journal Headline.
ranks.
States favor alcoholic beverages as medicine.
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Of course there were a few isoA
and
70
Journal.
lated cases, circumstances
Half
will
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hog.
average
census of 13,000 physicians in nineteen states taken
The eRtate of Sen. Penrose Is valued at $00,000 conditions as bad as those de
by a medical Journal revealed that a great majority and upwards, but friends say It is worth many picted, but after the big struggle
do not regard beer and wine as necessary in the times that amount. Chicago Tribune.
to raise that marvelous army that
o o o
did such tremendous good why
of medicine.
practice
The majority against
THE PRINCE ENTERTAINS THE COURT.
write such a morbid tale of isolatwhisky was smaller, but
favored rewas
ed exceptions?
Prince Alfonso Louis Jerome de Bourbon
strictions on prescribing of beer, wine or whisky.
run down by a motor car in N'Yawk recently, and
There are some who will think
recIs
ease
The physicians' viewpoint is quit
was
on
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book modern and up to dato
knocked
first
cuckoo.
the
differenl
from that of the patient who "will die if he doesn't ord where "de bourbon" has taken the count in the because it calls a spade a shovel,
of
since the beginning
the Volsteadlan but beyond that does it do other
get a drink." Doctors who prescribe whisky order metropolis
era.
for the reader than leave him with
a dose sufficient to produce the required stimulaO
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O
a dark brown taste?
The enlisted men were not all
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tion without poisoning the patient. Those who are
This verse they write about the trees
weak sisters succumbing to each
concerned for the freedom of physicians to preThat whisper nothings sweet anad low
and
every temptation, and cursing
scribe alcoholic beverages without restriction do not
When they are bending to tho breeze,
those above them; the
n
were not all thugs; the officers
find any virtue-iThat may be good, but
less than "four fingers."
were not all abnormal bullies,
I dunno!
features
whose only redeeming
PROHIBITION.
were their polished boots. These
These odes to spring, a babbling brook,
g
A winding way, a hanging snow,
men were not all
Two years ago today the United Slates became
An autumn leaf, a lonesome nook,
and tho
sissies, and cowardly
nurses and other women concerned
May be all right, but
officially "dry." It has been two years of scandal
were not all immoral.
I dunno!
among prohibition officials and a period of lax enI should like to see all the
forcement.
Other similar years may be expected
The love that comes when all Is still.
printed copies of this hook shipped
to a distant and uninhabited island
And stalks about and smites you so
although there are increasing evidence that tho govYou write a poem from the thrill,
ernment is gathering itself for a new rigor in enalong with Senator Watson and he
bo made to read each and every
That may suit you, but
forcement of the law.
I dunno!
copy before given permission to
When men have fixed habits it Is a difficult task
return.
I like the verse that has some kick,
One deserves the other.
to break them up. A generation of drinkers are
FAIR PLAT.
That hits you as a mighty blow
certain to regard the law as an unwarranted interThis airy stuff somehow don't stick,
ference with their personal liberty. The next genof
I may be wrong, but
Beverly Nichols, author
eration will forget it, along with slavery, the lottery
I dunno!
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spring by Holt,
and duelling.
One of the arguments against Harvey Fergus-son'- s an English Scott Fitzgerald. EngAll law abiding citizens will exert their influ"Blood of the Conquerors" Is that it Is not his- lish youth at Oxford after the war
ence in favor of tho energetic enforcement of this torically correct.
Yet. on the other hand, as one Is the subject of the book, which
Is being brought back by Lincoln
and all other laws. We can not use our personal discerning gentleman remarked:
New
in
Mexico, or America either, for MacVcairh. who has been Kiieml- "What,
Judgment about whether a law should be enforced. that
months In England and
matter, is historically correct?"
lng several
All laws, good and bad, should be obeyed. If ihey
T. B. C.
Franco for the above firm.
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With Rn increase of over a thousand readers in the past year the
Albuquerque public library Is gradually drawing a patronage that
can hardly bo adequately handled
by the present staff. The annual
librareport ot Mrs. N. F. Dlxrm.
rian, shows that nearly five thouIn
were
Issued
volumes
sand more
1921 than in the previous year.
ot books
The total number
loaned to readers In the city during
41.661.
This
was
the year
figure
exceeds the previous year's Issue
Of the books issued
by 4,870.
during the year. 31,214 were ficor
tion and 10,447
3
33
per cent
d
of our
"An issue of
class is an
books in the
the
Indication that
library is being used extensively for reference
work," said Mrs. Dixon in commenting on the year's resume,
"Twenty-fiv- e
per cent of
books is considered good by
most libraries. It Is particularly
good for the public library here
where-- the only
other libraries,
those of the state university and
high school are almost exclusively
reference libraries.
There were Fill new books added
to the shelves during
the past
year. Among these are tho latest
things In fiction and many standard reference books. Not quite so
many new books were obtained as
during the previous year, but a
larger percentage of them were
Purchases rather than gifts. Tho
library has a total of about 9,000
volumes valued at approximately
$in.f,72.
To facilitate the handling of the
great number of patrons of the
library a new charging system for
books Is being installed. The new
plan of filing cards will eliminate
work
considorablo
unnecessary
which was a part of the system Installed when the phvnry was first
onened in 1001. With the new
yrtem it will Tie possible to know
how many nove renders are on
the t ai all time'i.
Tn orrt " to rret the new svstem
workinir the lihrarv is reregistering a'l active rende-- s, rermestln"
that tliey nil sign new 'ipnlicatio'i
can'': I'i nrd'T that the lir"t nviv
th- - lb:
start off fresh. At
lo.OOfl
Includes nearly
readers,
many of r.heri have moved away
or have died. It Is e".ierted that
the active readers
wll average
abnnt i 00".
The llhrarv wa" oien '01 days
during the pe.-.- vear. This dees
not Include Sundays when
the
reading ronnvi ere onen from 2 ti
s o'clock.
Although 'he library
do not provide for
of bool:s on Sunday th's H
done to aeeomreodete the patrons
Publication of reviews o" new
volumes received at the public
"brary will be contained i the
Mondav Hook Corner of the Journal, tt Is announced that a number of Interesting new fe;inn
bnvo been received reeent'v
and that many more are ordered.
n.

one-thir-

n

non-ficti-

t

bv-la-

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones
By Howard

B.

Oarls

Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE Wlfilill.Y AND THE
DRIPPY DROPS.
"When 'ou come hack I shall
not be here, fnclo Wiggily," said
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy. the
muskrat lady housekeeper, one
day, as the bunny rabbit gentle
man was hopping from his hollow
stump bungalow.
You will not be here? Where
will you be?" asked Mr. Longears.
who was about to set forth and
look for an adventure.
"You don't
mean that you ara going to leave
me; are you?"
"Oh, nothing like that!" laughed
Nurse Jane. "I lust mean that I
am going over to see Mrs. Wibble- wobble, the duck lady, and I may
stay to tea. If you get home be
fore I do you can get your own
upper, or come over to Mrs. Wib- blewobble s house.
"I'll think about it," said Uncle
Wiggily, "I hope you have a nice
time, Nurse Jane."
Thank you! The same to you
and many ot them," replied the
muskrat lady.
Then she walked off one way
and Uncle AVlggily hopped the
other way to seo which would get
back home first.
Uncle Wiggily traveled on and
on and on, looking for adventures,
but the only thing that happened
was he met a little snow bug.
The snow bug was skating on a
little pondof ice a pond about
as large as a
piece, for
you see, a snow bug is only as
largo as the dot over the letter ;.
and, all of a BUdden, the little snow
bug fell down on the tiny ice pon J
and bumped his nose.
"Boo hoo!" cried the little snow
bug.
"Oh, you poor dear chap!" said
Then ho
kind Uncle Wiggily.
picked up the little snow bug, and
putting him Inside his pooketbook,
tho bunny took the cute little chap
home to his mother.
"But I didn't call that much of
an adventure," said Uncle Wlgrlly,
to himself, as hopped along again.
And, as it was getting late, he
thought he had better go homo to
This he did, but
his bungalow.
when he went to open the door ho
found ho had forgotten his key,
and Nurse Jane wasn't at home.
and there were no windows open
through which Uncle Wiggily could
crawl, he had to slay outside.
"I'll have to wait until Nurse
Jane comes home from Mrs. Wlb- blewobble's," said tho bunny, "Or,
better still. I can go there for my
supper. That's what I'll do."
But Just as he was starting out,
all of a sudden tho Woozio Wolf
of the
came around tho corner
bungalow and caught the bunny,
"Ah, ha! Now I can nibble your
ears!" howied the Wolf, "'But I
must havo some salt to sprinkle on
before I nlbblo them. Have you
any salt?"
I
"There's somo - in tho butig- ten-ce-

"BLOOD OF THE C0HQ0ES0RS"

.

EDWARD JEWELL'S REFRESHING FIRST NOVEL.

ALMOST SWAMPED

Will-sie'-

"up-llftc-

,c,

IHRMY

I

Tha Charmed Circle. By Edward
Alfred A. Knopf.

Al-

lien Jewell.

"Lines crossing and crossing an!
our destinies make up the plan
a charmed circle." This Is the
philosophy of Mme. Cyprienne upon which Edward Alden Jewell has
created a cycle of "epochs" with
subtle pathos and appealing but
Jovial humor.
move about Mr.
The events
Bromley, guardian of Kenneth, the
The matrimonial
young hero.
opens
epoch with which the story boardIs in a better class Parisian
a
with
"family air"
ing house
created by Mme. Bernard and annihilated all too often by her humbled but belligerent husband.
Tho force which rushes the story
through to such satisfaction is emthe typical
bodied in Kenneth,
American youth. His energies and
strenuous activities tfse to thelf
climax on the last page without
Alden's best character is Senorlta Ferruco, former
wife of Bromley. She occupies the
room next to his and keeps him In
hot water for fear of disclosing
their former relationship and bo
ruining his affair with Timothy
La Ferruco
Brather's widow.
gnaws white turnips for her digestion and nerves, carries many villainous
stllletos and daggers
smokes strong Spanish cigarettes
and tells fortunes with cards. Tne
whole, topped by eyes too bright
shawls,
and smashing
Spanish
gives a vivid picture.
The only calm snot in the "circle" Is the home of Mme. Cyprienne. the opera singer down-stair- s
from "Maison Bernard." As Kenn
on one of
neth sits
her fur rugs, she tells him of her
who
miraculously
"mighty hunter"
and rather improbably proves to
be one of Kenneth's Parisian
friends.
Mr. Jewell's best picture is of
the Xmas midnight mass which
Kenneth and Mme. Cyprienne attend at St. Kustache cathedral, "In
which the finesse and grandeur of
Notre Dame Is not duplicated and
there is none of the glass which
charms the eye In many an obol.l
scure and
church. Hut the nave is high and
prey and the length thereof Is like
the maiestv of a good sovereign."
The book Is notable
for the
rousing humor, and a well developed but remarkably brisk and informal s'yle.
anti-clima-

Turk-fashio-

M. M. M.

"
Tn tin "Test of
which
The Outlook has recently concludll"t
heads
the
ed, P.udyard Kipling
of most popu'ar living authors,
a close
with Tlooth
Tarkington
second. Joseph Conrad. Lyman
no Stratton-Porteand
Abbott.
Stewart Edward
White are also
who won
among the twenty-liv- e
highest votes.
Ta-te-

r,

A Tapeete news despatch
that
"hnrles Nnrdhoff.
with
Norman Hall, of "Faery Lands of
the South Seas." ,has not onlv remained In the Pouth Sens, but hn'
e
married a
native girl of
distinguished family and, s the
a
of
lather
(laughter. This fact, counled with the
the news that Hall Is now on hi"
way to th
"Faery Kingdom,"
bears out the closing sentence of
Ihe book which reads, "T fancy the
South Seas has claimed the pair
of us."
high-cast-

1932.

M

LOCAL.AUTHQR'STIBS INTEREST
OF MANY ALBOOSEilOUE READER

Diversity of Opinions Expressed As to Truth
of Representation of New Mexico Life in
Fergusson's Novel; Essay Contest of Morning Journal and His Publisher of Great

Interest.

Essays continue to pour into the
In tho contest being conducted
through January
A. Knopf, pub
Alfred
Jointly with
lisher of "The Blood of the Con
querors," by Harvey Fergusson, a
I'eellncr is
former Albuquerquean.
rife on the question as to whether
or not the book paints a true picture of New Mexico.
The contest will be open to any
resident of New Mexico.
Essays
are limited to 400 words in length,
preferably typewritten, and must
be signed with the name and address of the writer. These will be
withheld by the editorial staff it
A prize of $10 will be
so desired.
offered for the best essay, $5 for
second
the
best, with three other
prizes of $2.50, $1.50 and $1.
A few of the most representa
tive essays received last week Indicate the, intensity of feeling of
the "pros" and the "cons" on tha
most discussed book In the city.
The essays follow:
This is a reply to letters which
have appeared In the Journal Book
of
"A Father
Corner, signed
Children" and "An Albuquerque
Booster."
Both of these writers seem to be
downright mad at both Fergusson
and his novel. Mr. "Booster" says
that Fergusson is either a dyspeptic or a smart aleck. Mr. "Father
says his book Is naughty. It seems
to mo that "Boostor" has a Ilttl-touch of dyspepsia himself, and if
lasclvlousness and dirt were all
that "Father" could see In the
book it is more "Father's" fault
than the book's.
Fergusson has written a camera
novel. We do not get mad at a
kodak when it registers freckles,
pimples and even warts. Why get
mad at Fergusson?
Fergusson
finds humanity imperfect and registers the fact. He does not do
this in a vulgar,
presumptious
manner. He is the very antithesis
of a smart aleck. His treatment
of his characters Is kindly and considerate, as though he had a genuine liking for humanity, faults
and all. He does not have to pretend that humanity has no faults
in order to accord It his affection.

Journal office

.

not harsh.

He Is

BOOK ENDS

1C,

And, say, "Father." why do you
sign yourself "A Father of Children?" Did you imagine that we
thought that you were the "Father
of Angels?"
My guess is that at
bottom you are as human as the
In
"Tho Blood of tha
characters
Conquerors."
And my dear "Mr. Booster,
your fear that Fergusson has
slandered your fair Alhuquerque Is
In the past
entirely unfounded.
almost nobody has come to Albuquerque because they wanted to:
because
they came
they were
forced to. Of course those of us
who live In Albuquerque know
that It Is the best place on earth
to live; but others do not. The
romance, the sunshine, the charm
of the southwest is In Fergusson's
book. It makes peopln who read it
want to come here. The best single thing that has ever happened
to Albuquerque since Cod gave it
It s climate Is Fergusson s novel.
The Blood of the Conquorors."
the only story of genuine first-clamerit ever written about the
American southwest.
ANOTHER ALBUQUERQUE
BOOSTER.
ss

Tt 1s an Interesting coincidence
I welcome an opportunity to ex
that Mark Twain began his career press
to the
myself in regard
In a printing house Just across the
book of Harvey
street from the publishing house
Con- "The
Blood
of
the
of Harper & Brothers, who were Fergusson, Seldom does a
publisher
later to become his publishers. querors."
like Knopf offer
the public a
After he had worked as printer's novel
so filled with narrowmlnd-ednes- s
apprentice for a year or two. Harus. There
one
as
the
before
per's Magazine came into being, a is no excuse for the book, except
publication which later printed It be the numerous smutty pass
many of his stories and serials ages.
before they were brought out in
The reader who Is unacquainted
book form.
with New Mexico and Albuquerque, who does not know the truth
the class of
stammered the about the natives and
who live here,
bunny.
will come to the conclusion that we
"Well, get me some!" ordered are a lot of thugs and thieves and
the Wolf.
licentious
"I can't," said Mr. Longears. and drunkards. Those ofgamblers
us who
"The door is locked, I have no key have lived In the southwest for a
and we'll have to wait until Nurse number of years do not thank
Jane comes back, unless you want Fergusson for his gross misrepreto go get her," he said to the Wolf, sentation of the actual state of
hopeful like. The bunny thought affairs.
If the Wolf went away It would
It seems that tho author under
be a good thing.
stands little of the life of the
not
to
I'm
at any rate,
"No, indeed!
going
leave you!" howled the Wolf. "I'll he is not trustworthy in what he
sit here with you, on a bench out- says. Why malign
the Catholic"
who are
side, and we'll wait for Nurse Jane church, the penltontes
to come back with her key. Then practically a thing of the past, the
I'll sprinkle some salt on your cars half-bre- d
Indians? One reason is
and nibble them!"
apparent, viz: to produce some"Oh dear!" thought Uncle Wig- thing that is yellow and sensationgily, as the Wolf, keeping hold of al, vulgar and degrading to the
the bunny, sat down on a bench boy or girl who may chance to
against the side of the bungalow. read the book.
The book, is from a literary
How can I make the Wolf run
d

Anglo-America-

s,

Spanish-America-

had discovered that I had spent
$2.50 for a class of book my mother never dreamed I would buy.
tho book
Anyway I did read
throusth and found it Intensely
readable and full of "gincqr" and
Interest and incidentally,
some
very good local color as well an
clever
of
very
what the writer believed evidently
were accurate. I do not call It
accuracy to pick out the colorful
exceptions In New Mexico life and
play them urt as the rule. Folks
east of Detroit may like it and believe, it, but most of us further
west will not.
Since when has the prlesthooi
become
blackmailers and the
church a mock! Why are there
not other types more representative and more common, if you
please, in New Mexico, than the
Delcasars with Ramon the last
thread in the burning
strong
taper? Roman was perhaps better than Julia, or Just as good.
This regardless of the fact that,
his name was Ramon Instead ot
John. The pretty but crude little
woman of the mountains was Just
an ordinary weak reed such as
may be found In Texas or Ohio as
well as in New Mexico and in Just
as great an abundance no doubt.
But Mr. Fergusson in making he:'
the weak bad girl that she is and
because her name happens to be
Archulera defames
the womanhood of the Castlllan
blood by
herHe says
making
typical!
frankly that her father Is typical
and that the surroundings of the
home are such as are common to
most of the ordinary
"Mexican" rural homes of the
country.
You might as well borrow the
book from a friend and read it and
got it off your mind.
You will
eventually, so why not now? But,
it Is not worth. In my opinion.
$2.50 or half the amount and it is
not a hook that you will want in
your family library.
T. M.

In "The Blood of the Conquerors," Harvey Fergusson has written a book which purports to be
a picture of New Mexico.
He is
New Mexico born and bred and h
ought to know the country and the
people. His hook has been hailed
by his admirers as a true picture
and he ns a coming author of tho
state. But it Is not true. It Is
not only deeply and fundamentally
untrue: It Is a malicious Blander
agalrft a great state and a great
people. It Is disgraceful that such a
tale should come from an
man.
It Is disgusting
that would-b- e
intellectuals should
greet It with approval.
The story deals with the amours
of a degenerate native. It dramatizes his
conflict with the
civilization of the Yankee and It
him
brings
through a series of disgraceful episodes to an ending
which Is after all Just where he
began, sitting with his back against
a wall waited on by the native
woman whom he wronged If this
is a trup picture of New Mexico, "
then the deeper we bury It the better. While there may he case
similar to this which are true, whv
should they be emphasized?
Why
dwell on the unhappy and unlovely
aspects of life? The episode of the
priest undoubtedly gives an Idea
of tho dangers of Catholicism and
the final collapse of the young
man's moral nature shows only too
well the dangers of such a liife as
his. But the author falls utterly
to bring out the lessons necessary
to make such matters even tolerable in decent fiction.
There can be no question in the
minds of those who know that the
coming of the Yankee has meant
the development of all natural resources in this state, the putting
of progress and decency in the
unconplace of a
trolled society. But Oils point is
not brought out at all. No character in the book represents tho
fine, unstandlng Anglo-Saxo- n
qualities which have made our glorious
country what it is; no plea is
made by the author for the maintenance of our best standards. In
fact it is a book which no
woman could wish to read
n
and as a
and earnest
stivdent of New Mexican history, I
wish to protest against It. I found
It too vile to finish and my copy
went Into the fire,
A CLUB WOMAN.
(Signed)
Albu-nnerq-

ue

half-civiliz-

clean-mind-

club-woma-

A potential purchaser at a local
book dealer's stand asked for n
enoy of A. S. M. Hutchln.on's "If
Winter Comes," one of the reigning best sellers. "We don't have
any of that out in this country,"
was tho clerk's reply. Speaks well
for tho climate but makes It difficult for ambitious readers who
point of view, not worth mentionaway?"
to ''keep up on the new
g
is sloppy, and like
Now It happened that right over ing.
bnnVs."
outno
comment.
needs
an
is
It
the Wolf's head,
hanging dowi
from the bungalow roof, was a rage to ask two dollars and fifty
cents for this grotesque
icicle.
Uncle
large
Wiggily
thought it the Icicle would only
HENRY OTT.
(Signed)
break off, and fall on the Wolf's
head, It would drive the bad chap
"The Blood of the Conquerors"
away. But tho icicle did something
almost as good as that. It was seems to have stirred the blood of
RE-PRIwarm getting ready to rain and more than one of us. I do not
the Icicle began to melt.
profess to be either an able Judge
Soon drippy drops fell from the or an impartial critic of books. I
icicle and splashed on the head of confess rather to know tho kind of
the Woozie Wolf as he sat on tho a book, of either fact or fiction
that interests and appeals to me
bench holding Uncle Wiggily.
I
worth while or readable.
"Jiere! ' Who's dropping water as
some books that are readable,
on me?" howled the Wolf, not see- read
which
in
and
may
should,
my
ing the icicle.
opinion, clearly be considered as
"Not I," said the bunny.
not
worthwhile.
I
"Tho
class
may
Down fell some
more drippy Blood of the
Conquerors" here.
drops from the melting icicle.
The price of
I read it because it was readable.
"Stop splashing me. Uncle Wig- and then refused to send out the
fiction has been re
gily!" howled the Wolf, "or I'll copy I purchased as a present for
duced at our store
nibble your ears without any salt!" my mother-in-lafrom $1 a volume to
I
read
after
had
"I'm not doing it," said the bun- the book, for the reason that I did
Down
more
ny.
fell
drippy drops, not think it worthwhile.
I was
splashing on the Wolf's nose, mak- looking for this
d
of
ing It cold and clammy.
book by Mr. Fergusson with much
"Oh, this Is too much!" howlei Interest
My interest was again
the Wolf. "You are fooling me. aroused when I read the splendid
You have a policeman dog In your criticisms
by some of our counThere are hundreds of
bungalow, and he's dropping water try's good critics, among them Mr,
titles to choose from.
on me from a windowl Im off: Mencken.
You can't get me that way!" Then,
I am not particularly afraid of
letting go of the bunny, away ran a book because it may be called a
tno wolf.
"bad" book, and maybe for this
"Thank you, Mr. .Icicle," said the reason I read it through after I
ana
pome
nunny, making a low
bow with his tall silk hat. "You
saved my cars!" Then he went
I V B 20A W. Central
over to Mrs. Wibblewobble's and
The Book Emporium of
Phone 19
had tea with Nurse
and
Jane,
the
Southwest
came
out
all
right.
everything
We furnish any kind of a Book
And If the ice cream cone doesn't
obtainable through the trade,
try to go down street nil by itself
that we do not have in stock,
and break its point off In a side- at publisher's price.
walk crack, I'll tell you next about
'
uncle wiggily and the squeaky
Strong's Book Store
drawer.
Proof-readin-

NT
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much-talke-
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Realtors,

'

'

'

The best view in the Highlands. This lot can be bought
lor a bargain II sold at once.

By

by tho International News Service.

Owner's family has gone east
and he wishes to sell at once,
and go too.
This four-roobrick stucco has
glassed in sleeping porch, nice
front and back porches, hath,
pantry, gas. hardwood floors
sidewalks. Nicely located within
four blocks of postofflce, and
will be sold soon.

I

'

A BAItQAIN

two good
rooms;
liorchen; large screen-eU-ifront porch; hot watei
luut; all Hinds of buiit-l- n
hardwood floors; Boot.
e
and ft
sized basement,
home. Tills property is located in tho Highlands and
coxt $S,000 to build. Can bt
bought for tCTSO if sold at

Six

largo

Bnit'iMiitf

Vacant lots will he In great
demand
this coming spring.
Better pick yours now.
This B0xl4J foot lot for sale
at a reduced price, located on
West Silver avenue.

fea-tint-

com-plel-

onco.

FOR. RENT

A comp'etely furnished house;
six rooms; hot water heat and
modern in every respect. We

MR, BUYER
Do you want to see something
real nifty In a new
porch,
sleeping
pressed brick,,
bath and basement first clasr,
material and workmanship,
throughout. Built-i- n features, to n
genius' taste, furnished In mahogany, that can be bought for lesF
than 6,000. If so call
GRIFFITn.
ACKEKSON

also have several other housei

five-roo-

for rent.
D.

310

T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
.
Loan and Insurance.
I'lione 007-W. Gold.

m

Realtors.

Phone 414.
120
Fourth.
Money to Loan on Real Estate.
S.

TO SALE

white stucco bungalow,
modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, garatre, fine location on
paved street; Fourth ward.
8, r00
modern residence, hardwood floors, hot water heat, laundry,
double garage, corner lot, close In;
good value.
double house, compete-l- y
$4,750
furnished, oroupted by two famiHighlies, Income f 90 per month;
lands.
modern, partly
brlcK,
$3,500
furnished, large porchea. large lot;
North Eighth street.

f

Buys a dandy ranch close In
on the new projected paved
road west of the bridge. Two
small adobe nouses, outbuildings, on a main ditch. It you
for all of it, it will
don't care
divide ' nicely. Easy terms to
right party.
SHELLEY REALTY. CO.
Realtors.
218 West Gold
Phono 459-J.

$D.000

A. FLEISCIEKK, KesICoir
Loans,

in
brunches,
Surety Honda.
Bauth Fourth Street, Next to F.
Phone 67.

Insurance

nil

It"

SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) rennnisnmii
re midden eervlce on kwm
mom
people who aemana quality,
hefoie 11 . tu. mailed same day
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
TUB KI3JLI
B. Laa vegse
Ihuquerque
(We want a representative in
territory.)
RI DDEN

wjr

Furnished

Central avenue,
give lease.

i

BARGAIN.

Some Bargain

Right,

modern, frame; two
porches, in excellent condition,
close in on car line, for only
$3,150. If you are looking for
a snap see this at once.
A. L. MARTIX CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estato, Fire and Auto
Loans.
Insurance,
Phono 150.
223 W. Gold.

Four-roo-

house, near
for rent. Will
,;

is

A

REAL HOME

property
Take out that Fire Insurance
until your
wait
now. Don't
property burns.

I

A

ue.

West
and will be open
locanew
in
our
business
for
tion after January 4th.

We
Gold avenue,

214

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.
Phone T0.
300 W. Gold

"

complete with new furniture.
Hlgnianfls. Now rented for $200
per month, a 20 per cent investment. See us at once.

J,

Phono 857.

Keleher, Realtor,

D,

Phone

211 W. Gold.

SAVE YOUIl RENT
Five nice room and porches,
finish, many, built-i- n
features, bniement, fine lot, splendid location. $500 cash; balance as

Room

FRUIT

410.

FOR SALE

Rentson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house, garvard;
age; all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. Address P. O. Pox 13G, Old Town.
Real Estate.
R-- l
or 348.
115" 8. Second. Phones 2417

HELP WANTED
FOR RENT

I
I

ULUL

Can place $1,500 on First
Mortgage.

FRANKLIN & CO.
Realtors.
Gold.

l.'

home
That modern four-rooyou have been looking for. Well
Third
In
tho
located
ward, nnd
it can be bought for only $400
cash, balance in payments of
$35 per month.

Four
bungalows, new
and strictly modern, furnished

J.

NOTICE
are moving to

T

I

RARE INVESTMENT

Third nnd

I

A

I'l

On Luna
boulevard,
nnd sleeping porch. Furnace,
fire place, hardwood floors, built- in features, garage. lawn,
rent.
this is a good home at right
J. P. GILL,
price. Part Terms.
723-Phone
R. McCLUGIIAN,
Phono 442-J- .
204 XV. Gold.
five-roo-

$1,000 to loan on city

f

II

-

v

f

TREES

Male.

FURNISHED

COTTAGE

Three rooms and bath, hot and
cold water, lights, porch, wel'
lot, one
furnished, garage,
block from car line. Complete for
$2,100. Terms.
3. A. HAMMOND,
Phono 1522-1824 E. Silver.

Several good furnished houses
for rent and a few unfurnished
ones.

JUST COMPLETED.
Five rooms, white plaster finish
over BRICK. Has sleeping porch,
basement, furnace, laundry facilities, etc., and in the best section of
Fourth ward, close to school
like
$750. no down and balance
r"nt. Fee.
3. L. PIULTIPS, REAL ESTATE.
Plnino 351-110 S. Third.

LOTS

OWNER IS ANXIOUS
sell this modern, six room
house In Fourth ward. To get results he Instructs us to sell for
$4,500. Terms if desired.
ROLLIN E. GITIIRIDGE.

We are GENERAL AGENTS
Get yours Today, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month. Life is
SERVICE, let us serve you by
showing you these lots.
Second and Gold.
Phono 610.

UNIVERSITY

To

Phono

For

1023.

Rcnt-Room- ti

311

V. Gold.

stmt

HEIGHTS

LEVEL

LOTS

no
one can
build a chicken coop against
"BECAUSE
your sleeping porch.
THEY ARE RESTRICTED."
And the HEIGHTS OZONE.
"OH BOY." It's truA, IT'S
GREAT! Rernune all who live
up there SAY SO.
All

with Board

size,

at
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Experienced shoe repairer M.
MEALTwrnTprivate ramily. No sick. 821
A. Mnrua. (lallop, N.
619 West
North Fourth-FOll'llENT Furnished 'room,
$UiJ.
'
FIKKMiiN, UilAlt::MEN, beginncis
21S JOHN W. WILSON,
Oold. Phone 84il or 107.
Mcdonald & worsham.
Write Hallway. Fill iliK N V It noma, with board.
2r,0 monthly.
later
Attorney,
Nouth Hrnadwav.
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
Real Estate Insurance.
cere Meriting
WANTED rogition
Ho ms 11, 17 and 19, Crumwall Building.
rooms. 1011 North First,
FOR SALE
AND HOARD, all conveniences.
e r o n c e d vroom nialter at Kt'OM
VANT E
Phone 1163-J- .
Hone iii-J- .
&
rooms.
co.
WANTED
511
eurnishi-South
Nursing.
ITroailway.
Modern
young
1,'iiu un.T
j.
once.
Employment Office, 110 South
'
KOKOM.
ftlVWCMSs Vl
WANTED Housework
steam heat. 6i)8'.i West Central.
NICE roompo7c!iand board. 114 North
by the day.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT
Third. Phone 3,".4-Well furnished bungalow, two
Dwellings
IK. B
- III ItTON,
Phone 104"..
Rooms to women only.
Maple. Phone 11S0-FOR RKNT
Denver
enter
I'o'l
WANTED
Hoys
1a
rooms
porch,
uuth.
and
sleeping
ilirue
tu
of
Stomach.
hail,
looms,
porchus,
Diseases
avePhone
72IKWJ
H21
.South Seventh.
ltll'l iMAVu:ioAnu"wlth sleeping porch.
West
WANTED
contrst. Apply
Washing and Ironing by thi
1374-Suite, II Harnett Pudding.
Cull 1T0S-hath. HUH East Central.
lny.
nue, after school hours.
good location, splendid lot, all
KENTTWO furnished rooms, fur
for
OH ItiJNT Fhe room modern brick,
H. C. CI.ARKl-:SALE
IB.
FOS
for
Hou.e
Eighth.
with
8tH)Norlh
manarer
to
act'as
WASHING
Man
AND IRONING to take
FoiritUNTCanvaa
canh,
$250
porch,
housekeeping.
WANTED
sleeping
new. Price $1,400
unfurnlslwd. Phone 1133-J- .
Eye, Knr, Note and Throat.
home. Fhono 1343-J- .
board. 310 a mrel:. 1207 East Central.
Answer, W. R-- ,
amusement
Foir KEN 1 Three furnisncd nuusekeep- - FOR HALE Uy owner, four-ru-i'
noun
OK
Phone 33.
Barnett Building.
R F. N T N ce fy
$25 the month.
furn ."lied,
threo
care
FOR HOUSE cleanlntf and floor wax
CAN ".u;i ' iM.MoDAT'l: one or two lady
Ing rooms it 'J North .'' VL
m"--West
Fruit.
Mli
3
7
room
Office Hours
l
.
Phone
cottage.
14II0-Phone
In private home.
ln cull J. W. I.owe.
Two-roofuinisiied loom. In it-.adobe and enclosed
cur
an"
unty soles
FOR KE.Vi'--Nic11 a. m.. and 2 to 5 p. m.
on WANTED
to
brick
house,
.
H22-Wmorn
OH
room house; bath,
llliMCall
New Merlen,
h .me
20.61!i West
1'ETTlKijrtD TUB ODD J. B MAN'.
Norlh Liillh. phone 24lil-Rorpch, partially furnished, very
220 North
(AIMHRKIHT,
Fuinace-l.eate.sleeping porch, garage.
front UK. MAROAHIT
l
It
All kinds of work.
Phone 1673-furnished
light Ft tit SAI.L -- R'.li k, $8,000, nine large ings, or write O. E. Crimes, 314 west FOit
Price
"nNT Twe
FOR
Residence 1123 East Central. Phone 871.
Highlands.
IlKh.
substantial,
l.t.
Or
room with garage if desired. 1207 East
017
West
571.
or
WANTED
tru.
owner
Position aa engineer
Phone
I'M) Income,
housekeeping
roonm,
unfurnished;
monthly.
re$35
n
$900
'OR
I:n.NT
rurnishf-housi,
WATCHMAKER, Jeweler ami clockMunt Central.
driver. Address T. N.( enre Journal.
rooms, hoi water htal, no llvis In two, liljiouth Edith.
with Hcrplng; porch, 17 per month.
In
Priwork
to
ird.
Albuquerque.
nlshedroomwllhho
pairer
4liWsst Bilvcr FORSALE On easy terms,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
S00 North Second.
WANTED
sick, no children
care
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
Washing anfl Ironing to lak
Address W-own tools.
vate family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
lots have
home.
105 East Coal, phone 1505-modern loingaen . will take good
large front
FOR RENT Unfurnished
408 W. Copper Plume 78.
OR RENT Five-rooPractice- Limited to
Journal,
house, furnished.
N'Teely furnished room wi'a
2040-W- .
124
Suuih
or
Phone
FORK!;NT
real
rstaie
paper.
ehelves.
JIAVH your Inundry done right by Miss
room; closets,
Inquire at 322 South Arno. or phono
WANT a young man who can
spe'k , first class table board. 110 South Arno. GEN ITO - I RINARY lISEASE9
Edith.
Foil's ALE By "owner, new modern
a
Eden; give best of references. Phone 340-- .
small
n:'7-V- .
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
English and Spanish, with
for ladles
heuse, near Robinson park, 3,iU0
foii HP.XT- -" Furnlnhe-- rooms 315
In Connection,
FOK RENT Three-roofurnished house
capital. Impnssihla to Lose. Apply at FOR RENT Furnished room wlthlsleep-In- g HaHNermnn
inborutory
South cash. 3i;o tw month. Phone l2f-W- .
nnlv: tS to 115 per month.
EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work
F. c., care Journal.
sleeping porch. J25: key at 704 East FOR SALE
Miscenrinous
410
Citizens Bnnk BI1rv Pimm- - H8.
East
board.
first
chin
porch;
modern.
will go out of city. Bikes, 1301 Marble, Santa F.
Third.
FOR SALE
frame,
utinee.
17 to ."iii.
c nlrc.l.
Phone'
pnnno ICS-.!- .
HALE
convenient for two families; larre lot. MEN AgeTravel; makeexperUnee
Sargum" hay.
n ExTZT,"oom and"glassed-lm'o'd- - FOR
secret InvestigaCHIROPRACTORS
FOR RENT Furnlslied four-rooRoom and sleeping porch
RENT
Is. Phono HCil-224 South enst front, High-IaWANTED Work of any kind: drove
only.
tl(? p,jrci1;
ern bungalow; adults: no sick. Inaulre
expenses. Amer- 10H
gentleman
Salaries;
reports.
tions,
215 Stanford. Unlve.-sltwit), hoard.
304
South Walter.
4S9, St.
trueks In France fourteen months. Ad 013 North Second.
FOR SALE Good bicycle.
Two ro.on house with sle-Detective
Agency,
ican
gALE
Foreign
Heights.
rhlrn prneter.
dress 99. care Journal.
I nma.
Walter.
also screened porcn, fur
fi.ir
Punmeiea room with prlvl- FOR RENT Furnished" four-rooFOR HUNT
mod
'
Is and 30 Arm Jo Building.
FOR HUNT
Large furnished room with
WB AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
( (tn 0f parlor;
also Hate. 100 j
1
ern house near shops. 023 South Edith. FOR BALE Trailer;
garage available. Phone nlshed; wired for lights; lot 61x87. 1519 WANTED
comh'ned hookkcen-217
two
for
table
people.
rales
board;
1714-J- .
South Elm.
ZANO. Inquire r0 East Iron.
North Edith.
Kep Books. WIM.IAMS 4e 701-nnd stenographer with experience; ref- Sooth Fourth.
VVnTED Miscellaneous
room t, Mellnl hulldlnic.
and
furnished erences required. Line, hardware
Phone
FOR SAT.n New two-rooMiL-IC- ,
BEST IN TOWN j FOR RENT Oood furnished
FOn RENT Five-roomodern house, TRY
Lteal location for1 WANTED TO RENT
RANCH
built-i- n
JAMKsilVH
37"iO.
Also
El it Nnrlll
O.
Shanktln.
L.
Callup,
on
features,
2413-Rhouse,
floor.
first
furniture.
Apply
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEft. CLOSE an
annriment.
Phone
nacK and front porch.
piano. Phone
now
Suite 9, Bartew
reservations
hen'.thseclcers;
new
bouses cheap for quick sale, New Mexico.
several
191S-oond.
Keen nonks.
WII.LIAMR A ZANO nett building. Dr. rurton.
FOK BALE Howar heater, practlcall)
(iv.U.il.lu - Phntir, 2'J3X.J.
1914-W- .
Phone
rom
Mellnl bnlldlntr. Phone 701-for
Ferooms
I
....'..-light
Phone
tu feed.
FOR RT.NT Two lartre
Cattle
WANTED
new. 901 North Heventh.
FOR RENT Furn7sheone-rooeot- ,.v,.
ltl-.,cice:y iu. isuru ,.,wu, .,C
s.no.m
Jtig snap, four new build
LADY with business sense and experi
housekeeping, ground floor, COO North FOR SALE
taga with sleeping porch. Phone 21S5- - FOR
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. ESALE
Remington
typewriter, Second.
board, suitable for one or couple. 6U YES U'e done In the
.
10fi;j thirty Jpnr cent Investment,
ence would like connection with re
ings,
R or call 1203 East Copper.
W-1472-Rough
1SQ3-st
Heights
liior
Laundry.
Phone
Fruit, phone
cheap.
LE
imme local nrm. Address B, M., care FOR RENT Four-roofurnished rooms, University HeKhts. Huom 7, First N
dry washing. 317 Stanford.
"Ine piano at a bargain. FOR RENT Two large
WAN'TKD
house, bath and FOR-SAand
glassed-l- n
tlonnl Hank building.
experienced salesladies. Ap- FOR
RENT Room
Journal.
lights, bath and phone; no children.
roof painting. Guaranteed.
HOUS12and
Economist.
sleeping porch, with garuire. 823 North
210
The
5ir, West Roma
nood
board.
with
ply
Inquire
porch
71S
sleeping
West Coal,
FOR SALE By owner,
414 West Gold.
WANTED Position as housekeeper by Eighth. Inquire 25 North Slilh.
110 Boulh Third.
Phone 3c4-South Walter. Phone 20SS-FOirPA"T,"E
Combination
range. 320
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, : WANTED First class cock and house-kreprefined young widow In widower or FOR RENT A four-roofuTnfshed
front
RENT
Nicely
FOR
1706
1()S3-J- !
East
AND tf lii.N ERA L HAULIt
SCAVENGE
house.
modern
for
porch"
nights.
vacant.
two;
stay
North Thirteenth, phone
F K RENT Room eno sleeping
porches, newly decornted,
large
bachaiora home, In city or on ranch.
217
no
sick;
room
or
furnished
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith,
adjoining bath;
unfurnished.
Silver.
ADnly at DENVER "POST dellvereo at our door,
Terms tf ilerlrr. JPhnna imn-1th board for convalescent! ; gentleAd.iress R. F. D.. care Journal.
1105
West Coal.
East Central, phone 7BS-722 East Iron, phune2S99-B- .
.
1M9-woman for gen- men only; private home. Phone 214R-Two-rooA LE
WANTED
house
Phone
lotc per month
Competent
adobe
FO
WANTED By capable
and reliable FOR
-- Furnished
1801
rooms; also
RENT Three, four. five-roTo
baby" buggy or
buy
good wajes.
eral
. . ....
SALE-La- dys
good outbuilding; large lot; city and
middle aged woman,
l'OIt RENT Nice rooms with sleeping WANTED Mu.t be
gray wool coat. gooa
position
sulh Wal.er. Irrigation
nouses ana apartments,
snme
fur- - i FOR
and In
reasonable
West Central.
sulky,
water; 31.S00. on ensy paypivrch.-swith hoard, for convalescents,
nurse. nlshed. W. H. McMllllon.
condition, size .111, 33.00. Phone 212
1 1167-.L'OO
housekeeper, cook or practical
1931-UVsl Cold.
Phono
phone
r.
condition.
70K
W
West
Moun
good
Thmtnn.
worn
for
Girl or
mti,o
WANTED
Reed, 612 South llroadway, phone
M.j.
Experienced; references. Phone 1579-w
.
o
I'.
SA
i
outuoo,
OK
furFOR REKT-S- mll
tyuner.
FOR KENT Three room modern
eotlnu .,h .1,
tnln rorL,,
5"0.
WEi3lNANb '"CUTTING of metals;
hr.nst work; most il.i American
d
POSITION "W ANTED By graduate den
rs; heat made;
price. 924
nlshed house. $30. J. A. Hammond. 824 FOR SALE OR RENT Mi brann new fall at r,1! Roulh f.d'th.
porch, garage and city water. $1",. In Souih
also welders' supplies and carbide for
Klasscd-l- n
heated
FOR I::-:Walter.
tal hygleneat. Two years experience quire
1522-Phono
1902 Smith Hlrh or 211 West Oold.
East
Sliver.
M. Slel Co.. inc., phone 1D47-j
sale.
four-rootr
Also
lioiisewo-kand
corner
Ninth
bath.
fldlolnltiiT
houses,
In
for
WANTED
dirt
porch.
dental office.
general
"Used tractors.
Hest of references, FOR
and
SALE
FOR
Five-roomom,
".EN'T
RENT
new hoiir-e-,
fur
Nicely furnished
Coal, will sell one or all on reasonable
Rood
reasonable salary. Mrs. Alice Halbert,
wages: roust "lay nights. Call hoinl for two. IIS North Maple. Phone WANTEL) To' runt show window and
Hardware Depart- FOl"
with gang plows
blocks
from
two
0.
In.
H.
close
F.
nished.
Ben
postofflce;
or
Hel'tllts.
See
14U3-Central avenue,
U
terms.
Modern;
University
Strong,
at 1021 West Roma.
part of store room on well
Kcswell, N. M.
ment J Korhei A) Co.
350. Room 7, First National Bank build
417West Load.
no sick.
established
nett. Phones 75 or 145.
clean,
A cook In a family or four: Foil P.KNT-- - Path,
B'eepitig porch and or close in for
WANTED
WANTED Thoroughly experienced,
FOR SALE A good second h ind Hew- FOR RENT Furnished light houso.i--.care
ing.
Journal.
business. 55,
SA I.E
House.
four rooms and
Mrs D.
heated tlreeBlng room, for two con
party.
fined American woman cook of good
good wagea to
machine 15.00. Ask for Mrs.
ing
room for lady, $10 per month. 4uS
Four-roon
ln
and
vlassed-lFOR
front
RENT
If
7
house.
and
desired.
Hoard
furnished
furnituro
0s West Copper.
sleeping porch,
WANTED SecondhanC
valescents, gentlemen.
moral character wants permanent pe
modern throughout; large front porch Harris, 207 North Arno.
. back porch; big basement; furnace; com- Weinman,
SouthEdlthJ
trunks. We buy everything In house
1125 East Silver. Phono 1311-"w7NTi-:D"strunior would
sltlon.
woman
for
Cooking
preferred,
a
well
a
It
this
Call
and
RECEIVED
features.
clean
other
consignment
lot;
gas
JUST
large
range
many
furnished;
Two
nlco large
large
hold goods.
linx's Bargain Store, 315
pletely
FOR RENT
take charore of small home as house- at 800
wood work. See housekeeper. Albuof plnons. 16c the pound. Robert
South Walter.
Phone SSS.
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat. good buy; easy terms. Address boa C. querque Sanatorium. Do not phone.
keener. Will leave city If suited. First
for tubercular South First.
A SANATORIUM-HOTE1114 West Central.
earn
Journal.
108
Arno.
Sooth
class references. Write full particulars. FOR RENT Three large nicely fur
convuteacents; graduate nurse in at MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 315 South
modern house in EARN HOARD Room and $10 mouth tendance: ri'tea by
montn
or
nished rooms with sleeping porch, FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- FOK RENT Nicely furnished room, In BY OWNER,
week
will
P. O. address, Mrs. R. L. M., Oen. Del
the
pay the highest prices for
First,
while attending school; catalogue
In gallon
28
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firetage cheese; also fresh milk 19U-City.
modern home, Mrs. Fred llimra,
strictly modern; yard and cellar, Ap-pl- y
clothing, ehoea and
your second-han906 H South Call MOi'.JI
College,
Business
threo
lots.
ser
ened
Kwayne's
rh'-nporches,
407 South- Walter.
Dairy, phone
858.
Second.
large
North
place,
HAVE ONE VACANT ROOM with porch, furniture,
LKGAL NdtlCfc
Main, Los Angele.
light, airy bed roo' a vith extra large
FOR SALE Turnips, $1.00 per bushel, FOR RENT Nlrely (furnished Ifront'Iroom
modern
FOK RENT Nice
two
CLEANERS
soltnlili.
modern four-roofor
RU'i
convalescents;
,
with WANTED Ladles all over New Mexico
lot
on
east
fronts
This
no
If
for.
large
closets,
75
called
cents
In
1
delivered,
trouse;
also
house with
1x11 Rues Cleaned. 82.00.
rate $00 per month.
eultahle for one or two people,
NOTICE OF AOMIMSTRATOIt
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
to take orders for my medallions; K"od conveniences;
Monday and Tuosday only. Phwie tick. 417 West Silver.
$3 50 and UP.
nurse service, ensa at oro, nu MATTRESSES
porch; unfurnished. for
In the Matter of the Estate of glassed-i- n at sleeping
terma If desired. Phone pay. Wrllo me for particulars.
Harry cluding
200I-condition;
.
1419 South Arno.
Cold,
bed
inquire
West
loom.
furniture
phono
front
repaired nd- packed. Ervin
FOR
1077-.RENT
Jacob Bax. Deceased.
Large
515 North
Second,
Albuquerque.
Rca,
MILK
431.PtTRB
WHOLE
FOR
RENT OR SALE 1216 West New FOR
SALE
Tledding Co., phone
heat furnished, close In; gentlemen FOR SALE DY OWNER Nearly com- New Mexico.
. Notice Is
FOR ONE OR TWO HEALTH seekers,
hereby given that Fred
York avenue. 5 rooms,
with all the cream, .delivered to you as employed. S06 West Coal.
sleeping
room with glassed-l- n
porch In mod- CI.EANING PAPER and kalsomlno, waxstrictly modern bunCrollott, Administrator of the es porch, garage. See owner.bath,Room
HICK'S DAIRY,
M:ilr an-- l Fenitrtepleted
15, It comes from the cows.
SpeBed
n
ern
preferred.
built-ipatient
floors, house and window cleaning,
all
housekeeping
pebble-dasHOTEL
-!
STATE
Light
tate of Jacob Sax, deceased, has First National Bank building. Phone phone 250.
galow; white
service free. andingall kinds of repair work; work guarcare given, tray
rooms for rent. Under new manage- features. Including fire place, breakfast YOUNG- menrwomen."ovcr 11 3017, dealrlnt cie)
mafiled in the Probate Covr of Born 7E.1-221.
SALE
monthly,
box
FOR
Burroughs adding
City.
Postofflce
government
positions,
John Goodaon, phone 634-anteed.
Central.
wood
floors
and
Fourth
hard
ment.
nook, buffet, cabinets,
with
allllo County, New Mexico, his final FOR RENT Two-roolist of positions now open. NEWLY"" FURNISHED ROOMS.
chine and Royal typewriter
with
adobe hoUHe.
modern home, wrlle for fr
also five-rooCareful Kodak .flnlshltiK.
WANTED
Address lupgniAi. rooms r ice, clean rooms; throughout;
Civil Service examtwo
see
R.
(former
carriage both new.
Terrv,
cold
water,
Information
furnished, $15 per month, on road to
and
In
hot
report as such Administrator and
For
further
close
steam heat,
rates bv day or week. Over P'stlme
Twice dolly service. Remember, satis"47," care Journal.
buginer), 2 Continental Bldg., Washington, first-clas- s
wner at 420 West Coal.
rooms, with best of faction guaranteed.
the court has appointed Thursday, Miramontes Hotel; have horse andTlmeodining
Central.
West
Send your flnlshtng
S11K
Theater.
- FOR SALE Plateglass show case, or
D. C.
to come In and out. Address
home cooking. Mrs. Hlgglng. !22j East to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
the 26th day of January, 1922. as gy
furnished for
t.
ACTING
long; FOR RENT Two rooms
Delivery. City.
high.
Occidental
.lass therein:
PICTURE
MOTION
Building.
Central.
tho day for hearing objections, if teo Chavez. Ocnernl four-rooroom;
A Hanna. Master photographers.
housekeeping: also sleeping
of ladles and
furnished 5H ft. wide. Also fine beveled ailrror nolight
WANTED a number
any there be, to the approval of FOR RENT Lovely
sick. 503 North Fourth
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. At nUQUEUQUB WINDOW CLEANING
FOR SALE Bulck Six. first class shupu.
apartment, $45; four room furnished 28x34. 416 West Gold.
gentlemen to train for motion picrates,
room,
- snld final report and the discharge house,
Sanatorium
ten
(Episcopal):
furnished
John's
and
five
FOr"RENT
front
Woolworth'e
Call
floors
at
three-rooand
CO. Windows
cleaned
Foto
Lnrge
Play 117 50 to I2S ner week: Includes private
tures.
modern fur- FOR SALE Registered police dog pup$30. and
Call, Investigate.
of snld Administrator.
connecting bath. Call FOR BALE
and houses
offices
5
BulcX
fine
private' entrance,
nished house. Also some email unfurtouring car: Film School, Moose Hall, lll'i North room with sleeping porch, connected to scrubbed; stores.
European champion stock;
pies.
BOfl South Third.
honest
afternoons.
and
Bond-Dillon
rates
m.
PHc-jrWitness my hand and the seal of nished houses. Apply 1120 South Edith. specimens.
reasonable
Co.,
flrst-clais
Third SL
condition.
Mrs. B. Douglas, 4311 Clif
bath and toilet: medical care, menicmes. clesned;
leave your calls
A. Oranone;
ald Probate Court thla 22nd day FOR RENT Neatly furnrsr.eiT four-rooFOR RENT Nicely furnished front Pea city.
ton street. El Paso, texas
tray work.
general nursing; excellent meals, steam
American Grocery, phone S52.
room, suitable for two.1670-J-No. sick. 816 FOR 8ALE Borne extta good used cars;
no extras. All rooms have
modern brick dwelling at S16 North FOR SALE Single buggy canopy top,
service:
t- or December, 1921.
Phone
Eleventh.
08
North
ttev
Auto
Co.
runn
Vient
ng water,
Mcintosh
hot and cold
Eleventh street: nice sleeping porch and
FRED CROLLOTT.
eaey terma
(Seal)
harness, saddle, some rarm imple
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
FOR SALE Ranchet
rooms for West Central.
Phone
a big yard; rent $45 per month; now va- ments.
W H. Zlegler.
Superintendent.
call uone -- e- FOR RENT Twowithfurnished
Clprk of Fald Probate Court.
Phone 1837-"
light housekeeping. 1023 NewYorkbath. No sick; no FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1921
491.
cant. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, dar Place, Old Town Bouiovarq.
i'"uR "to A LE For
housekeeping,
"altaitu ranch!
rui'iuaneoRENT
FOK
Fourth.
aparlments.
North
POUND SALE "
barchlldret
a
Inqulre80ri
at
phone 6117.
150
run
mllea,
four mil - from city. Inquire 400 West
about
model;
SecHeel and arch cushions
208
SOFT SPOTS
North
AverlU
R
Apartments,
rooms and gain.
PouItry-Eg10 West Coal.
FOR RENT Beautiful home opposite
SALE
foot
FOR
HOTEL
cures
all
ELGIN
Sleeping
fallen
nr.vmt
On Monday the 16th day of Jan
insteps:
ond.
by to. nu
University, fine view and surround- - troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
FOR"SALE A first class Ford "touring
A ranch, cheap, with new
housekeeping
Young fat turkeys, picked FOR SALE
vary, 1922, at 10:00 a. m., in front lngs.large
rooms, for FOR SALE
rooms. Ideal porches; F. Keleher Leather C 408 West Central. wees or month
sni. West Central
Ever Ready Garage. FOR RENT Two furnished
house of three rooms. Inquire 1303
car, cheap.
or on foot. Phone J416-J4- 1
of the city hall on North Second center hall,aunny
built-i- n
light housekeeping; adults; no dek
closets,
bath, pantry,
Fourth.
South
Second and TIJeras.
Corner
whole
oorn-fe- d
One
housekeeping
FOR
RENT
large
pork;
FOR
SALE
Fresh,
721
ElKhfmonlh-nld
Second.
South
pullets;
street, I will sell the following de
FOR SALE
features, lava fire place; hot and
ranch one find
room, well heated, nice for couple FOR BALE Almost new 1 921 Ford road FOR RENT Three-rooor half hor:; half will average aDim
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
slno hens. 204 South Walter.
scribed stock:
cold water, electric light and power
apartment and
one-hal- f
mil
Mil of ttarelai brltU
pounds; 18o a pound. W. B. working. No sick. Close in. 80S West
ter, with new truck body; self-staNorth
806
furnished.
Red
hath,
One hay horse, about 14 hand connection!.
Island
Apply
Rhode
partly
Partly furnished.threeIs ena seventy
laying
SALE
FOR
on mala ditch; new adobe louae and
Iron.
er.
H. O. Chaves. 1425 South secona.
Hicks, prrone 25", J. "'"637-- J
on
situated
corner,
real
home,
Eighth, phone
Call 819 South Walter.
hens.
a
second-han- d
mile from cqkl
high, will weigh 700 pounds, brand
parage;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping FOR SALE Or will trade for well In- - FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms
trances.
Portion can be conveniently FOR BALE All kinds of
one team
ed on left thlph, six years old.
FOR SALE Laying R, I Reds. Hay Phone 2404-Jroom with large closet; hath; use of
cated vacant lots. Cnle-8- , In excellent
winm end llirht rigs: also
ublet If ao desired. Phone 1374-and
bath
with
809
lights,
porch,
sleeping
chickens.
420
South
Also
and
scrapers
stock.
young
One dark bay horse mule. 1
care
FOR SALE Country hma, atuoco houte.
of mules, harness, plows
condition.
Address Box
phono; no alck,, Phone 1007,
stove, $15 month. 815 South Third.
East ALETrumbull.
and several saddles, at ngni price. Edith.
PERSONAL
hands high, welch 700 pounds,
fven ro"in. ttenm heated, elect rlo
Journal.
Arno.
3
room
North
FOR
1202
modern
RENT
aourlment;
Black Mffhtv; on ten-acSimon Garcia,
Six
FOR-Sranch; in alfalfa nd
thoroughbred
three years old, branded on left BARBER For private homes. Ph. 1967-FOR RENT Two rooms for light house. FOR RALE Ford touring car,18!0!mod- close In; fully furnished; hot and cold
Ce
105
rooster,
and
South
bath
SHOP.
orchard.
of
Adfiees Poetnfflc box 177. or
Use
MAGAZINE
Minorca
laving pullets
also garage.
THE
In A.l eond tton. Liberty starter. water
el.
keeping;
6QQ
thigh.
waiter.
South
24A7-Rsub
209
4
paid. Apply
SHAMPOO
1411 South Edith.
for ladles, at your
rr.nar.rl to handle yearly
Phone 1928-and
Will sacrlflcs for $1S5 cash. Apply 323 FOR PENT
telephone.
One light bay horse, about nln LEMON
Three rooms and canvassed FOR" SALE Mv entire flock of S. C. FOR SALK Five-acrPerkins.
heme. Phone 19M-on all leading magaalnee. Your North Edith.
West Pacific.
ranch, one r.it:e
years old, 14 hands high, weigh IF YOU ARE SICK or tired nut from scrlptlons
In sleeping porch completely furnlehed
1222
receive promnv
win
order
A.
W.
TJarelaa
of
Massey,
west
Lethorns.
r,0
White
brirtK, on main dltcir,
800 pounds, both hind feet white
WANTED Automobile. I have $2,1
for housekeeping. 419 West Marquette. South Broadway.
over work, do you realUe what a mai- Florence Fleming Phonet-- y
and" housekeeping apart- harries: no el
and
"cWan
fruit.
alfalfn.
rapa
room.
In
modern
partly
bungalow,
equity
branded on left thigh.
ROOF
would do to your tired body? Tou
lani mi the valley.
ASBESTOS
Phone 2411-Rling
week or month. 812 furnished, Fourth ward: will trade for FOR RENT Furnished apartment rac- FOR SA"1.E Seventy S. C. Whl'.a Legments,
by
day,
fl,
f
own
home
In
J. R. GALUSHA,
can have that eervlce
-.'
Woodlawn apartments.
h
your
write A. H. Sharer, general delivery,
ing Central,
lor sn
South Third
horn hens and pullets, now laying. or
good auto and little cash. P. O. Box Call
1575-M- .
or
1321
The Masseuses.
Central
cftv.
East
by calling 641-ton.
phone
l ne Mazaiiu
City Marsha!.
FOR'RENT Nicely furnished front room 395, City.
Phone 2401-JFour-ucr- a
Walnut, phone 1134 J. Try a built up
RENT Small furnished and large
ranch, two ntllca
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
with or without sleeping porch; suitS. C. Rhode Islana FOR 8ALK
RANCH
FOR SALE Ford light truck, $150; one- - FOR
CARPENTERING
roof, will last as long as the building.
unfurnished apartment: hot water and SUNSET
from pnntufflee, on main ditch; -- 1tjMo
able for one or twa gentlemen; close In.
In the Probate Court of Bernalilloworm
C.
nreeoin.
P. Hayes strain;
$300.
ton
Ford
drive;
Reds.
truck,
1216
West
milk
heat.
htrkpn
house,
steam
Roma,
phone
"m
hnuae,
garage.
AN.
PETTlVoh
Third.
DD"
4H South
b TH B O
JOB
$125: 400-also Dronce iuistj houspa, thoroui?hhrcii chickens
pens snd singles;
County New Mexico,
light Bulck, 8590; Ford touring,
and tur113
A
$250.
fhone 1B7S-kind of work
Phone 2416-Jeggs.
Studebaker,
In tho Matter bf the Estate of
Phone
terma.
tools
FOR SALE Five hundred share! of City FOR RENT Nice front room, aoutimr
and
furniture;
rooms
Two
with
key,
RENT
FOR
sleeping
exnosure: hot and cold running water, west Gold
Or. B.
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paintPOULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred 241H-JLouisa Favorite. Deceased.
E ectrlc Railway, below par.
private en- RED
porch, for housekeeping;
hot water heat; no sick: gentleman pre- SAVE HONEY ON PARTS and accesso
H c H I
Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks.
ing and ronf repairing Phone 145H-L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
2049-Notice Is hereby given that th
South
or
21,
Phone
trance.
ferred. 220 North Seventh.
ries: ellihtl used batteries, tires ami
cockerels for breeding fresh ground green
TIME CARDS
.
undereiTncd was, on the twelfth Binr,DIN07alteration. repairing, orlarge
413 WVst MlajTMrpJTonjrJlM-SPECIAL OFFER a' C07.y room ac-In parts for Studebaker, Chalmers. Max Hlsrh.
bono.
work by contract
by
.
room furnished for
RENT
Lame
day of January, 1922, duly appoint theJobeday;or small:
FOK
Overland-sonew
Mcintcsn
auiu
home,
well
and
modern
brand
private
Ico
B.
c. K. i- "'
reasonable prices; work guar- FOR SALE Hotel range, butchers'
MOUNTAIN
VIEW
In.
sleepand
cl
'se
ed Executrix of the estate of Louise anteed; estimates
Centrsl.
glassed
light housekeeping
heat, 1919-M- .
Company, 608 West
tree. Call 17G5-lot of corks nnd cockerels for
a
table, Falrbanka scale, cess to bath. Furnace Phone
box, ateam
ing porch; clean and aunny. 1221 South sale. superb
.
Favorite, deceased, by the Probate
wagon, Employed people only.
Book orders now. for baui
candy stoves, candy slabs, tray electric
Edith.
CHANCES
BUSINESS
so doing, you Insure delivery
bv
county, and
truck.
flT Court of Bernalillo
CHICKS:
Ford
work
Ranches
table,
WAlQtED
furRENT Two and three-rooFOR SALE Livestock
er.ict date desired. C. P. Hay, 236 North
having qualified as such Executrix, WANTED To lease for one to five years, fans and miscellaneous Items. College
best location In FOR
FOR SALE
Ciaruge,
'Id wai r High.
and
hot
nished
apartments,
Inn.
all persons havlne; claims against
n d frying
town. Phone 879.
ranch, with good house, close In,
and steam heat; light and telephone paid. DAY OLD CHICKS
From free range
AUTO TOP and seat
the estate of said aec.aent are or small
rabbits. 710 West Lead,
FOR PALE One t,f the vest business 421 South Broadway.
If could get satisfactory terms would USE EFFECTO
Vals-pa- r.
stock that are strong, vigorous and
715 South
,d2
dressing. Effecto Autoon Enamel.
guaranteed
In
pony)
hereby notified and required to buy. Address Box a. z. B.. care journal.
Saddle
SALB
FOR
propertlee
Albuquerque.
south room. full of nen. Years of experience have
automobiles.
RENT
WESTBOUND Dally.
FOR
Enamels
Apartment,
Valspar
Hotel
First street. Inquire at Savoy
present the same to the under
gentle. 1801 West Central.
that are rraln.
Arrive.
Depart.
gloss porch, pantry, oloset; furnished taucht us how to hntrh chlcki We
Cottage Pittnt, Homestead
-- Ranchet
Plymouth
RENT
FOR
within
manner
the
and
in
cow
Sathave No. 1 The Scout.... 1:30 pm 1:10 pm
children. satisfactory to our customers.
No
giving
signed
FOR SALE Fresh young
for llcht housekeeping.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement
to subscribe Modern. 618
Men
WANTED
Business
will
Arno.
LeathIt
717
know
South
F.
Keleher
am
and
South
our
11:00
Thos.
stock
the time prescribed by law.
In
M.
am
three
High.
Calif.
assured.
confidence
Limited
No.
gallons.
Mandell,
isfaction
FOR RENT
I
lt,:30
Ranch. Apply
for Denver Post. A special boy for
If you want No. T Karp
WEINANDE A. FAVORITE,
Seven-gallo- n
111 West Centrsl.
er Co.. 408 West central, phone n57-J.
Fast .. 10:50 am 11 :10 n
cow, when
apartplease you with results. all
FOR SALE
RENT Nicely furnished
FOR
desection.
Guarantee
pure-brebusiness
prompt
. 1:M am
.11-31C00
we
have
them;
am
exbest
the
Executrix.
No.
The Navajo.
For RENT or lease, 11 acre ranch.
ments for housekeeping; modern
fresh; now milking four fallons.
Phone
livery. Kate 66a per month.
"MONEY TO LOAN
two most profitable varieties: S. C.
SOUTHBOUND.
Dated January 13th, 1922.
1700 West Mountain Road.
South Elm.
cept heat; no children; located at 524 The
1340-lot), $20; f.00. $95; 1,000, Kr 29 El Paao Exp
1:1 pm
West Coal aye. Inquire 618 South Sixth. Whlto Leghorns,
house with or MONEY TO LOAN On watchea, dia- FOR SALE One buck, two does and FOR BALE At a
via
600.
second-hand
$105;
CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH FOR RENT Two-rooR. I. Reds. 100. $22;
$190
five
11:31) am
17
El
No.
bargain,
Paso
Exp
one
Also
lx mllce on North
booked
without land.
upon
and everything valuable
Orders
young rabbits.
guns
MONEY
billiard
table.
monds,
one
prepaid.
and
post
parcel
EASTBOUNn.
FOR SALE Real Estate
hutch. 1208 South In first-clas- spool tables
close to school. Phone S129-Mr. n. Marcus. 111 South Flrat.
Hatching eggs No. 1 The
of 25 per cent.
one twelve-foalso
1:40 pm
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be Fourth,
receipt
1:10
condition;
pm
Navajo..
or call at 1600 South Walter.
largest No. 4 Calif. Limited. 5.00 pm 1:40 pm
soda fountain, A-- 1 condition. In- FOR SALE Fine 60 fool lot on Eas; half price of chirks. We are the In
MONEY TO LOAN on dlamonda, watches High.
and mall it to Foley & Co.. 2
the
hogs. gO'ld quire at 120 West Silver.
Silver at reduced fcrlce. J. A. Ham- end oldest successful hatchery
3:10 pm
.
7:25
S.
and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con- Vii. D 1 t If ne Iradn for 1100;
F
No.
pm
Sheffield Ave.. Chicago. 111., writ
Eight.
an be
Circular sent upon request. No. 10
southwest.
LOST AND FOUND
work horse, weight about
Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st
FOR SALE At Belen. one block city mond. 824 East Silver.
The Scout ... 7:20 am 7:50 am
Mrs. H, V.
ing your name and address clearly, STOLEN blue National one bar bl fidential Gottlieb loans
Mesllla Valley Hatchery,
seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
loca
fine
y
Some
fine
SALE
FOR
lota,
diaone
SOUTH
on
n
FROM
Main
street,
property
.
Jewelry,
M
CONFIDENTIAL
09K-You will receive In return a trial
Klo Grande blvdV Phone
35 pm
tion Fourth ward, Highlands; six lots Ilundy. Las Cruees. N.
brick building, store, morning house, garNo. II From El Paso
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan
cycle. Notify W. If. Allen, 733 West
For good gen age and large warehouse
package containing Foley's Honey Copper.
and several In block . University Heights, two hioeki
HI hern I rewards
Prom El Pase T OO am
No. t
automobiles. Lowest rate. Rothman'a irntt BAr.p' Ym TRADE cow.
at
DRESSMAKING
McMII
Call
H.
W.
car
a
for
street
Cough
Mrs.
from
one
and Tar Compound
Ilnrtense
snap.
other business buildings.
Bonded in th etate.
tie horse,
11T South First.
'th No. It
Jersey
No. ID connects at Telen
lion. 206 West Gold.
colds and croup:
Highland and Harvard streets between D!d1T, P. O. nox, 170. Belen. N. M.
TYPEWRITERS
Foloy Kidney
Phone 1820-for Clovle, Pecoa Valie" Kana City and
EXl'KKT arssmukini.
end of University car line and FalrvleW
SALE
Furniture
FOR
Pills for Dnlns in sides and hack tVPEWHlTCltS
n
Oast
or
at
home,
DRESSMAKING
Hy the day
All makes overhauled
WANTED Real Estate
WANTED " Agents
cemetery. Brewer,
No. 19 connect at Helon with No. II
rheumatism backache, kidney and and repaired. Hlbbona
608 South Fourth, phone 2102-for every ma- FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholsterfrom Clnvla and points east and sojth
it A i.tS HUME-MADI- wTLrT"BUY vacant lot or lota well lo HEMSTITCHING.
Exbladder ailments; and Foley ca chine.
MiPhone 471. Ervln Seddlng Co. MATTRESS RENOVATING N EiV""" l1VETTIt:)N,
ing.
Williams'
Typewriter
Albuquerque
Pleailug.
OIL BURNER. Send $1.00 for
oated in highlands; prefer East Sil
thnirtio Tablets, a wholesome an change, phone H3-123 South fourth.
llinery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 777-- J
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
In university
In,
ATTREHS It K.NOV ATlNti, $3 50 and up complete Instructions how to make and ver avenue or close
, thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
which makes It cost leas than tecond
PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
furname,
state
address,
to
Owner,
make,
Heights.
Easy
Agents
proposition.
furniture
neaaee
Rug
for
and
repairing,
Come
cleaning,
hand goods.
yourself.
biliousness.
N. Crane, 115 North
, constipation,
mall orders.
Inventor W. J. Hall, price and location of lot. Address Rex.
American Furniture Co.. 223 South Sec niture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed reversible flame.
Seventh; Cane Apartments, phone 111.
care Journal.
aches, nnrt sluggish bowels. Sold Journal want ads net results ond.
Bellefonte, Ark.
ding Company.
everywhere.

,7

111

O,

FOK

KhNT

Room.

i:UBouth Walter.

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
.
NURSERIES
Oet Tour Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

FROM

E

WANTED
once.

Wire
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S
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TODAY IT'S SCHILLING'S BAKING POWDER

regular price 5oc.
lb. cans, $1.30 regular price $1.60
Schilling's is a pure cream of tartar baking powder. These prices today only and while this stock

Let Us Send a Man

LAr I UnL AUIU

lasts.-

This is fresh lettuce day.

HOMER H. WARD

STORE.

WARD'S

rhonre

315 Marble Avenue.

TODAY

Dons May
IX

"EDEN AND RETUEti"
riuck

Will

F.vcry Lnugh From Your System

Topics of the Day
in "THE TIP"

Also "FOX NEWS"
HAROLD LLOYD
REGFLAR

ADMISSION'

LOCAL ITEMS

CLINTON A. ENYEART
DIES ATJHOME HERE

PRICKS

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds

Coal Supply Co. Phcro 4 and E.
Temple Lodge No. S. A. F. and
A. M., will hold a special meetWatches and Silverware
ing in the Masonic Temple at
this
7:30 o'clock
evening for
Indian Beaded Bags
work in the first and second degrees.
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Walter L. Kegel, a banker of
Navajo Rugs
Mountainalr, was a visitor in Albuquerque yesterday.
Pr. T.'urray, osteopathic physician,
Woolworth
Bldg., phone 644-Mrs. Roy Cowden. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Trotter, arrived last night from ,lal, N. M..
Music and Jewelry Store
to visit her parents for a few
117 S. First St.
Phone KI7-.- I I
weeks.
C. .1. Anderson, of the C. J.
Anderson Special Agency, Chicago,
III., who represents the Morning
Journal in the foreign advertising 200 PIGEONS ARE
field of tho Chicago district, arSTOLEN: REWARD IS
rived in the city last night, and
will spend today here on business.
OFFERED BY OWNER
He will probably leave Tuesday
Fe.
Santa
for
morning
Red
More than 200 pure-bre- d
Factory wood, full truck load,
stolen
pigeons were
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company. Carneaux
Saturday night from their coops at
Phone 91.
the residence of Bert Calkins, 612
Daniel ,T. Reardon, of the
at South Eighth street. Mr. Calkins
stationed
company,
offered a reward for the arrest
has
Thoreau, died ot Gallup Saturday.
of the thieves and the return of thj
The remains were shipped to Wil- birds.
lows, California, for burial. Mr.
The birds are valuable ones,
Reardon waH a life member ot bringing from $5 to $8 a pair on
local lodge B. V. O. E. 41.
the market. Although Mr. Calkins
The American Legion auxiliary has more than 400 remaining birds,
will meet Tuesday evening at those stolen were the
most valu7:30 o'clock at the armory.
able as the thieves picked the breed
Mineral Lodge No. 4. Knights ers in place or tne young ones.
meet
at 8 From this fact it is believed that
will
of Pythias.
o'clock tonight at the K. of P. whoever stole the birds is experihall. The first rank will be be enced in pigeon raising.
conferred on a number ot

Roth man's

OFFICERS OF M. W.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

INSTALLED

Charles J. Sinclair purchased
a residence lot on Stanford avenue this week.
It you have nothing else to do.
go up and watch the Heights
grow, beginning on March 1st. If
you have not selected a lot as yet
i'or a home you had better do so
now.
Mrs. Robert Gordon of I'etroit.
to Jhv
written
Michigan, lias
llubbs to select her a lot on
a
view
with
University Heights
of building a home here when siie
ran dispose of some property in
Detroit.

DEATHS
ENYEART

AND

SATURDAY

DRIVE

Mineral Lodge No.

4, Knights of
stage a membership
tilts
month
under the dicampaign
rection of State
Deputy Grand
Chancellor L. W. Galles, who will
spend thirty days In this city. The
local lodge will b divided into two
teams and the losing team will banquet the winners.

will

Pythias

ELECTRIC SHOK SHOP
rheme 5B1-2i: Sniilli tSrccnd.
l'ree Call nnd IleHvtry.

At

C. I!. CONNER,

Stern

M. D. D. O.

Specialist.

Osteopathic
Bldg. Tel.

701--

mtmm

California Roses
j
j

WM. STEINER PRODUCTION CO.

1

For Service In

It is none too early to order
roses for spring delivery, if
you desire a good selection.
RAYMOND 1 BLOOM

Phone

COAL-LUMBER-W-

II. A. COI.VIX,

Contractor & Builder
Builder
of medium
priced
houses either by contract or
cent
furnished
Estimates
per
1100 N. 12lh. Phono 875--

FOGG, The Jeweler)

NOTICE

TO CLOSE OUT

4

Various lines All goods appearing in our west Window during
the next few weeks will be sold
at half price.
Watch for Bargains.
EVERITT JEWELRY CO.

FOR SALE BY

HOMES

We

Phone 410 or

el

Shelled Pinon Nuts
Tel X02. R23 .V
Fannie
Tenth St. Send for mall order list
S. Split.

MILK!
deliver

Felipe

ASSESSOR

LEARN

Satisfaction

COAL

Phone 371

324 S. Second

OONTEVTJOtJS

TO

Notice to Stockholders
of Albuquerque
Country Club

Maupassant's
CLASSIC

.

Ml

A TWO PART COMEDY
REGULAR

ARE YOU A BOOSTER?

-

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Quality First

The Albuquerque Nurseries, founded and operated by J. T. Young & Co. is the only thing of its
kind in the state. Every dollar you spend here is a
boost for your community; every dollar you send
out of the state is a knock against your community.
Be a BOOSTER.

West

Brown's Transfer;
and Storage
PHONE

078

116 West Silver
C. A. HODGES, Prop.

For Satisfaction and Economy
Costs less, burns longer, produces more heat.
We sell the nicest cedar Wood and Kindling.

am
am
pm
pm

FOR SALE
Plastered
cottage,
furnished,
has largo
shade trees,
lot,
chicken house, etc. Ideal for
health seekers, on very easy
also
Overland
car.
terms;
model 75-in perfect mechanical condition;
one new
cord tire, but in bad shape for
looks, has starter, good Willard
battery, etc. First $73 gets it.
WM. E. BROWN,
1516 South Elm.

COAL

Soprano
High School Auditorium
Monday, Jan. 16, 1922,
8:30 P. M.

66

$2.00

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at ' Matson's.
Records may be heard at
' Albuquerque Music Store,

Tho Prodirctlon

Beautiful

Liberty COAL Yard

RIGHT HERE

Phone 279

COLOMBO HALL Tomorrow
Night, 17th.

I fin IN PACT lAft

ivu in vngi i.vv

Georgeous Costumes
Elaborate Scenery

Matinee, Saturday, January 21, 2:30 p. m.

Friday and Saturday Evenings,
January 20th and 21st, 8:20 p. m.

orchestra of the most talented Dunce Musicians ever
collected in the southwest.

Dance

Fantasy of Youth and Romance

CRYSTAL THEATER

Will Appear a Cut of tho

An

SPRINGTIME 9$
A Musical

White Lightning Harmonizers.
Gallup Fancy Lump $12
Gallup Lump $11

Thrift

IS

BELIEVING

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

John B. Rogers Producing Co.
Presents

WANTED

Iron Safe, 1200 to 1500 lbs.
In good condition.'
W. C. THAXTON
Phone 761--

SEEING

COMPAfll

2

ADMISSION,

Rational

Bed Davennort. quartered- oak frame, nriholstererl
in srennine leather. Regular price $69.00.
This Week Special
$54.00
-

j

1921-192-

Is

Have just been been added to our stock
And our displays now invite your inspection
Our qualities are better than ever before
And our prices are lower than ever before

Phone 91

Third concert of the series
offered by the Fortnightly!
Music Club for the season
of

This

FOUR SOLID CAR LOADS OF

Use Cerrillos Egg Coal

COAL CO.

Coal nnd Wood.
Gallup Lump $11.00 a Ton
.000 NORTH FIRST STREET.
I
Phone 38H--

I

and

Box 216.
Send for catalog.

,

ANTHRACITE

VIRGINIA REA
TAXI
SINGER
Brunswick Artist
Office Singer Hirnr
210

JOHNSON

GALLUP CERRILLOS

NURSERIES

ALBUQUERQUE

Service Always

FURTHER REDUCTION IN
PRICE OF COAL EFFECTIVE
MONDAY, JAN. 16

I Vvi2s'

ta

f

rnp'iTO'"'.A'.i

Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder. Note the
following articles to be sold: Mahogany parlor suit, consisting
of settee, rocker, arm chair and library table; bed spring and
mattress, dresser, rockers, rugs, baby bed, baby carriage, same
as new; dining table and chairs, sewing machine, stand table
and many other articles not mentioned. If it is house furnishings you want, don't miss this opportunity. These goods are
all sanitary and in good condition. Bo on hand promptly.

,11,

PRICES

at 615 West Marble.

Tuesday, January
Sale Starts Promptly' at 2:30 p. m.
17,

The Annual Meeting of the
Alhuquerquo Country Club will
be held at the Club House on
Tuesday evening, January 17,
1022.
At 6:30 p. m. the steward
will serve dinner at $1.00 per
plate, tho business meeting to
start promptly at 8:00 p. in.
GROVER JHVINE,
Secretary.

4

TO 11 P. M.

Guy

TELEGRAPH

2074-J-

1

LAST TIME TODAY

Eluhkll

Auction Sale

Phono 35

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Store,
Central

PRICES

ft

IS,

STAGE

600

"

tr'.riiUifrtfr.ai,ii)iii

0

NEW STATE COAL CO.

mm

Phone

EVE!

ALSO

560.

Altuquerc.ua. . 7:45
In Santa Fe. . .10:45
Santa Fe
4:00
in Albuquerque 7:80

SCAKDAL"

Part Comedy

REGULAR

DAIRY

BERNALILLO COUNTY

PHONE

Swastika Lump
Gallup Stove

Ai

.!

NORTHWEST

BANKS

"WENT

guaranteed.

I have five learners' sets of Instruments, including key, sounder, resonator, battery and switches for sale at a sacrifice.
An hour or two practice each day will make you proficient In
ten months to a year. Two persons taking it up and working
together will make greater progress.
I will give personal instructions free to get you started.
Also
have two automatic Martin sending machines, reasonable.

Guaranteed

jtX4

9a

1902 North Fourth St.

J.

ELMSHOTEL

se.

in

ATTRACTIONS

A Two

Returns on Real and Personal Property must be
made before February 1st. Penalty of 25 per cent
will be added on that date to property not returned

ALBUQVERQCE TRANSFER
Phone S42, 401 North First St.

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

OF. THE-- GREAT

Ml

"A BED

NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS

Finest rooms in the state
cold
steam
heat, hot and
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 weeK
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single ami
double $3.00.

Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coul
$11.00 Per Ton

charge.
Machine

parts of the city.

Phone 1046

Best on the Market.
SIPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phonos 4 and 5.

Coal! Coal! Coal!

Present

JM

?

Porterfield Bros.

size

TRANSFER

GUYS

Mrs. Jacobo A.Chaves

Fu-ner-

now prepared to

BEZEMEK'S

Bulk

CI C30P C3AI

tfh

MONTY

Fresh Pure Milk and Cream

Fresh Lump , Lime

W

tni&

ADDED

V

SICH

fa
STIR.RJNG.TAL&

Give You Service

Trucks

MILK!
are

9

shell spectacles
Tortoise
in
black case. Public library or
street car.
Reward.
Phone

In

Mk

IN

LOST
'

CO.

Phones 5

Let Our

To all

14U0--

LMR

and

Wlmammmmmmmmimmammmmammmmmmmmammmmemmmmmmmmammmmmmmaf

OWNER.
Several new 4 to
press
terms.
Would consider
brick,
lease by right parties.
821 W. Silver. Phono 1940--

'

0

Call

2107-.- J

ff

We deliver

com-,.-t-

OOD

COAL SUPPLY

$11.-5-

Duke City Cleaners

any
any
JETT Miss Esther G. .Tett, who where.
Henry Transfer Co.,
died at her home on South Arno
street Friday morning, will lie in Phone 939.
state at Blakemore's chapel from1
until
10 o'clock this morning
The body
o'clock this afternoon.
Ind.. I COAL $11.00 PER TON
to
South
Bend,
will be shipped
on train No. 2, accompanied by the
Gallu p Lump
mother. '

SALAZAR Tho funeral J)f Mm.
who died SatVitoriana Salazar.
residence on
urday morning at her
be held this
will
North High street,
from the
morning at 10 o'clock
be at
family residence. Burial will
Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott
will have charge.
OltTIZ Lorenzo Ortiz, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Juan Ortiz died last
West
night at their residence, 1525
a grandGranite avenue. Ife wasOrtiz.
son ot Attorney M. C
arrangements were not la in
Crollctt
last night.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

2033--

J.

I.

later.

died Sunday morning at her residence at Engle, N. M., after a short
illness. She was the wife of Jacobo G. Chaves ' merchant of Engle.
Fred Crollott left here Sunday
for
morning to prepare the bodywhere
shipment to Sun Antonio,
burial will take place,
of
funeral
BENNETT The
Emanuel Bennett, who died last
at his apartments on
West Silver avenue, will be held
at 2:30 from the
fthis afternoon
Crollott funeral parlors. Rev. Me- Burial will
Guinness officiating.
'
be at Falrvlew cemetery.

LAST TIME TODAY

Iloutrlght Rubber Company.

CITY

Malone Taxi & "transfer 153

i

Clinton A. Enyeart,

which will be announced

CTIAVES

MEMBERSHIP

A

The following newly elected officers were, installed by the Modern Expert Watch Making, EnWoodmen of America at their an- graving,
Jewelry Repairing
nual meeting ni;Ct banquet SaturFostoffiee.
day evening: Dr. 11. J. Iiavies. Phone Opposite
D03-.122 S. Fourth
venerable consul; A. K. Blakemore,
adviser; Dr. v. H. Ppensley, banker; John A. Gleastier, trustee for
three years; C. E. Robertson, escort; M. B. Hinds, watchman, and
Edward Sanpp, sentry.
Members of the Modern Woodmen of America and their families
Under New Management. Ladies
and members of the Royal Neighand gentlemen's suits (P"
bors enjoyed a banquet following
cleaned and pressed. . DXUv
the installation.
About 80 were
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
present at the meeting.

Ambrosia Sandoval, a son of
slate agent for the Masonic Proassociation, died at his Abram Sandoval of this city, was
tective
home on. East Central avenue yes- shot and killed near Prescott,
terday. Funeral arrangements are Ariz., some time yesterday accordin charge of C. T. French.
ing to a wire received last night
by Chief of Police Galusha
from
Police chief Robert Burns of WilMATHEWS Ludy Mathews,
Math- liams, Ariz. No
of the
daughter of Joseph
particulars
ews, died at their home on North death have yet been received here.
Fourth street at 2:30 Saturdayin
is
C. T. French
afternoon.
293 TAXI PHONE 293
charge of funeral arrangements,

.

K. OF P. TO START

A.

SON OF LOCAL MAN
KILLED IN ARIZONA

FUNERALS

Clinton A. Enyeart, state agent
for the Masonic Protective association, died yesterday morning at
7
o clock at his apartments on
East Central avenue. Mr. Enyeart
was a conductor on the Santa Fe
for several years prior to his en-- t
gagement In the insurance business and was widely known both
in railroad and Masonic circles.
Mr. Enyeart
a wife,
leaves
father, mother and eight brothers
sisters
who live in the east.
and
Funeral
arrangements will be
made as soon as Instructions are
received from the relatives. C. T.
French is in charge.

E

coat Soo
E. U. llOOTH

at Silver City of a
Buick ear, with a quan-

tity of whiskey, by federal
hition agents was announced in a
telegram received by D. W. Snyder,
director of prohibition for this
to. yesterday.
Tho occupants of
!'.
Hie ear were placed under arrest,
and arc brine held at Silver City
for their preliminary hearing.
According to the notice received
by Mr. Snyder, tho car was seized
on the road between Silver City
and Ileming. Nineteen gallons o(
whiskey were contained in the ear.
The telegram did not my how
many persons were arrested.
Information also was received
here yesterday of the seizure of a
still at Dawson on Saturday. Several persons were arrested in connection with the raid, and
will probably receive their hearing
today at Raton. The arrests were
made by Agents Gregg and Bangs
of the local prohibition office, with
the assistance of a deputy sheriff
of Colfax county.
Mr. Snyder and another agent
seized throe barrels of wine Saturday in a raid on a farm near Los
Ccrrillos. Two arrests were made
in connection with the raid, and
the alleged possessors will receive
their hearing here on Wednesday
on charges of the possession and
sale of liquor.

RE

F

t:xtra pair trousers
With each $23.50 Suit or Over

j

The State National Bank and The
State Trust & Savings Bank, will be
closed until 10:30 a. m., Monday,
January 16th, on account of funeral
services for P. F. McCanna.

II

JIT SILVER GITY
.Seizure

NOTICE

North First.

Phono 421.

12 oz. cans, 40c

2'

n

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.

January 16, 192!

fnder

.'

Auspices of BiiHut Aliyad Temple for tho Benefit of
Bond and Patrol.
Reserved Seat Sale at Matson's Hook Store Wednesday, Jan.
18lh at 8:00 o'clock a. m.
PRICES $2.00 AM) WAR TAX ,

Bed Davenport, plain oak upholstered, imllatlon
leather. Regular price $55.00.
This . Week Special
$42.00
Genuine

Reed

Baby

Regular price $35.00.
This Week Special.

Carriage, in ivory finish.
.

,

$22.50

Child's Bed, full size, wood frame, ivory finish.

Regular price $16.00.
This Week Special

U1

.$9.75

LIVINGSTON & CO.

uu;OME FURNISHERS
213-21-

5

West Gold Ave.
THIS

IS

NATIONAL

Albuquerque, N. M.
THRIFT WEEK

